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Saturday Morning, Dec. 37,

1802.

Correspondence of the Pres*.

Iretter iron the Scene of Conflict.
How arm's Division, Near Far- >
MOUTH, V A., Dec. 17,1862. 5
I had thought It was too late to write an
account of the great battle of Saturday, the
13th insL, for publication, but the newspapers

full of mistakes and egregious falsehoods— iu fact their reports, for the most part,
Were so evidently written by
correspondents
who neither saw nor took pains to be correctly informed of what they wrote, that it seems
due both to the army and to the public that a
truthful record be giveu though late, brief and

are

so

incomplete.

It bad been determined that Sumner’s grand
division should storm the works which line

,the hills in the rear of Fredericksburg; Couch’s
division,'composed of French’s, Hancock’s and
Howard's divisions, was on the right, Wilcox's
corps next to it to the left, Franklin's grand
division crossed the river two mile* or more
below and was expected to make a simultane-

fore did not relieve Capt. Hazard with another
battery. Capt. H. was then instructed to fire
moderately, as long as ammunition lasted, until it should have become too dark to continue.
The gallantry of this and the battery of Capt.
Trask, has rarely been equalled, and yetncwspa|jer reports say there was no artillery employed except one battery in the edge of the
town. The facts will modify this statement
also in another respect, as there were two batteries in the edge of the tovffi, about one
quarter of a mile upart, operating all day.—
One of them was another of the batteries of
this Division, Capt. Arnold. Gen.
Humphrey
attempted once more to advance, but this
time some of Ids regiments broke and ran
away disgracefully.
A portion of one of Gen. Howard's
regiments was put across the road to
stop the rabble of soldiers, and the General and his stair
had the hardest work or the
day in halting
their broken regiments and
enabling their officer s to
rally and reorganize them. It had
now get to lie
dark, and tile brigades of Owen
and Hull, sup|>orted by
Sully, had been under
tire of the hottest kind and had held their
with
the single exception of the new
groofll.
regiment referred to. The tiring now died
away, and at two o’clock next morning, Sykes’
regulars had relieved Gen. Howard’s Division.
l have endeavored to give the various dispositions of troops without dwelling upon the
horrors of the battle-field, or even
intimating
the intensity of
feeling—especially the depression which results from our unsuccessful attack.
^ estordav and to-day details from eacli
command have lx»cn burying the dead.
The
exact loss of this Division is 885.
W.
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But soon Capt. If. began
to fire less
rapidly and communicated to Gen.
Howard that so many of his men had lieen
killed that lie was unable to work two of his
guns. His ammunition was nearly exhausted.
Capt. H. tried in vain to get volunteers to
work his guns from
Humphrey's command,
made.

who are now just in his rear and under cover
of the hill.
Gen. Howard now consulted with General
Hooker, who was then near at hand and intently watching the fight as the shades of
night came oil apace and nothing accomplished yet. Gen. Hooker did not think it
possible
to carry the heights with artillery, and there-

following extract from Gen- !

eral Order of the War Department, No. 128, of September 6th, 18«2:
Kegimektop Artili.kky—12 Batteries.

MOSES

GOULD,

»

74 Middle St.,
Up Staibs.

Removal.

12 Corporals.
2 Musicians.
2 Artificer*
1 Wagoner.
122 Privates.

JOHN

B.

HUDSON, JR.

-HAS REMOVED TO-

i

I

prescribed.

requirements,

Maine Volunteers.

The State Bounty of Forty-Five dollars will be paid
to each recruit of this regiment enlisted prior to the
first Wednesday in January next.
Applications for enlisting papers mav be made at
this office.
By order of the Commander-In-Chief.
JOHN L. HODS DON, Adj’t General.
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No. 27 Market

sins, Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers, Scroll
Work, Ac.
A long and thorough
apprenticeship to the mechancal branch of the business, and several vears study
>f the higher branches of the Art. have rendered him
iiM-M-uun-

juauiiru

Willi Two

Cook.

**

EVER

The senior partner of the Company, whose experience of nearly a quarter of a century iu the Stove
Manufacture, says—that by au

and

Promptly

Executed
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III

'by

WITH

Gilt Frame*.
size
P)R

PORTRAITS OR
or

LANDSCAPES of any
style desired—latest patterns and best
order bv

MORRISON k CO.,26, Market Square.

to Ten

Hundred

of an established
invest, may
in which a large portion of the citizens of
Portland arc interested, which will give constant employment and pay well, bv addressing
decl dtf
BUSINESS. Daily Press Office.
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THROUGH TICKETS
These

ing
by nuraelvea, except those
necessarily imported, vre can compete with any market for low price*. At wholesale or retail, at 2h. Market fyjuar*.
MOKltlSOK A CO't*.

NEW YOKE, PHILADELPHIA, BALTIMOKEand WASHINGTON, and to all part, ol
(he WEST and SOUTH and NOKTH WEST, via all
th<> most popular route, and at the Intent Lotion
W. D. LITTLE, A Kent.
rain, for sale hjr
Oot S
dtf
Office 31 Exchange St.

TO

Street
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•tantly
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98

dying

Pensions,

Established for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled by sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, in the line of duty.

Pensions
Procured for widows or children of Officers and Soldicrs who have died while iu the service of the Uni
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay co
lected for Seamen and their heirs.
Fees, for each Pensiou obtained, Five Dollars.
All Claims against the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Office address

TRASK A LEWIS,
Square, h’d Preble St.
A.
PEARCE,
PLUMBER,

«.▼

A

wo

w*

IX

A

V

1

set up tn the beat manner. and all orarranged
ders in towu or
country ftUthfullv executed. All
kinds of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on baud, head Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kind*
july 2M1y

promptly

Trunks!

-AND-

Carpet-Bags,

lone to order,

at

Importers

Hall.
A

COn

Insolvable in Water

los. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland.
Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. ilereey,

j

Augusta, Me.

W.

or

Woodman,
Charles Bailey.

Alfred

Joseph

B. Hall,
Sec'y of State,
Natliau Dam
State Treasurer.

Vermont Butler.
iVtbKS & CO.

J.

LOTHKOP,

W.

A» u«ual.keep* constantly supplied with fresh
and fashionable HOOTS and SHOES, in evermj ry variety and style tor geutletneu's and lawear, and invite all his old eutlomers
ind the public generally to give them a call whewerIt they desire to replenish their "understandings."
W W L. is agent for the Leavitt and Wileo*
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES. aug6—dmd

| SSI

TWITCHELL A ( HAHPLIN,

POOR.

BENDING

Commission

merchants,

AND DEALERS I*

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
Block,

M ( ommmial St., opp. Tboataa

Oil—for mending

Johu

It is invaluable for soloing or patching Boots and
Shoos, and for cementing Leather Belting it has no

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. jol81dfim J,',P (hamptlu

T H £]

BSIST

equal.

Pianos, Pianos !
Will be

on
a few days

COFFINS

(y Only 26 Cents per Bottle, at

A RARE CHANCE!

novl7

j

exhibition and for sale for
oxly, iu the Store

Corner

STORE,

CASKETS,

Kxchauge k Federal Streets.

I*o be found iu this city, of every description,
ed and trimmed

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
M AJtCFACTURKU OF

NO. 162 MIDDLE STREET.

In tlie !N"eatest

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

choice assortment of

Plano-Fortos,

C.

rhose established reputation of thirty years render*
he superiority of their l’iauos familiar as "household
rords.”
These instruments sing their own praises. Any
terson desirous of obtaining a superior l'iano for
very little mouey, should call aua examine these
j ustrumeuts, as they must and will be sold.
Their agent will take great pleasure iu showing the
>eauties of these instruments to any and all who
nay favor him with a call.
Recollect this is a rare chauce. aud for a few
E. U. OSBORN.
lays only.
Agent for the Manufacturers.
with
l'iano
sold
the writteu guarantee of
Every
he Makers.
dec3 dtf

STEAM AND

J.

January,

for the purpose of choosing
863. at 3 o’clock P. M
Directors for the ensuing year, aud the traitsiCtiou of any other business which may theu be a'ally acted upon.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
declO tin
Portland, Dec. 10,1862.
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tr All orders fbr Kcpslrin* t aruiture^ srnUhGI*«1b«, 4*.,
Of. Cphol.tertn*. Ch*ir Sentln*
Jniaitf
tromptly attended to.

Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work and
a

in

city*

ROBES FURNISHED TO 0SDX1.

THOMPSON,

Ceraer sf Pearl

STREET.

cheaper than at any other plane

manner.

Is prepared to receive orders for

A Chemirals.

department
complete,
used iu the art.
OURprising every article
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Style,
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the
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Stockholders
Ocean Insurance Comhereby notitie.I to meet at the office of
1111E
pany
aid
of
Monday, the fifth

Company

Retail.

Don. in th. beet

Ocean Insurance Company.
ANNUAL MEETING.
I

or

Worka 0 Union St., and 333 ft 330 Fora St.,

j

1

II.

No. 30 UNION
sale

finish-

ARK AT-

ANI BYERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

LIGHTE 4* BRA DBURY.XE W YORK.

K. UL KAN.

(Formerly E. Shaw k Co.)
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,

FURNITURE, IVORY, BOSE, CROCKERY,
OLASS AND EARTHEN WARE.

J even

KKKKKKNt'KS :

a«m

BOOTS, SHOES <fc BUBBEBS.

|

Cement,

Hilton’s

1ANLFACTCRERS AND JOBBKRS OF CLOTHING,

com-

a

W. INB.

Boots and Shoes.

and Wholesale Dealers in

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,
j

THOS. H

FOB SOLEING OB

and Fashionable Stock of the above arat

Jtt

IS

Jf24tf

v

R

ticle* n:a> t»e found
this establishment,
ALA
prising every do .*r)ption for traveling outtlt.

large

dispensary
public.

MANUFACTORY,

No. 16S MIDDLH STREET.

Drug Store!

CHAB. F. CKOBMAM.

nov20

TRIE

DURAN'S

Drag*, Chemical*, Fancy Good*, Ac.,

abort notice.

WOODMAN,

Tailor,

STREET,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals aud best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a carelhl attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of tH*

ar All kinds of TIN and SHEET IRON WORK

Trunks!

VALISES, POBTMAITEAUB,

dir

taken store.

teutiou to tbeir

CLOSETS,

DswriuHou of Witer Flxlnre for DwellEVERY
ing Houses, Hotels. Public Buildings, Ships. Ac.,
and

N«.
Middle Siren,
HAVE
(Fox Block.) and respectfully Invite public atand well selected stock of

Pipe.

OF-

No. 124 Exchasob Strkbt, Portland, Mb.

CROSHAN * POOR,

AGENT FOR-

HAKES

—

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
je28dtf

IMew

dtf

WILLIAX

Sugar Refinery,

GOODS,

Photograph,

and Silver Plated Pocks.

JL/

...

or

3*7 Market
July 14th. 1962.

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

Ranges,

Assortment of

Lancaster

SETH E. BE EDI
(Office No. 9 State House.)

Ambrotype

Warm, Cold anti Sh>>tcrr Baths, Was A Bowls, Beast

-W-v

EXCHANGE

YOU

N B.—Lnrjre Ambrotypen only n/teen Crutt.

Periland. Me.
J*»f

JTX 11

X

llloeh,

not

TAILORIHG ESTABLISHMENT,

1

ty K TUBS Prime, for »l« by
J. K

DO

ADDISON FRYE.

Commercial Street,

Thomas

All to cull at No. 27 Market .Hoove, where
they take i’EKKECT LIKEN EdSEN. end warreal ealnAotioii. at price vhich defy
competition.

Direct from the manufactory of

or

sep20dAwl4tf

1,1363.

_

UNDER.

Portland,

U. 8. service.

Hon.

Best

FRYE,

Portland, Auc. », 18ffl.

rhe Vetrified Water and Drain

to

Hon.

Nov.

Street,

-WANT THE-

HEAD OF MERRILL’S WHARF,

Reg-latrrs, Ventilators, Ac.

And Pensions,

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
lion. James G. lilaiuc,

A

A. D. REEVES,

HOUSE FURNISHING

DEALERS IV

PORTLAND. ME.

IP
together

Corn, Flour and Grain,

—A LSO—

Bounty Money, Bark Pay,

Invalid

Jnl29dAwljr

DU LIBS IS-

From the celebrated Barstow Stove Co.

Complete

Portland.

•

FLUID, KEB08EHE OIL, fte.,
•• Commercial

ALBERT WEBB * CO.,

—DEALER IX—

A

t

SAL*.

mm. in arms, cuss tin..

PEW-CUSH-

XxasB*. Flost k Frtk having leased mv Mill and
purchased my stock and trade. I cheerthflv recommeud them to my customers.
Portland. Nov. 1,1883.
W. C. BRADLEY.
nov8 to

BAKING.

and

Street,

WHOLK8ALB

Corn, -Weal, Oats, Rye, Feed,
Ground Rock Salt, Ac.
AMABIAH FROST,

Portland,

HOWARD,

Stoves, Furnaces

Splint*,

FOR

JOHN W. PERKINS * CO„

hand,

on

Floar,

FOR SALE BY

WAR CLAIM AGENCY.

Pay. Ac.,

ronjtrem

»T

GCng35|

undersigned is

|

E^rT

No. lOO Commercial Street,
near Commercial Wharf—where we I hall
keep con-

ranged that it can be used separately for roasting, or
[by the removal of a simple plate) in connection with
the larger oven for baking.
Wherever these stoves have been used, they have
liven universal satisfaction.

Agent,

obtain from the
prepared
United States Government, §100Bounty Money,
THE
for heirs ol Officers
Back
Soldiers

CRUTCHES,

SPECtMEX LIMES MA T BE SB EX AT
373

and have taken Store

But the novel—the peculiar feature of the MODEL
COOK—that which distinguishes it from all others—
is the addition of a Ventilated Itoastiug Oven witbii
the body of the stove and iu frout of the tire; so ar-

F. A.

LIMBS,

Sheet Gutta Fercha for

Exchange Street, Portland.

LORING’8 DRUG
•

-A Lao.-

W Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired aud varnhhed. Chairs m-camd lu an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
told or exchanged.
julSOddin

FROST

stove so perfectly lifted as to place the
draft of the stove entirely within the coutrol of the
persou using itenabling him to preserve either a
wood or coal tire for inanv hours, by simply closing
the draft slide, thus securing great economy in time,
and in cost of fuel, as well a* avoiding the dust consequent upon rckiudling.

JL

9100

MATTRESSES.
IOSS, fc.. fc.

WE

we mean a

dec!2 t!3w

Hie

with
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt finish made
» order, of any size, style or design, of new and
degant patterns; also cheap Looking Glasses and
dates re-get in old frames, bv
MORRISON k CXL. 26, Market Square.

ttOTHE.
Five
person having from learn
Dollars to

—AT THE—

OI

Pier and Mantle Mirror*.
Ova), Square or Eliptical frames,

irorkmansliip—made to

Photographic Frames.
or oval—every kind called for.
^lOrAKK
l>«
manufactured

urit'IV

Exchange

Long Wk’i,

have thit day attociated ourtelvet
under Ihe name and ityie of

STOVE

ROASTING AND

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL

Loungm, BrdMradi,

SPKIXO-BEOS.

England.

TIGHT

Apotheoary,

—

PARK

dtf

FURNITURE, Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

Company,

38.283 03

Cloths,

L. II. TITCO.TIB,

Manefectarcr of

PUBLIC.

Whose Castings stand unrivalled throughout New

Testings!

prepared to make them up at short ootiea.i
Call and See,

Copartnership Notice.

87.783 67

AIK

IU*>.

BOSTON,

AT No. 08 EXCHANGE STREET.

JOPKPB HALK.

WILLI A

—

full Assortment of

Portland. Sept. J4. 1WJ.

rfPry UPHOLSTERER

by the

Barstow Stove

SAM’L GOL'LD, President.
Goodrich. Secretary.

NATHL F. DEERING.

-iirnature or “ALis over the cork of

TO THE

And is

PArtioular Attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchAAing Caryoet Aud Charter$ for vesaeit.
August 2. 1*8.
dAwCinT

1

a

Military
1

and

Stoves,

OFFERED

Also

Mo.

YKATOX,

AND

Cloths, Cassimeres and

AND

Ovens,

Manufactured

Suffolk ss.. December 10, 1862.
•
Personally appeared Samuel Gould, President, and
Jas. J. Goodrich, Secretary of the above Compauv,
and severally made oath that the above statement,
by them subscribed, is. in their belief, true.
Before me,
William T. Andrews,
Justice of the Peace.

No. 3

Portland,
JOBM

PBOlf

large and well selected Stock of

e

Merchants,

Corner Commercial 8t. and

The greatest of modern improvements in the line of

6.962 76

25. Amount of losses claimed
and unpaid?
26. Amount of losses reported
*
unou which the liability
.°”e
or the Company is not de*
terinined ?
58,900 00
27. Amount of all other claims against the
None.
Compauy ?
28. Amount of cash received for premiums
on Are risks?
68.729 50
29. Amount of cash received for premiums
on marine risks?
22,678 66
80. Amount of notes received for premiums
on tire risks?
None.
81. Amount of uotes received for premiums
on marine risks?
229.237 82
32. Amount of cash received for interest?
51,110 94
33. Amount of income received from all
other sources?
2.936 06
3*. Amount of five losses paid last year?
86,873 65
85. Amount of marine losses paid last year? 44.273 76
36. Amount of dividend'paid the last year? 12 .000 06
87. Amouut paid for expenses of office?
14.274 24
88. Amount of other expenditure*?
10,200 00
39. Amount received iu cash for fire risks
not terminated ?
70,710 42
40. Amount required to re-insure all outstanding risks? From 75per cent, to95
per cent, of premiums.
41. Amount of premium uotes on risks not
terminated?
156.867 18
42. Amouut of delinquent notes not charged to profit and loss?
26 00
43. Highest rate of interest received? Six
cent.
lighest rate of interest paid on money
borrowed?
Nothing.
45. How many shares of the capital stock
are pledged to the Company?
None.
46. Balance to credit of profit aud loss account?
282,248 34
47. Balance to debit of profit and loss account?
Nothing.
48. How many shares of the capital stock
are owne by the Company, or not subscribed for?
None.
49. What amount of the capital consists of
the stockholders* uotes?
N thiug.

in the

ANY
PRINTING, business,
Neatly

fUTJ

nu§t elegant styles, and he hopes
diligence and
;ongtaut attention to business, to merit the patronof
the
age
public.
ty ('.*/?/> SIGXS of all varieties painted to
>rdcr.
JOHN B. HUDSON. Jb.,
dec4 d4w
No. 27 Market Square.

Orders,

AND ALL OTHER KINDS OF

Square,

abere he trill execute in an artistic manner all kinds
if ORNAMENTAL PAINTING, such a* Signs,Cur-

uie

YORK

With

MOUJ.TO.YS BLOCK.

AN AIR TIGHT STOVE

—

The numerical designation of the Regiment,and the
recruiting of the Companies for the same, being
placed bv the War De|>artment under the direction of
the Governor and < 'qmmander-iu-CbJef of the State
of Maine, two additional Batteries or Companies lor
said Regiment are hereby authorised to be raised of
the standard and organization
The present companies mav be recruited
up to the given number. when they will be reorganized so far as necessary
to conform with the above
and the necessary additional Regimental, Field and Staff Officers will be appointed. The regiment upon the completiou of its organization, as above, will be designated as the 1st Regiment of Heaw Artillery of

wiinoui

NEW

JO»T RETCEBED

Hit

and Cabin Stores,

Ship

WE REFER TO
few well known gentlemen and physicians who

Ki'uuiue

Tbe Tailor,

B. D. MERRILL.

AMD DEALERS IM

—

I

PAIBE,

—

CO.*

BROKERS, CHANDLERS

SHIP

148

16. Auiouut of cash on hand, including advance* ou losses not adjusted ?
72,013 63
17. Am't ofcash in hand* of agents? None.
18. Aiuouut loaned on mortgage of real estate?
172,000 00
19. Amouut loaned on collateral?
77.778 67
20. Amount loaued without collateral?
63.765 81
21. Amount of all other investments?
12,00000
22. Amount of premium uote* on risk* terminated?
6,237 18
23. Amount of borrowed money
collateral* given for the sahkt*? None.

Jas. J.

SBBRY t.

„orl
_WILLIAllC^HOar. |
A.. T>.
REEVES,

personally attended to

JOHN BOND.

Commission

The Model Cook I j

lcon8*r«

j

and
Koollng Slate,
CJominercIttl Street,
Opposite Smith's Wharf..PoarLAtn. Mb
a^ci

YEATON & HALE.

FRED SPEER. Passaic. X. J.,”
each bottle.
MAKE OSE TRIAL OF THIS WISE.
For sale by Druggists and all rtrst class dealers.
A. SPEER, Proprietor.
Vijietarh—Passaic, Xcw Jersey.
UtriCK—308 Broad wav. New York.
JOHN LA FOY, Paris,
dec22 dly
Agent for France and Oennany.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Artillery.

of

2 1st Lieutenants.
2 2d Lieutenants.
1 1st Sergeant.
1 Quartermaster Serg’t.
6 Sergeants.

GREAT CHANCE FOR BARGAINS BEFORE THE RISE!

nor27 dtf

7,500 00

-Dealer* in—

Coal, Wood

building,

BUg4dl>*

have tried the Willi*:
C»eu. MS intield Scott, L'SA. I Dr. Wilson, 11th st., NY.
Gov. Moreau, N Y .State. Dr Ward. Newark. N.J.
Dr.J.K.CWIton.N.Y.City. | Dr. Dougherty, Newark,
Dr. Parker. X. Y. City.
I
N.J.
Dr*. Darcy & Nicholl,New- Dr. Marcv. Now York.
ark. Xi J.
Dr. Paist. Philadelphia.

|»er

20 HOUSES, at price, from *1000 to *6000.
100 HOUSE LOTS, at price, from *2U0to *3000.
2.000.000 feet of FLATS.
1.000.000 feet of LAM).
2 STOKE LOTS ou Commercial Street.

1 Colonel.
1 Chaplain.
1 Lieutenant Colonel.
1 Sergeant Major.
*1 Major for every four
Batteries.
1 Quartermaster Sergeant.
1 Adjutant (not an extra
1 Commissary.
Lieutenaut.)
1 Quartermaster (not an
extra Lieutenant.)
1 Hospital Steward.

Battery

Estate,

a

.specifying

support

INVESTMENTS !

18th

Reginu'nt of Infantry of Maine Volunteers to
be ehauged to one of Heavy Artillery, to be organ-

1 Captain.

1

of the Act

Real

11,002 00

75

Company,

interest
pay
public debt,*’ approved July 1st, 1*2, 1 hereby give notice that I have received from the Assessor
»f the First Collection District in the State of Maine,
the annual Lists oi Taxes and Duties assessed in the
mouth of September, and tiie monthly List tor the
months ol October and November, 1862; that the
taid Taxes and Duties have become due and payable,
ind that 1 will be in attendance at my office, over
Store No. 92 Commercial Stree t, Portland, from the
Brst to the flfteeuih day of January, 1863, for the
purpose of receiving said taxes, and granting Littuses to all persons within that portion of the First
District included in the County of Cumberland.
And 1 farther give notice, and call attention to tho
Following provisions of the Act:
“All persons who shall neglect to pay the duties
ind taxes, so as aforesaid assessed upon them, to the
Collector or his Deputies, within the times above
ipecilied, shall be liable to pay ten per c<ntum addi\tonal upon the amount thereof."
And I would also call attention to the following
provisions of the said Act, respecting Licenses:
“If any person or persons shall exercise or carry
>n any trade or business hereinafter mentioned, for
[he exercising or carryiua on which trade or business
license is required by this act, without taking out
inch license as in that" behalf required, he, she, or
they shall, for every such offence, respectively, forfeit
penalty equal to three times the amount of the duty
>r gum of money imposed for such license."
NATH’L J. MILLKK.
Collector of 1st Collectiou District
in the State of Maine.
Portland, Dec. 13th, 1862.
dtf
nue
>n the

Adjutant Gexeral’* Ornci, I
Augusta, Dec. 19, 1882. J
GENERAL ORDER NO. €2.

iu the

AKVDI.

of Conpursuance
provisions
entitled “An Act to provide Internal ReveINgress
to
the tioverument and
the

HEAD QUARTERS,

prescrilM'd

IVVNUCiD,

80

103

I. D. MERRILL.

complexion.

72

100

up

CO.,

(Formerly WILLIAM C. HOW* CO.,>

Exchange Street,

•

set
in the best manner.
All orders in city or
country

Because it will not intoxicate as other wines, as it
no mixture of spirits or other
liquors, and is
admired.for its rich, peculiar flavor, and nutritive
properties, imparting a healthy tone to the digestive
orgaus. end a blooming, soft and healthy skin and

1H6 49
3.380 2)

am’t**^

First Collection District, Maine.

one

as

u.

DIURETIC,

contaius

bk*.
113.356 74

14,668 37
13.965 00
16.482 22

■

LTVCB

TBOe.

HENRY L. PAINE k

UMBERS,

to any other wines in use. and an excellent article for
all weak and debilita ed persons, and the aged and
infirm, improving the appetite, and beuotttting ladies
and children.
A LADIES' WINE,

on

108

102

13. Ainouutof railroad stocks? State
of each kind, and par value aud market value of each.
None.
14. Amount of railroad bonds? State am t
of each kind, aud par value aud market value of eaeh.
$102,000 Bond*
Cheshire Kail Hoad, par value 100,market value 102,
15. Cash value of real estate owned by the

property.
three, or

INTERNALJIEVENUE.

—

is'd

on

dec6 edSw

For

of War has authorized the

Boston,

AS A

Portland. Me.
»AB*,kl

JOB*

Water Closets, Urinals, Force ami Suction
Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Howls, Silver Plated
I Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
iy All kind* of fixtures for hot and cold water

WINE
Is not a mixture or manufactured article, but is pure,
from the juice of the Tortugal Sambuci grape, cultivated in ae«r Jersey, recoinmeuded by chemists and
physicians as possessing lin'dical properties superior

%.-w

44,108 00

92
90
95
66

STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Wldgery’a Wharf.)

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

STEER S

20,000

ton,
100
10 shs North Bank, Boston, 100
43 sh* Trader* Bauk,
100
260
State Bank,
60
140“ Granite Bank,
100
168“ Eagle Bank.
100
160“ Kali Hoad Bask, Low-

®M.
76
100 *h* ..
Bay State Bauk,
Lawrence,
75
20*h» Market Bank, Boston, 70
60
Now England Bank,

Agency,

Real and Personal
VW“Policies
Risks taken on Dwelling Houses for one,
Bve years, ykkt low.
issued

V

Tills

Europe

EL

by

|

54,006 32

*•

#27,904 05

103 MIDDLE STREET.

principle, thrnrmgklg matte,
are perfectly accurate and

TIME Secretary

390,681 83

88

and
America.

TONIC
It as no equal, causing an appetite and building up
the system, being entirely a pure wine of a most val-

8.612,764
7.687A91
16,000 265

Bank, Bo-tou,
100 117
600 shs Shawmut Bank,Bosers

a

——

MERCHANTS,

URAMTE

EXCHANGE

I. D. RERIULL St

AS A

uable grape.

cost

102

-a ?rr>

COMMISSION

JOHN ROBINSON*
^
Portland, Dec.
15,1862.
decl0 tf

the

use

European and American Hospitals,
some of the first families in
and

4*100—91u0.

p.
1276 shr* City Bank,Boston, 100
650 *h* Shock Leathe Deal-

of the Peace.

Office of the Portland

...

their right by Bank’s battery.
the most destructive to the enemy,

used in

2. Where located? Bo-ton.
3. When incorporated? February 23, 1822.
4. Amount of Capital?
$400,060
5. Amount of Capital actually paid in?
400,000
0. Number of shares, aud par value of

v. m.v.

WM. CONNER, Jb., Secretary.

[Signed]

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, I
|
County of (lamp leu, ss.
Sworu to before me.
Geo.
Justice
Walker,
(Signed)

materiala, and

—

80,473 59

No other liabilities to Banks or Individuals except Office Expenses.
Amount at risk. Nor. 1. 1862.
#20.689.587 28
Amount necessary to n-insure the above,
84,866 42

These celebrated Scale* are still made by the original inventor,, (and okly by them.) and are constantly receiving all the improvement* which their
long experience and skill can suggest.

operation.

33,820 69

#890,531
Pkb Coxtba :
All outstanding Claims,

SCALES.

Sf

5.200 00

124.206 50
63* share* Railroad Stocks,
75,750 00
Railroad Bonds,
7.550 00
Loans on Peisoual aud Collateral
8.842 62
Security.
All other Securities,
6.364 18

rAIKHAnKs

correct in

pany. uuiucumbcred,
Loan* on Mortgages or Rea) Estate, wit bin the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
1207 share* Bank Stocks, as per

10,000

should

celebrated in Europe for its medicinal and beneficial
qualities as a gentle Stimulant, Tonic. Diuretic, and
Sudorific, highly esteemed bv emiuent physicians,

THE-

8. Amount of marine risks
outstanding?
9. Total auiouut of outstanding risks?
10. Amount of Uuited States slock or treasury note* owned by the Cmnpauv?
State amount of eaeli kind, aud par value and market value of each.
20,000
Uuited States 7 3-10 Bonds, p, v. per
•hare $100—ni. v $1(4,
11. Amount of State stocks? State amount
of each kind.aud par value aud market
value of each.
: 12. Amount of bank stocks?
State amount
of each kind, and par value aud marj
ket value of each.

00

at this seasou,

It imparts a healthy action of the Clauds, Kidneys,
and Criuary Organs, very beueticial in Dropsy,Gout
and Rheumatic Affection**.

7. Amount of fire risks outstanding?

16.372 32
16,016 00

ly,

fain

SAMBtCI WINE,

1. State the name of the Company. Manufacturers’ Insurance Company.

each ?

6.936 98

schedule,

Standard.

the beat
urable in

as follows :

Cash,
Cash in hands of Agents in course
of transmission,
j #15.400 U.S. 7.30 Treasury Notes,
i #10,000 U. S 6 per cent. Certificate* of Indebtedness,
! #5.000 C. S. 6 per cent. Coupon
Bonds, 1881,
Real Estate owned by the Com-

precocious youth being asked in Ids geography what they raised in South Carolina, replied,' They used to raise niggers and cotton,
but now they are raising the devil.”

They are

sano.nno 00

i

A

—._

1

190,681 83
-#390,63183

Assets

i

j

"Wholesale Grocers •

OF THK

Furnishing Goods,

■

^

"H I LV.UH ^
cOa

and fitted it up auew, I am now
ready to wait upon
mv former customers and the
public generally, at all
hours, with all the luxuries of the day.

ON THE FIRST DAY OF NOVEMBER, 1962.

OF SPRINGFIELD, MASS.,
On the First day of November, 1862. in conformity
with the Law* of the State of Maine.

Beams, W eights, &c.,&c.

on

Nos* 1? ft 19

street.

Portland. A tig. 9. 19>«

CLOTHING,

the

Tailor,

SX<>1AN0E

we

Having leased

Every

ItFEVIS,

**

Eating House.

OP BOSTON.

Insurance Co.,

STOCK

FOLL

(iARMEMS,

A. D.

lit*

and Casstmeres.

MERCHANTS’

Manufacturers’ Insurance Co,

Springfield

daily receiving the

are

will sell at prices to suit the times.
Portland, Nov. 19.1802.
dtf

JL/AAAVJ*

.J>r

A

Gentlemen’s

dhwtf

—

Boys, Boys, Boys.
••tuition givmn to CUTTUd mD{t
P^MaLI'v^?
A
MAKING BOYS’

-AND-

Fire aud Marine Ins. Co.,
Of Providence.
PkRFSCT Skeenitt, which ought always to Do the
drst consideration to effecting insurance, is here offered to the public, at the barest rates of premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in "Boyd’s BaOding," opposite Post Office.

-or THE-

BROW.H,

desirable styles of

READY-MADE

IV8UBANGE.

June 23.

BUSINESS CAROS.

La/test Styles of

Equitable

|

hand, and

mo«t

ALSO,

epublic Fire lusurance Company,
Of New York.
Cash Capital aud Surplus, *312,000.
Relief Fire Inaurunce Company.
Of New York. .-Cash Capital and Surplus. *-60,000.

SPARROW,

paid up,

on

and

Fancy Doeskins

the

National Insurance Company.
Of Boston.
Cssh Capital and Surplus afiOO.OOO.

Gekkral Aoext for the State or Mairk.
Office No.74 Middle st.,opposite PokIoSiic.
PortlRnd, Oct. 17,1882.
oclVdiw

SCALES!

joined

on

WARREN SPARROW,
Office T4 Middle, cer. ef Exchange St*.
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following Fiubt Clabs Insurance Co's;

Further in formation will be cheerfully famished
application by mail or otherwise to

all

*9T

DIRECTORS:

7IBE

on

Capital Stock,
Surplus,

Have

For Femalesy Weakly Persons and Invalids.

which

ISSUED A LARGER NUMBER OP LIFE
POLICIES DURING THE YEAR 1861. THAN
ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE
UNITED STATES.

Fire and marine

Grape,

|

At 03 Middle Stre«*t,
Opposite the Custom House.

USE.

_

IT

VUU

PHYSICIANS’

Wm. Drnmmond, G. E. R. Patten,
Sain*! I. Robinson, E. K. Harding,
Arthur Sewall,
J. P. Morse,
Lewi* Black but,
patten,
8. A. Houghton,
o. C. Jameson.
E. K. HARDING, President,
__E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
Bath, July 8.1862.
d6m

Company

enfilade that street. At the outer edge of the
BUTCHERS*. GROCERS’, DRUGGISTS’, CONtown the street leads down into a ravine along
FECTIONERS’ and GOLD
which is a ditch four or Hve feet Wide.—
French's column moved down first across the
bridge, filed Into the field and faced to the front.
They came under fire of the enemy's rifles before they reached the bridge. As sioon as they
were in positioo they advanced delivering their
With a complete variety of
fire which took little effect upon the rebels in
WEIGIIING APPARATUS,
rifle-pits. The storm of bullets, coupled with
the shells bursting all about them and in their
BY
very midst was too much, and Hancock was
4000 needed to bold even the ground French
FAIRBANKS ft BROWN,
had occupied. Hancock's division filed to the
118 Milk 8treet.
corner of Batterrmarch Street,
right and left of the road. They were veteran
Boston.
troop* and now maintained the character thev
bad won in many battles. They pushed forin Portland by EMERY A WATERHOUSE.
Sold
ward in the face of the deadly fire; but the
oc26
greater part of their officers were struck down
and they could go no further. Gen. Caldwell
STATE OF MAINE.
was wounded though not
dangerously. The 1
fflinljP
commanders of his regiments were all shot
down. His Assistant Adi utaut General who
is a younger brother, was woutided. Gen.
Howard, whose division had been held as the
reserve for the corps, because his divisin alone
had been In the action of the Thursday before at the taking of the city, was now order-

were

POR

Patten,
Oliver Moot,
M.F. Gannett,
J. H. McLellan,
Jas. I1. Patten,

Life Policies not subject to Forfeiture,

sion ; that the table and the table cover which
he invariably uses in his ambidextrous tricks
are
indispensable to his business; and that he
could no more do wllhoiittliem or
someequivalent objects to conceal his hands, than the
can
juggler
dispense with Ills apparatus; that
to detect this trick
you have only to keep the
operators fingers continually in sight. Cause
him to place his hands on the table, and
keep
them there quietly, ami there will he no
goblin Writings on his arm, nud no
answering of
slip or pellet; that every attempt to procure
the iniraclotiH writings with his hands in
siglit, was an utter failure, and that when such
characters were exhibited they were written
under the table with a colored pencil.”

The rebel redoubts were located so as to
command the street* running perpendicularly
to the river, so that our troops were greatly
exposed when they passed the intersection of

commanded
by Gen. Howard at Antietam.) led the way up
the street, dowu the ravine, across the bridge
and field in upon the left of the road. He
then advanced steadily until he had passed nil
the troops then in the field and come dose up
into the very teeth of the rifle pits. Then the
brigade baited and the men were ordered to
lay low upon the ground—an order then were
out to obey under that terrific fire.
The rebels had two lines ol'flre one from a
stone wall, and rifle pits—the other from further up the hill where they were concealed by
some evergreen trees.
Col. Owen sent back
word that with support he would lead iiis
brigade forward in a rliarge upon the rifle
pits. Meanwhile Col. Hall with his brigade
containing the ltltb and 20th Mass., the 7th
Mich., and two X. Y. Regiments, which had
won so much fame, and suffered so severely in
taking Fredericksburg, crossed the bridge and
■went In on the right.
Col. H. Attempted to advance Imtcouid not In the face of the rifle
pit.
Gen. Sully was soon brought forward, the last
brigade of Howard’s division, Col. Hall sent
word that he was fearful that he could not retain his place. A portion of Sully’s command
went to his support.
Two regiments extended
his line to the right. One had been left to sunport a battery. The 10th Maine was placed
upon the right of Col. Hall. The 15th Mass.,
was tlie only
one
remaining to assist Col.
Owen and this was to little support to allow
him to advance again.
About 4 o’clock
Humphrey’s division had arrived from over
the river and went in handsomly attended by
their General and his staff. They went on
magnificently until they reached a point a few
yards iu advance of Col. Owen when the General had his horse killed, and then they broke
and fell back under the murderous fire, sweeping with them as they went the 127th Penn.,
a new regiment, attached to Owen’s
brigade
that day.
About this time Gen. Howard sent one of
his batteries, Capt. Hazard's R. I. which had
not yet been in action, across the
bridge, and
Capt. H. took position upon the contested field
beyond, on the left of the road. These guns
poured out an incessant fire for some time and

Ol' Choice Oporto

$10,000 in any One Risk.

and upon which the premiums cease at the end often
years, whereby under any and all circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assured be attained, either in whole or in part, In
exact proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of tne prosperity and
success of this
than the fact shown by the
recently published official reports, vi*: that

lIICi

G4KD11ER Ac
Stt

exceeding

John

It is a purely mutual company, all its projits
being
divided among its members annually.
In addition to all the various forms of Whole
Lira, Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special attention to
a next feature In Life Insurance introduced
by this
Company some two years since, vi*: the issuing of

oxainaniii vi

WINE.

CLOTHS, OVERCOATINGS,

they

Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.

8ARBITCI

;

And that
are prepared to make insurance
mutual principle, agaiusi marine risk*, not

It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the Lnited States, and affords to
in the beneiits of Life
persons wishing to participate
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and in some respects not equalled oy any other in this country.
Strict Economy—Care in its Risks, and Safe Investments, characterize its management.

itinerating fellow writes the reputed goblin writings that appear on his left
arm, with bis own right hand; that they are
produced in this way and iu no other: that lie
unrolls tliv paper pellets under the
table,
reads and then answers them; that in no instance has lie
correctly answered a question
till sucli reading lias taken
place, eltlier while
the iisrty w as writing the same or alter it was
rolled into a pellet ami manipulated
by him;
that 1 have detected him in
unrolling them,
and in breaking the seal of a sealed
euveiope,
in a maimer past all doubt and
misapprehen-

(formerly Ileintzelman’s)
Franklin, and the other, Butterfield's (formerly Porter's) to support Sumner.

ed forward.
Col. Owen’s brigade (the

#800,000

has

BUSINESS CARDS.

PURE. AND FOUR YEARS OLD.

That this

to support 1

Be had selected Hanover street, the right sidewalk of which was in a measure concaied
from the redoobt whose embrasure opened
that way, and whose camion was intended to

SPEER’S

THE

upwards of

WARREN

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Directors of the Bath Mutual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their
capital Stock amount* to

Company
paid since its organization to
THIS
Widows, Orphans and Creditors
the Assured,

NO 169

MEDICAL.

Marine Insurance Company.

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.

Is it all A Hlmblo ?—A man
by the
name of Robinson, in
Worcester, writes to the
Boston Post that the spiritualist in Boston
wtio answers questions written inside of
paper
pellets, is an arrant imposter, and that he is
iully prepared to sustain the following statements:

attack. Hooker's two corps were in reserve and eventually- were sent, the one, Stone-

the streets or If they attempted to march along
the streets mentioned. This was avoided as
much as possible.
At 10 oclock a. m., Gen. French put his column la motion, and immediately the shells be-

BATH

New York Life Insnranee t'omp’y.
Established in 1846—Net Capital over

ous

ham'*

_INSURANCE.

1862.

&

Coats,

Hauls. Vesta, Jackets,

Ladies’

Riding

Cut. made

A. D. REEVES.
9S

Habits, fte.,

and trimmed by

exchange

I'ortlBud, Au*u»t«. IMS

Tailor,
street
dv»

•

New Publications.

THE DAILY PRESS.

Essays by Henry Thomas Buckle, with a Biographical Sketch of the Author. New
York: Appleton & Co. 12 mo. pp. 209.
For sale in this city bv Hall L. Davis. 53 Ex-

PORTLAND, MAINE

Saturday .Horning, Oec» 37, 1862*

change street.
of Civilization
in England” was born on the 24th of November, 1822, at Lee. in Kent, ami died at DamasHis great work
cus on the 31st of last May.

“History

The author of the

___

Portland Daily Press has the largest
regular circulation of any daily paper in

The

the

———

fragment; and indeed the design
to preclude the possibility of its
completion, even had the fortvyears of his life
remains

oity.

was

so

a

vast as

Presumption—Diffident Demand.
been increased to threescore and ten. The
The Boston Courier of the 24th—the special
first volinnu of that work was dedicated to his
organ of Massachusetts conservatism, (!)
mother, the second to her memory, nere we
which has become the synnonyra of suspected
I have a glimpse of tile man's real character.
loyalty—says:
The son of a London merchant, removed from
It seemed Mr. Seward made two indispensaschool in his fourteenth year by his own reble conditions to the resumption of his office.
These are presumed to be, the retirement of
quest, and thenceforward a solitary unremitStanton and ttie recall of McClellan to t he head
ting student, with noencouragement save from
of the army, involving, of course, the displacement of Halleek. The truth is, if the Govern- | the home circle, and no opportunity of mensment expects to hold together much longer, to ! uring himself with rivals, lie naturally, with
accomplish anything tending to national all his wealtli of learning, command of lanstrength, it ought instantly to urge Met lellan
guage, and vigor of thinking, fell into those
to resume his command, and to reinstate Buell
in the West.
pitfalls of rashness and inaccuracy which lie
in wait for the recluse. The two articles which
The modesty of such a presumption ns that
Seward demanded the retirement of Stanton, compose this volume, a disconrse delivered at
the ltoyal Institution in March. 1858, unfoldthe reinstatement of McClellan and the displacement of Halleek, could have been com- ing “tlu: Influence of Woman on the Progress
passed in no brain of less pretension than that of Knowledge," and a review of John Stuart
Mill's treatise “On Liberty,” published in 1859,
which presides oyer the Courier. Its authorexhibit the merits and defects which belong to
ity in such matters, however, is about equal to
the work by which his name is known, the
the authority of James Brooks on Popery, of
work to which more than twenty years were
Pius IX on questions of difference among
cousecrated. The photographic portrait, faPotcstants sects, or of Jeff. Davis on patriotism.
cing the title page, shows a thoroughly English face, a high, bald forehead, massive, double
The demand suggested by the Courier—that
Modest

restored to

chiu, clean shaven, with the inevitable whisk-

command—is quite suggestive. Buell, says
the Courier, “never lost a battle,” aud saved

ers, and a look in the eye which is not eaxctly
Tennyson's “stony British stare,” but is nev-

be

McClellan and Buell should

the

day at Shiloh

after our forces had been de-

for the second

necessity

and the

would have oeen

avotueu.

1

ms

And yet it is such

again.

Davis,

Ex-

53

..

If for the
offered to

a

price of

this volume access were

collection of the letters of Col.

Fremont and his aids, written in the field dur-

ing

much work in the West have needed to be

done over

Hall I,.

city by

sale in this

unac-

countable oversight or lack of vigilauee, the
guerilla Chief, Morgan, would not have overrun the best portions of Kentucky, nor would
so

and resolute.

The Stoby oy TnE Grard. A Chronicle of
the War. By Jessie Benton Fremont. Boston : Ticknor <fr Fields. Iti mo. pp. 227. For

day's fight

uui lor

perfectly self-poised

ertheless

feated! The truth is, but for Buell's culpable
slowness and inactivity, no defeat would have
beeu experienced at Shiloh oil the first day,

their short

campaign

Missouri, and

in

ad-

dressed to Mrs. Fremont, the privilege would
be eagerly embraced. If, in addition to this

a man—a

whose conduct demoralized his army,and
awakened painful suspicions of treachery—

man

favor, it

peiinitted
the history

were

hear

to

Zagonyi

him-

of the famous Body
which lie commanded at Springfield,
Guard,
active, energetic, jatpular and successful Rosc- I[
the plea-lire could hardly be overestimated.
crans.
Comment is unnecessary, further than
Zagouyi's English," says one who has heard
is
unBuell
while
to say Rosecrans supports
“is like wood carving.” Mrs. Fremont's
him,
derstood to oppose the policy of emancipathat the Courier

would have

supersede

self relate

the

book is in great part made up of these letters
and of the very words of Zagonyi, rude, un-

tion.
The fact that the recall of McClellan is demanded by such a paper, and that, too, in the
same

grammatical, but forcible and picturesque,
scrupulously reported. There is no attempt
to construct a regular narrative; the story of
the Guard must still be drawn from Major

breath which demands the reinstatement

of Buell, throws more suspicion upon the former than any past act of his own; and this
from a vile sheet that, in the same number,
makes a hnsc and vindictive attack upon Burnside, now in the face of the enemy. Burnside,
It is true, has made one unsuccessful though

gallant attack upon what proved to be invinpositions, and though he came within an
ace of carrying his point and of winning the
greatest victory of the age, he was compelled

cible

Dorsheimer's sketch of “Fremont's Hundred

Missouri,” published in the eighth volMonthly. But instead of
a story, we have here a charming succession of
pictures caught by a woman's quick eye, and
Days
ume

drawn with the careless grace of a woman's
^
hand. How exquisitely noire is the footnote,

[

in which Mrs. Fremont tells of

marked

by

an

lor

year past has l*?en
uninterrupted scries of glorious I

career

“Charley's”

years old, to
and of his appearance

determination, though only

to fall back in order. For this the Courier attacks him, though it is Ills first repulse; and

though his

in

of the Atlantic

a

victories, there are those who try to degrade
him, and lalior to exalt an officer now out of
command above hint. And they talk about

ten

accompany his father,
when the troops were reviewed at

Syracuse
by the Secretary of War. All the mother
speaks in tile triumphant words, “It seas no
small test to go successfully through a real review, as part of several thousand cavalry."
this is

In

woman’s I

from the

short,
took,
having suffered defeat, when
emblematic sword and wreath with psyche,
for five or six successive days he w as constantand the legend,
ly driven hack on the Peninsula, and saved the soul, fluttering upward,
“Their pood swords rust.
himself only by the strength of a position
And their fftecds art* dm*!.
But their Foul* are with the Mints, we trust,”
which he reached under cover of guuboals;
losing vast quantities of supplies, many guns, j on the title page, to the w ild “Song of the
land more men by retreat alouc titan Bum- I Guard," which whimsically follows “the op."
side has lost in crossing a river in the face of , words and music.
I
an enemy, in assaulting their strongholds, and
The Abmt or the Potomac: its Organizain retreat all combined. McClellan with all j
tion, its Commander, and its Campaign. By
his acknowledged skill and generalship, w as
the Prince de Joinville. Translated from
1
the French, with Notes, by Win. H. Hurloncu completely surrounded by a rebel dash
i
bert. New York: Anson D. F. Randolph,
on the peninsula, and allowed Stewart's Cav8vo. pp. 118. For sale in this city by Bailey
i
alry to make the complete circuit ofliis camp,
& Noyes, 5fi & 58 Exchange street.
in a loyal State, and to escape to Virginia in
This is an excellent translation of an article
safety; Buell allowed a similar movement of which appeared last October in the Revue des
j
Morgan in Kentucky, and yet the Boston Detar Mondes, under a -lightly diflerent title.
Courier would allow them to supplant Burnand bearing the signuture,“A Trognon,"underside and Rosecrans! Were assurance and imstood to be the worn deplume of the Prince de
pudeuce ever more glaring?
Joinville, who, accompanied his nephews,
The next demand of the modest gentlemen
the Comte de Paris and the Due de Chartres,
who sympathize with the Courier, will proba; during the period of their service in the Army
bly be an invitation to seats in tlie Cabinet of of tile Potomac. All parties alike, the friends
Van Buren, Vallaudighain, and Fernando
of Gen. McClellan and his enemies, if such exWood, the offer of the army coinuiaud to ist, w ill desire lo rend this clear, able criticism
Beauregard, Jackson and Breckinridge, the of the “Peninsular Campaign,’’ hitherto apparexecution of Sumner, Stanton and Halleck
ently so inscrutable. The Prince de Joinville
the exclusion of Massachusetts from the reis a military man of high attainments and
constructed Union, the enactment of laws
much experience. He is not infallible, but his
making it a crime to express opinions adverse opinions must be weighed before they are disto slavery, and the offer lo the South to extend
I carded. His narrative has all the symmetry
the “peculiar institution” ad libitum.
On ! and
grace, the transparent clearness and ease,
such conditions, perhaps, the gentlemen re- f
which so eminently belongs to the French hisferred to may consent for President Lincoln
orical style.
McClellan never

to occupy the executive chair to the close of
his constitutional term, otherwise the additional demand may lie issued for him to

Under their inexorable
regime love of slavery is the only door of salvation, and the life-long Democrat who dares
prefer country to the slave Institution, becomes

probably the

This is

first time that

a

SIXTEENTH

•».

breast; l’eter P. Bean, do ankle; Jeremiah P. Gray,
do, lost sight; A. Hamblin, do back ; K. L. Hamlin,
do left thigh: Geo.S. Holt,do arm and leg; E. Hayes,
do side; L. Kimball, do breast; T. Mason, do arm;
I. A. Parsons, do unknown; H. Adams, do.-boulder;
J. Warren, do thigh; L. R. McKeen. L. 8. Fish,

says in his preface, that he has
of putting down in brief such

a

useful habit

reflections

as

may be turned to account in preaching; aud
that these "having answered this purpose,” are
selected and

published. There is an occasional sound kernel like this:
One of the first things which a physician
says to his patient is,“let me see your tongue.”
A spiritual adviser might often do the same.
But there is also a weary lot of chaff, cheap
now

pig

There is no
com, and musty at that.
need lo call one from the dead to bear witness

that
I..

am's

n man
L!..

involved in

___

V...

a

rpiarrel

bad belter

.1

r\_

SIWETEENTH REOIMEJfT.
Cmpt. D. L. Dicker, co. E.wounded in back,
*»
Lieut. M. V. VVliitchniim* C
Corn. L. H. Whittaker, C,
log.
L. Dearborn, E,
hand,
G. K. Baker, G,
»•
H. Holme*. G,
hand,
M
A. Jones,
W. II. Taylor. H,
*•
W. A. Evans, I,
»»

elegantly printed,

Dr. Adams says:
arrange with the South I The whole | empty volume.
mischief now abroad has resulted from their
No one, probably, was ever disappointed at
being trusted too long. To commit the affairs i finding himself in heaven
of state ami the control of the army to their
care, would be like installing Satan as head of
the church, or making him
soverign in the
kingdom of heaven. The absurdity of the
thing is enough to
all sensible

Memoius

of Mils. Joanna Bethune.
By
her son, the Kev. George \V. Bethune, D. D.
With an appendix, containing extracts from
the writing* of Mrs. Bethune. New York:
Harper & Brothers. For sale in Boston by
Messrs. A. Williams A Co., and in Portland
by A. It obi u son.

loyal

meu, to which class the editors of the Boston
Courier have not for a long time

belonged.

The memoir of this
last

From

our

Regular Correspondent.

Letter from the Htate Capital.

Acgcbtjl, Dec. 25th

1802.

Col. Thomas A. Roberts of the Maine 17th,
writes to the Governor that:

“My Regiment,

took part in the late battle, and by their gallant conduct received the thanks of the General in command.

I

proud to say that
there was not an officer In the Regiment hut
did his duty manfully, aud the men also with
but very few exceptions, came
up to the
mark nobly.”
George Vinal of Orono, has been commissioned 2d Lieut., Co. G, 2d Regiment, Tice
am

Forbes dismissed.
MaudcvilleS. Luddtn,

Esq.,

of

Turner, is
nominated by the Governor for County Attorney, for Androscoggin County.
Skirmisher.

gifted

woman

was

the

production from the i>en of her son, the
eloquent and distinguished scholar, poet,
j preacher and orator, before he died. It is a
simple yet touching tribute from the son to
i his sainted mother. It will be read with iuj tcrest by ail. and especially by ladies.
Spiunos or Action.
By Mrs. C. II. B.
(
B'chards, author of “Sedgmoor,” “Pleasure
and Profit,” "Aspiratiou,” “Hester and I,”
etc.
New York: Harper A- Brothers. For
sale in Boston by A. Williams A Co., and
in Portland by A. liobinson.
In this handsomely printed work,the Springs
of Action which are beautifully and tersely
i set forth, are Health, Industry, Cheerfulness,
Generosity, Justice, Transparency, Earnestness, Beverence, Patience, Magnuminity, Pliys| ical Consciousness, Self Consciousness, Social
Consciousness, Delicacy, Tact, Amiability,
Consistency and Dignity. It is .a book that
can be read with profit by every one.

j

■

EF“ We are indebted to the Hon. W. P.
Fessenden for valuable public documents.

E3^“Some beautiful original

M

»»

EF“

E^-The wages of shipwrights in
lyn Navy Yard, have been raised
day.

the Brook-

$J per

to

EjF" We understand that Rev. L. D.

Baptist

Strong
Church

in Topsham, Me.

E#1*"

The

Bangor Whig
January 1st all payments

that after

notifies its readers

made in advance

be

must

the paper will be

stopped.
EF^Tlie funeral obsequies of the late Maj.
Pitcher were observed in Noromltega Hall,
Bangor, yesterday. Masonic services were
or

held at the grave, and the customary salute
fired over the grave.

was

EjF“< diver J. Conant, Esq., Union democrat, has been elected a representative in the
legislature from Roekland, in place of T. K.

Osgood, resigned. The loyal democrats and
republicans combined.
EF~Tho Ilaliowcll Gazette threatens, if we
are not more caroful in confounding the name
of his paper with that of another in his place,
to copy something from the Advertiser and
credit it to the Press.

SICOSI) MAISK BATTIRV.

*»

That would be too bad-

The Boston Herald says it is a wellWashington, that Secretary
Chase will soon lead to the hymeneal altar the

leg-ecrious.

the papers in their anxiety
as a man of tender
will not unsex him and dress him
up

ieeling,
in petticoats. Here is one of the latest elfusious copied from the Arcus: “On Saturday,
says an exchange, wheu Gen. McClellan received information of the successful landing of
Burnside's army on the south side of the ltappaliannock, he buried his face in his hands,
and after a long and gloomy silence, he arose
and said he trusted the brave boys would all
get safely back again, but he leared they would
be cut to pieces.” We don't believe Burn«...___■ i_

to

expect

some

to

of our

we

;

j

a

issued.

believe he is so childish

as

carry any stroug works without
brave boys getting hurt.

;gr-.Y correspondent seuds us a copy of a
general order Issued by Brig. Gen. Birney on
the ltith of December, three days after the
battle of Fredericksburg, from which we transcribe the following honorable mention of William L. PrrcHEK, of Bangor, late Major of
the 4th Maine regiment: “In honor of a gallant soldier this camp will be designated Camp
Pitcher, lie died with his face to the foe,
doing his whole duty.” The same order extends the badge of distinction belonging to
Gen. Birney's division to the regiments recently incorporated with it. The third, lourlh
and seventeenth Maine regiments are in this
division.

Royal,

some

subscribers are

Sek

needed.

us

have

thank God

plenty

we

more

have them to give,
of them to give if

~Jp“Grace Eldridge, wife of Mortimer D.
Thompson, (“Doestieks”) and daughter of
“Fanny Fern,” died in Xew York on the 13th
inst., aged twenty-two years.

to

acting Lieu-

an

the Farmer.

He is

in another column

picking

Sarabuci

paid

by many of the most eminent
divines, deutists, physiciaus, chemists aud scientific
gentleman of the day.
Sold by all Druggists everywhere, at 50 cents per
used and recommended

bottle. Trial bottles aud testimonials obtained gratis of H. II. HAY, Portland.
HALL A KUCKEL, Sole Agents, New York.
dec27 eodSrn*

for evidence that

Notice.—The members of Ligonia
hereby notified to be preseut at
their I.odge Koora, Exchange Street, this afternoon,
at half past two o'clock, for the purpose of
attending
the funeral of their late brother, Stephen Waite.
The members of Maine and Ancient Brothers'
Odd-Fellows

Lodge, No. 5,

;j“As we were yesterday morning coming
to the office, slipping and sliding and
sprawling
upon the glittering walks, we almost envied
several of our brother editors, particularly of
the Argus and Advertiser, as with heads erect
they walked along bolt upright, not in the
least impeded by the ice. But then we remembered that “the wicked stand on slippery
places,” and felt consoled.

Lodges

antly

to

is

done has

vindicate the caution and

prudence

to be

by jumping

fractured

Doyle,

cars

on

General

Wednesday.
w

ith

a car

Hospital,

where

The deceased

full cf soldiers

was

going

give
deaf from
iami.

mis cemncaie, to

have been
certify mat
a child, and for twelve years
past have
been quite deaf. I have *i»ent hundreds of dollars,
without receiving any benefit whatever. Last Sat-

urday

I went to the

Treble House aud made arrange-

ments for Mrs. B. to treat

of

hours after her first

me

for deafness.

application

I could hear

In 24

every

voice in the house.

I can now stand in the cellar and
hear the clock tick in the parlor. Grateftil to God
for his great deliverance, I heartily commend her
mode of treatment to all who suffer as I have done."

Every

the

kind of diseased and weak eyes, also Catarrh,
a curt* warranted.
Charges minis rate.

health, aud

Nov. 18—tf

SIRS. M G. BROWN.
410 Arch St., Philadelphia.

A Good Spkino Bed has become

an

almost indis-

! pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
with evjjry family, while the united testimony of
in company
Physicians has placed their healthfulness beyond
from Maine
he

died

on

\

to BostonThe Gardiner

BECKETT, Secretary

by Mrs. M. G. Brown. Professor on the E e
Ear, aud proprietor of Poor Richard’s Eye Water.
"I, Bartlett J. Decoster, No. 2 Hall's Court, Port-

Eastern Railroad, near Swampscott Station,
on Friday, Dec. 19th, whilst the train was at
full speed, lie was lakeu to the Massachusetts

S. B.

hours

soldier, suphad his skull

from the

invited to attend.

and

**

Daniel F.

specially

Deafxkpm Cured.—Mrs. M. G. Brown will be at
one week.
A remarkable case of deafhes* cured in twenty four

Fatal Accident.—A Maine

posed

question.

No invalid should be without ouc.
As an evidence of the superiorty of

Journal comes to us

COREY’S "PREBLE” SPRING BED
mourning for the death of its edit- ! overall
others, is the fact that the demaud for this
or, Mr. A. M. C. Heath, who was mortally
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kind.
wounded at Fredericksburg. Mr. Heath was ;
tf
October 1,1862.
33 years old, was President of the Mechanic i
SOMETHING NEW.—Please call and examine
Association, and was highly respected as an
Mrs. Toy's Patent Corset Skirt Supporter,
upright citizen. The Association to which he which is a new aud very desirable article. It is a
belonged has taken upon itself, with the aid of Corset, Skirt-Supporter ami Hishop combined. Ladies aud Misses usiug it need no other of either.
the citizens, to recover and bring home his
Price 91.25, which is cheaper than the Corset alone,
body, and make all the arrangements for suitaud serves the wearer as both. Tor sale only by
able funeral obsequies.
H. C. LOVELL &
dressed in

Fiuk at Calais.—A destructive fire occurred in Calais last Monday night, destroy-

$0999,

on

Iluse

dr

which there

Mr. Wood’s loss is
ance,

ered.

and the

Lowell is estimated at
was

insurance for $3000.
covered by insur-

partly
Telegraph property wholly

Judge
library

Chandler had

cov-

insurance, but
We condense these facts from the St. Croix Herald,
his law

was

no

mostly saved.

7.45 A. M

:

Closes at

Boston.
Ar 22*1, sch Silver Lake, Reed, from Portland for
Fortress Monroe.
Ar 22d. schs Maryland. Knight, from Portland for
Baltimore; Jas Tiidco, do ft»r New York; Constitution. Btrout, Cherry field for do; Arnou, Small, turn
Eastport for do: A F Ames, Flanders, Sew York for
Portland; Edward King, Cox, Boston for Deunysviile; AlmaOdliu. Franks, do for Bloehill, with sails
torn; Arctic, Whitman, Portland for New York.
MACH IAS—Ar 15th, bark X E Trout, Xaddoeks,

and 1.3) P. M.

EASTERN—Arrives at 1.60 P. M. Closes at 12 M.
STEAMBOAT MAIL—Arrives from Kastport Me., St
John XII and the British

Provinces.Tuesday

morn*

mornings. Closes Thursday at 4 P. M.
EUROPE—Closes every Saturday at 1.30 P. M.
CANADA—Arrives at 1.60 P. M. ( loses at 12 M.
COUNTRY MAILS—Arrives about 5 P. M. Close at
9 P. M.

jy Officeopen daily (Sundays excepted) from 8
On Sundays, from 81 to 9} A. M.

A. M. to 9 P. M.

Boston.
Ar lttth, sch Albert, Barker. Boston.
S!d 17th, sch* Garland, Norton, lor Havana; X Y
Packet. Randall. Boston.
Sld2uth. sch Mayflower, Holmes, Boston.
WIN TEKl’ORl— MU *):h, bark J W Rosevelf,
Merriiuan. Ilavaua; brig Robin, KiUxaan, Port! and;
21*t, sch Hvdranga. Page, Boston.
KOCKLA.M)—Ar I7tu, schs L Ames, Holbrook,
and llardscrable, Gregory, Portiaud.
Ar 18th. sch* Massachusetts, Golt, New York: Geo
Horton. Jameson, Portland.
Bid 17th. schs Utica, Thorndike. Portland; F Keating. Haskell, Deer l»le for W’ashjugton; Bhenaadoab,
Nash, Providence, aud others.
BotlTHHA Y—Ar 23d, *cb* Panama. Mureh, from
Ellsworth for Boston ; TaUeman, Grandle, Bucksport

HARRIER.
In this city, Dec. 24th. by Rev. E. C. BoUfRtlenry
F. Boody. of this city, and Miss Lucy A. Murray, of
Westbrook.
luthisefty, Dec. 23d. by Rev. William R. ('lark,
Henry P. Ball and Miss Louisa S. Jones, both of
this citv.
In this
Wyer P.

city, Dec. 25th. by Rev. William R. Clark,
Ayer, of Westbrook, and Miss Adalaide A.

Gooding, of this city.
In Addison, Dec. 20th. by Wra. V. Bowen, E»q.,
Darios K. Meritt and Miss Matilda C. Chandler,
both of A.

for do.

Aberdeen, Cochran, Portland; brig Bcuj Duuaiug
Winchester. Vera Cruz.
Sld 14th. bark Talavera, Merrtthew, Boston; brig
*
Kennebec. Blair, Sagua.
Ar at Matanzas 13th iust. brig Torrent,
MontgomNew
I’
E
York;
ery.
Treat, Lancaster. Frankfort.
ArI6th. bark Indian Queen,Tenner, ftn Portland;
brigs Matilda. Norwood, do; Isoin.Wyman, Bangor;
sch Nautilus. Deshoei, Ellsworth.
At Sagun Id Inst,
brigs Alatou Rowell, Boyd, fbr
Portland, two days; Elmira. Hall, for Horten, hi ten
'*•1*1 f,“cF Ann, Wans, for New York, six davs.
Ar Uth, brig Myra W Holt, Coleon, New York.
Sld 2d Inst, brig Titnuia. Knight, for Philadelphia*
u*»«eipnzB,
•eh H Ward,
Hardy, do
Cld at St John NB. 2uth Inst, ach Odessa.
Waters,
for Portland.

IMPORTS.
Maitland NS—Sch Mary Jane—90 tons plaster. 3
cords wood. 80 bush potatoes, to master.
Westport NS—Sch Rover—25 cords wood, 100 bbls
mackerel. 60 boxes herring, to order.
SAILING OF OCEAN
STEAM Ell

STEAMSHIPS.

FROM

FOR

SAILS

10
11
13
Y'ork.. .Dec 17
Etna ...Liverpool.New Y'ork.. .Dec 17
Dec 18
Anglo Saxon.Liverpool.Portland
Persia..Liverpool.New Y'ork Dec 20
City of Baltimore. Liverpool.New Y'ork... Dec 24
Africa .Liverpool.New York...Dec27
Uammouia.Southampton.New Y'ork.. .Dec 31

Borussia.Southampton..New

....

(Per steamship Europa, at Halifax.)
from New York. Gen Cobb, at Genoa; »th. CaCuxhaven; Temilion, at Dublin; Uth, Penguin. and Fortuna, at Deal; Margaret, and Matilda
at Queenstown; Antarctic, at
Liverpool.
Ar from Baltimore 12th, C 8 Pennell, at Dent.
Sailed for New York, Union, from Londonderry;
12th. Empire State. Bridgewater, John Barbour. Gorilla. mid Arctic, fiom Liverpool.
Sld for Philadelphia 12th. oehawa, ftn Liverpool
Sld for Bombay 12th, Thetb. fm
Liverpool.
The Olive, from Cardiff for Portland, 80
days out,
pot into Appledore lith, very leaky.
[Latest by tel.] Ar from New York, Venus, and
L»uraetle, Funny, and Trade
Wiud. at Bathurst; Diligence, at Cuxhavea; Emmanuel, at Plymouth; Elizabeth, and Aron, at Londonderry ; Martha, at Liverpool.
Ar

noe. at

TO PKFABT.

Norwegian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Dec 27

Edinburg.New

Y'ork.. Liverpool.Dec
Havana.New York Hamburg.Dec
Scotia.New Y'ork. .Liverpool.Dec
Glasgow.New York .Liverpool.Jan
Bohemian.Portland
Liverpool.Jan
Great Eastern.New York.. Liverpool.Jan
Jan
Eumpa. Boston.Liverpool
Anglo Saxon.Portland .Liverpool.Jan
Borussia.New Y'ork.. Hamburg. Jan
Etna.New York Liverpool.Jan
Persia.New York. Liverpool.Jan
—

....

27
27
31
8
3
8
7
10
10
10
14

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regu
lar line*. The steamers for or from
call a
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call a

Liverpool

SPOKEN.

Londonderry.

OetIT. lat n 44 8. km 2150 E. ship Parthenia. HU
toa. from Calcutta for New York.
Nov 18,1st 48, Ion 20. ship Locy
Thompson, from
Liverpool for New York.
Dec », lat » 40, Ion 5110, ship Gmlf Stream, from
New i ork for Loudon.
Dec 17. lat 41 40. lou 56 20. bark Vivid Light, Eldridge. from Philadelphia for Loudon.
Dec 19. off Georges bonis, vu pi wed ship Rambler. from Boston for C alcutta.
Dec 21. lat 89 46. Ion 71. wae signalised
ship Conquer**, Boatelie. lrom New Vork for Liverpool.

PANAMA AND CALIFORN I A—Steamers, carryMails for Aspiuwall, Panama, and California,
leave New York on the 1st, 11th, and 21st of each
month.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Saturday.December

27
SUN.
I
IIKill WATER.
Rises. .7.29 I Sets.. 4 34 Morn g 3 27 | Eveu'g 3.60

|

NEWS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

PORT OF PORTUm

OH AND

Tbwraslwy, Dee. 95.
ARRIVED.
Sch Mary Jane, (Br) McFadden. Maitland NS.
Sell Hover, (Br) Brown. Westport NS.
Sch Emma Furbish, Flanders, New York.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Bar bt-rick. Bostou.
Scl* Olive Elizabeth. Hamilton. Boston.
Sch Harriet Fuller, Hamilton. Boston.
Sch Maracaibo. Henry, Gloucester.
Sch Mayllower,Jordan Ellsworth.
Sch Henrietta. Jones. St George.
Sch 11 L Orcutt. Hopkins. Bucksport for Key West
Sch Talisman. Grindie, Bucksport for Boston.
Sch llattie. Cook. Belfast for Boston.
Sch Game Cock, Dow, Mil!bridge for Boston.
Steamer Montreal, Prince, Boston

Brig Sea Foam. Coombs.
Brig Cvcione, Hunker. B

WAR

wlou lor

AT DEERING
with

two

and additional

Week.

-A LSD—

ocnta. children 10

■-

EXHIBITIONS ON

Wednesday

and

Saturday Afternoons,

for children—nt the low

dce>7dM

for

price of ( cent#.

GRAND
PROW EVADE CONCERT !

City.
fight.

barks,

Bark Albion
Bros A Co.

HALL,

attractions, commencing

CARDS OF ADVrsslOX—IS
oents; reserved seats. 26 cents..

Sch AtmaOdlin, Franks, Boston for Blnehlll.
Sch Brutus, Klwell, Bostou for Northjiort.
Steamer Parkersburg, Hoffman, New York.
Steamer Forest
Liscotnb. Boston.

Below,

new

One

On Tuesday Evening, December 30th.
Exhibition# given ench droning, It 7, o'clock.

Wiseoaset.

Calais

OF

TABLEAUX!

For

Nassau NP.

Sch J C Brooks. Graffam, Boston.
Sch Billow, Given, Boston.
Sch Highlander, Roger*. N'ewburyport.
Sch Catharine Wilcox, McFadde’u, New York

RE-OPEN I NO

WESLEY’S

Friday. Derrmker 96.
ARRIVED.
Bark Helen Maria. )larvba)l, Cardenas.

FOR TRR BENEFIT OF THE

CLEARED.
Lincoln, Bibber, Havana, by Chase

7th Maine

Regiment,

Brig Phillip Larrabee. Dailey, Matanxas, by Ross

A Sturdivant.
Sch Lookout,
ham.

Thornton, Baltimore, by P B Burn-

New

City Hall,
NEW YEAR’S EVE,

DISASTERS.
Sch Buc»*ntaur, Delano, from Boston for Friendwent
ashore
on Tumbler Island, in attempting
ship.
to cuter Booth bay. 16th, but came off agaiu with loss
of rudder and part of keel.
Sch Four Sisters. Long, from Boston for Tremont,
went ashore on Putnpkiu lslaud Ledge, previous to
to the 2*th, and lias become a total loss.
The crew
ed.
Sch Moses Waring, of Bangor, ashore on
Poiut, is full of water, and will probably be

Wednesnday, Dffcabfr 31st,1869.
Promenade Music bv the splendid
I'. 8. 1 nlantry.

were sav

Idas

Kiev

eti

Cotillon

Great
a

total

this occasion. The proceeds of the Concert will be
applied to the purchase of a set of instruments for
the Regimental Band.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 10th. barks A C Adams, and
Elf, Harmon. New York; brie Lizabel, Gray, from
Boston: sch Gallatin, Carver, Kuatau Island.'
Ite.nw. hark* 11 Hinnmml Itnrklt-v frum HavanaMerriuiac. Hoyt, fm Philadelphia.
Cld, brigs Samuel G Adam*, Carver, aud Rainbow,
Jamison, New York.
Towed to sea 7th, bark Gen Warren; brigs Mary C
Mariner, and Yankee Blade.
Adv Uth. barks Feuelou. Rich, for New Y'ork: E
Wright. .Ir. Doane. for do; Robert. Carter. Cadiz;
brig* r W Rowland. McCarty. New York; FJ King,
Doane, do.
PENSACOLA—In port 27th ult, harks Kate S(anile r, tor New York; Pliilena, aud Leland. uuc.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar, no date, sch Ophir,
Higgins, Portland, in distress.
BA LTIMORE—Ar 23d. brig Harriet, Sedgclv. ftn
Boston; sc ha Abeoua, Dexter, and Heleu Mar, Nickerson. Bostou; Wm Carroll, Chipmau, Bangor; Telegraph. McIntyre. Portland
Ar 2uth. sells* G W Carpenter, Hutchinson. Sydney
via Portland; Mecca. Hutchinson, Bath; Jas Garcelou, Amlersou, Alexandria; Circassian, Hatch, ftn
Deer Isle.
PHILADELPHIA— Ar 22d, sch Anthem, Hopkins,
Turks Island.
At Delaware Breakwater 23d, bark Leland, from
New Orleans, for orders.
Ar 24th. sch Utter Rock. Thompson, Bangor.
Cld 24th. ship Fanny McHenry, smith, Liverpool;
brig Win H Parks, McAIvcy, Sagua.
NEW Y'ORK—Ar 23d, ships Jos Gilchrist. Nickersou, fm London; Robert Cushman. Otis, Havre; 1 F
Chapman. Leveiisaler. Peusacoia; bark* P C Alexander. Coioord, Vera Cm; I Jtilo Rteo, Wot, and D
Colbeu Murray, Johusou, New Orleans; Gen Warren, Hertz, do; brig C B Allen. Crowell, Washington; sells Miudora, Sargent, Matauzas; Oceau Bride,
Berry. Baltimore.
Ar 24th. ships
Gorham. Manila; Caravan.
Child. Liverpool; Hdeiia, Ucssliug; J Foster Jr, and

Orpheus,

Templar. Laue, do; Adriatic, Moore, Ixmdon; brigs
Three Sisters, Hanna, tin Messina; Resoiute, Gray,
8agua; sch E R Beunet, Irving. Port Roval SC.
Also ar 24th. ship Pncle Joe, Nichols, Dublin ; schs
Hiawatha. Ingraham, Rockland; George YY Glover,
Wheeler, do.
Ar 25th, shin* (Had Tidtngs, Nelson, fm Glasgow;
Uob’t Treat, Bobbin*. Londonderry; L
Thompson,
Crocker, Liverpool; Energy,Norris.do; Ellen llood,
SON, Agent,.
Kilby. Antwerp; Pauline, from Bremen; bark Illinois, Lovcjov. Liverpool.
novll edtf
129 Middle Street.
Ar2B(h, ships Cultivator. Russell, Liverpool; John
Bright. Dewer. fm do; bark Hazard, Karston, from
DR. P. P. QUIMllY, would give uoticethat he ha
Peruambeco.
returned to Portland, and can be found at bis Room,
Cld23d, ship Marcia C Day, Chase. Belfast; barks
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August ! Victorine. Jones. Vera Cruz; Kllmgwood. Filingwootl. Havana; Meudi. Smith, and Scio, Hume, loi
Pith, where be will attend to all wishing to consul
New Orleans; brig Mary Cobb. Duncan, do; schs
him.
Astrea, Caaaidy, Sf John Mi; Mary. Smith. EastFirst Examination at office,. 32 00
port
Cld 24th.
ships F B Cutting. Ilavden, Uverpool;
Each subsequent sitting at office.50
Robin Rood, Mathews, San Francisco; bark* t ha*
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Kean, Levan, Vera Cras; Sarah B Hale. ( rowther,
Cardenas; Maraval, Gulling, Baibadoes; Oceau EaEach subsequent visit at residence,. 100
j
Luce. Matauzas; lletseua. Wood, Boston; brigs
August 16, 1862.—tf
oung America. Pool. Marauham; B L Swan, Luce,
Deraarara; Alberti, Cousins. Matan/us; schs D W
Instruction on the Pi a ho-ports.—All who are
Vaughan, (.rittin, tor Norfolk; E Mcl.aiu, Huckliu,
Washington; Hamilton. Nickerson, Harwich; Elisadesirous of obtaining a knowledge of the use of the
beth. Brown, tor Nickerson, NJ.
Piano, can fiud a competent instructress at No. 99
PROVIDENCE—Ar24th, ech Shenandoah, Nash.
Federal street. Terms moderate.
dec23
Rockland.

fie,

of the 17th

Band

Music.by Chandler’s Band.

Daring the evening Col. £. C. Mason will drill a
Company of the Veterans in the School of the Company and the French Bayonet Exercise.
GWThe Seventh hope to see all their fHends on

go mj bo sovod.

Sch A F Ames, Hander*, from New York for Portland. put into Gloucester 23d inst, with sails torn,
and part of crew frost bitten.

the Preble House for

"triumph- I

his old commander.”

are

are

dec27 It

y The editor ofthe Brunswick Telegraph,
who, we believe, graduated at the Courier office, Boston, or at least, is of the same school,
sjieaks well of Burnside, allows that he is “a
thorough man,—in the highest degree noble
and self-sacrificing,” but yet comes to the conelusion that about all he

Soxodoxt.—The most convenient and

ever produced
For hardening aud invigorating the gums, purifying
the breath, cleansing, beautifying aud preserving the
teeth, from youth to old age, the "Sosodout” is now

their papers stolen from their doors. In
another column it will be seen that a reward
of five dollars will be

NOTICES.

efficacious Dentifrice the world has

of Messrs.

Let

a woman

Frauraxt

try.

we

promoted
Navy, says

SPECIAL

ing a block of stores owned by Mr. John j
Todd, and occupied by Messrs. Huse A Lowell, Mr. Win. Woods, the Telegraph Office, and
J udge Chandler, as a law office. There was
insurance for $3990 on the building. The loss !

as

leg

Grapes, for Speer's Wine. It is an admirable article,
used in hospitals, and by the first families in Paris,
London aud New York, in preference to old Port
Wine. It is worth a trial, as it gives great satisfaction.
dec22 dly

city
severely annoyed by hav-

MAIL ARRANGEMENTS.

WESTERN—Arrives at 12.49 and 7J P. M.

MAJEtllSTK

ry The Gardiner Jourral learns that W.
E. S. Whitman, Esq., of that city—"Toby Candor” ofthe Boston Journal—has been appointed a Clerk in the Adjutant General's office.
vice j. rcnno, appointed paymaster In the U.
S. Army.

of the front streets of the

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

C. Keen, of Augusta,
at the bombardment at Port

has been

tenancy in tlie

to the exclusion of very much that awaits its
turn.

71 Boston and Maine Kailroad..122
2 Michigan Central Kailroad s6Q. 92

Henry

stationed at Callao.

£jp*The following noble lines from the X.
Independent—noble because chastened
by compassion and remembrance lor the suffering, and a patriotism that prefers deatli to
dishonor—tire Brunswick Telegraph styles the
“blood and thunder temper of a man professing to lie a minister of the gospel:”
Alter a well-fought battle, although we have
failed to gain what we aimed at, we have lost
nothing;—nothing beyond a host of doubly
precious lives, which were nobly devoted and
bravely given for the deliverance of their counY.

Writing his Emancipation
Proclamation.

_

who lost a

and shall appear in a day or
two.
The great pressusc of news and fuels
from the Held of blood and the hospital, crowd

6.000 United States Demand Notes.127

6.000 U. S. Treasury Sixes. 2 years.12t>|
10,000 U.S. Certificates of Indebtedness,
let)... 96
961
1.000 .do.
671 American Gold.1821
23.562 .do.132J

ing

^y Capt.

highly prized

20/**).do.101|

Glasgow.Liverpool.New York.. Dec
Bohemian.Liverpool.Portland-Dec
Eumpa .Liverpool.Boston.Dec

Washington, Dec. 25.
special dispatch to the Boston Journal
President
Lincoln
is writing his Emancisays
pation Proclamation, which may make exceptions of some sections, but will positively be

an editor five
years to
one, and he will not need explanation for
the delay of the favors he has sent us. They

or

Department.

A

horse shot

BROKERS* BOARD.
Stocks.—Boston, Dec. 26,1962.
6/00 United States Coupon Sixes (1881).108
4,00-».do.
102f
600 United States 7 3-l<> Treasury Notes.102
3.000 .do.1011
Sale

FOREIGN PORTS.

The President

three received the

22d, acha Robert Foater, Brown. New York for
Cherry Held: Baltimore. Dlx, Roudont for Boston
Hanover, Case. Port au Prince for do.
BOSTON—Ar 24th. bark Sicilian, Calender, from
Smyrna; achs Man Mia, Tapley. Philadelphia; .las
Henry, Collier, and Rodondo, Israeli, Calais Alabama. (.ardner, dot Sarah Ann. Keller, Machiaa;
J rusoe, Foater, do; Tarquin, Wood, Ellaworth: EveHopkina, Frankfort; Sarah. Bourne, tin
X“.!r'**•
,! ** Boaera, Donnells. York.
Cld Mtb. bn* Star,
Sparrow. TrieMe: acha Sarah.
”
,10e' Jouesport; Ulobe, Snowman, Portland
Ar aotlr
ahip Cuion, Norton. Calcutta; aclra Panama. Tate, Ellaworth
Merchant, Hamilton. Blaehil!;
Squautum, D.x, Belfaat; C V Minot, Cromwell. Ita
W rscaaaet;
eat,
MiDteidK
Sawyer.
for
Ar S6tb. ahip Lawrence It row a*
llcree. Antwerp;
bn* Surf, SweeUnud.from D.itianSrw; aeh* Charlotte
Brown. Lane. Miraguaue; J Acboru. Thom noon fm
Klizabethport; Lottie, Hammond, New York- Erie
Coontb*. New Loudon.
Cld 2tfth, bark Buliote, Panno. .Sagua »chs Penning k Josephine. Higgins. Edeu ; Bparta. Clark, lor
Wiuterport; Exchange. Soule, Portland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th. sch* Graduate. Crosby
Boston for Orlsud; Flower. Dickey, do for Belfast.
Ar 21*t, sch May flower, Pinkham,
Cape Porpoise

KIMBALL, Dentists. No. 117
Middle Street, Portland. Me.
augl5—ly
Dus. LOCKE k

At Montevideo 17th olt, bork Edisto,
Boynton, ftn
New York.
At l’arto Cabello 28th ult, brig Zuleika. Gi osier,
from Philadelphia.
At Grand Turk loth iust,
brig Xeponeet, for Boston, and is reported sld Uth.
Ar at Havana 14th iust, bark Harry Booth, Drummond New York; brig Judge Hathaway, Cunningham, do.
Ar loth, brigs Croton. Eddy, Bristol; Geo Amos
Treat, Portland.
CTd 15th. brig Darien, Henry. Neavitae; 18th, bark

mediately.

j

ton.
Ar

In Saccarappa. Dec. 24tli, William A., son of Mr.
Soloniau and Susau S. Couaut, aged 1 year 2 months
and 21 day*.
In Hath, Dec 23d, Johu F., *on of Mr. John C. and
Sarah U. Harris, aged 2 years 6 mouths.
In Hath, Dec. 23d, Charles Arthur Stevens, aged 8
years 5 mouths.
In Bowdoin. Dec. 8th, Miss Roxana Jack, aged 20.
In Litchfield, Dec. 18th, Mr*. Lydia F. Smith, aged
73 years.

“D.” has been

On

Dentistry.—Dr. J08IAI1 HEALD. No.241 Coo.
Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church
Portland, Me.
aug7dly

the Herald says there is readispatch
son to believe that the President will veto the
bill for the admission of West Virginia.
A dispatch to the Tribune says, yesterday
the President said he would not withhold his
proelaination of freedom if he could, and could
not if he would.
The rebels have been driven out of Charlestown, Va., with a loss on our side of two killed.
The Tribune says that African soldiers will
be employed to guard the hanks of the Mississippi, garrison the forts below New Orleans
ami on the coast, and to enforce the proclamation of freedom to their brethren.
Win. Whiting, of Boston, is now, upon appointment of Secretary Stanton, exercising the
duties of the new office recently created, and
which may be called the Solicitor to the War
to

our

are

NEWPORT-Ari2d. acha Hattie M Mayo, Me Farland, New York; trie. Coombs, do for Boston.
Ar2ltli, achs J C Homer, Aretr, Bancor tor New
ork ; It II Colaou, Colson, 1’ur a sport lor Emh-x, (t
Olive Branch, .Smith, New York.
Ar 25th. bri* N Steveiia, llask.-ll, from Boston for
Newcastle, Del; schs ( uaacita. EMritln. Baiuor for
New York: Exeter, Snow, Bath lord"
S J l.indaay. Wars,
.i
(late ( base, who died 22d| from New York lor Boa-

—

DIED.

Qen. Foster to be Reinforced.
Washington, Dec. 25.
Gen. Foster arrived here on Wednesday
from North Carolina.
He had an interview
this evening with the President, Secretary of
War and Gen. Hallcck. from all of whom he
received assurances that all reinforcements he
needed should be sent to his department im-

shell; Capt. (Prof.) Whittlesey,

Howard's staff had

states that
of either army has taken place,
any indication of an immediate
renewal of hostilities.
The President has arrested assessments on
disloyalists in Missouri, ordered by Gen. Schofield, in view of the recent manifestation by
part of the people of their willingness to adopt

Reconnoisanee to Rlackwater.
Suffolk, Va., Dec. 23.
Yesterday Col. Wessel, with four companies
of cavalry of the 11th Pennsylvania, made a
reconnoisanee to Blackwater, falling in with
the enemy's picket's near Joiner's Bridge, capturing four cavalrymen and their horses. The
Colonel has not returned, though it appears
that the force of the rebels was heavy, and he
was obliged to fall hack, without any loss owing to their bad gunnery.

will convict anjf offender that has been guilty
of this kind of larceny. A few examples w ill
work healthy results.

tiopc

do

on

special Washington dispatch

A

founded belief in

by

Washington.
New York, Dec. 20.

movement
nor is there

ing

exhibit Gen. McClellan

«:

A

the Rappahannock—Items

no

home at the time of the battle in cousequence of sickness, but has since left to rejoin his regiment.

Gen.

on

from

at

our

..

We

No Movements

E3F”Col. Wildes, of the Maine 10th, which !
was so terribly cut up at
Fredericksburg, was j

a

Holly Springs—Federal Troops

Forced to Surrender.

asking fur reinforcements.
Friday morning all the troops except 800
The same night the
were sent to Jackson.
commander at Holly Springs being apprised
rebels
that
of
approaching
place, pickets were
stationed three miles out on all the roads, but
came
in
between
the
roads.
As the pickthey
ets made no alarm, the first heard of the enemy they were in town and tiring at our sleeping men. Some resistance was made, but of
In a short time the Federals
course feeble.
were overpowered and forced, to surrender.—
The attack was made at daybreak. Two hundred Federals were killed and wounded and
one hundred and fifty captured, who were
paroled. The remainder escaped.
It is reported in Memphis that the rebels
have gone'toward Grand Junction with the
intention of tearing up the road, but nothing
is known positively.
At Holly Springs they burned large quantities of cotton, over 200 wagons, a depot full
of commissary stores, ammunition, <Sc., valued
at $500,000. The number of rebels is estimat*
ed at 5000, and are under Van Dorn.
Gen. Thomas has reached Helena, preparing to move down the river.

EF" The Univcrsalist levee at Bangor, on
Friday evening week says the Whig, realized
more than $500 receipts.
EJ“ Geo. W. York, of the Maine 25th, is
reported among the recent deaths in hospital
at Washington.
has settled with the Free Will

on

Cairo, Dec. 24.
Paroled prisoners taken at Holly Springs arrived here, say that on Thursday telegrams
were received at Holly Springs from Jackson,
saying the place is menaced by rebels, and

»*

Adam*, detailed from 16th regiment—killed.
"
•*
*•
Chas.Spreagus,
•*
*'
William Brown.
wounded.

71T~

Rebel Raid

New York.

him; neither of the
slightest personal injury.”

»•

»»

PAPERS.

Physician and Surgeon
h. A.LAMB, M. D.,
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets
Portland, Mr.
Particular attention paid to Surgery, including
diseases of the eye and oar.
aug7—d6m

gross

The Herald was the

under

»»

M.

to

EVEAIAG

lines will be

only morning paper that reached us yesterday from Boston.
Ex-President Pierce is sojourning in

Adj.

*•

TWENTIETH REGIMENT.
Tho following namod men are slightly wounded.
J. S. Boareo. Co. B, in face.
Koval Dodge. G, in finger.
John H. Pollen. II. inarm.
Charles Arey. A. neck.
William Rankin, A, iu knee.
George Whitman. I, thumb shot off.
Horace Dunlap, F. forefinger shot off.

*»
John McDonley,”
»*
,,
John W. Reed,
Kerg't John Montgomery, wounded.
C orp’l Nathan ltachclder,
In
Cyrus T. Parker,
"
Hcnrv C. Lovell,
**
Joseph A. Mel vine,
••
l«aae L. Murrav,
M
Morrill J? Me«ervey,
Samuel B. Wade.
Ambrose McDonald,
»♦
Moses J. Keblev.
Iceland C. Blackington,

-TO THE-

found upon the last page.

from him

foot.’

Thomas Clough, K,

BY TELEGRAPH

»»

'*

gloomy, nor

to

SELECTED.

AND

of the 20th Maine, in the Fredericksburg
slight, i lain,
*»
battle; his brother Thomas had his coat torn

a

aphorism*:

ORIGINAL

missing.
Company E—Philetus Cushman, killed corp’l I).
accomplished widow of the late Senator DougF.Houghton.wounded severely: corp’l C. II.George,
do hand ; S. II. Alden, do leg: Luther Bradford, do
las.
F.
haiiTl;
1). Johnson, do left leg—amputated; F.M.
Judkins, do shoulder; Johu Heath, do arm: D. A.
Z.JT~ A special Washington dispatch to the
Soule, do finger: Wtn. A. Tibbets, do both legs; It.
New York Tribune says it is now certain that
F. Moore, do head; C. R. Berry, do hip; C. F. Lvford, do side—since died ; Ambrose Burgess, do morthe President will stand firm by the policy antally ; C. E. James, do lace; W. E. Packard, do leg; nounced in its
J. I. Robinson, do shoulder; C. L. Towle, do toot;
proclamation. He is already
W. W. Wheeler, do foot; J. M. Andrews, (has. P.
in considering the terms of the Procengaged
Winshtp, missing.
Uunatiou to be issued on New Year's day.
Com/Miny E—Jos. Richardson, Wm. P. Locko.Geo.
E. Merrill, John March, Alonzo M.
Whitney, killed;
Albert Powers,wounded thigh; Fieemau C. Sawyer,
If, in drawing back from the light at
do do; Larkeu E. Barker, do head, arm and
leg; CyFredericksburg, Gen. Bnrnside iiad not been
rus Rodgers, 2d. do hand; Bradford S. Lancaster,
do thigh; George 8. Tvler.do cheek and wrist; Edw.
obliged to cross a river—which he did without
A. Lock, do hand; Warren C. Bickford, do arm
broken; Josiah B. Davis, do leg—prisoner; Alonzo I loss ol a man or a gun—no one would have
Hodgdon, do leg; Levi L>. Barker, do baud; Hiram
spoken of his lack of full success as a defeat.
Guilford, missing.
He was not defeated—he was simply repulsed.
Company (i—Corporals Benj. T. Robcrs and Darius Sawyer killed; serg’t Cyrus Bos worth, wounced
arm; corp’l W. 8. Symons, do shoulder: Wilson
yy*The IIallowed Guzctte says the safe of
Brown, do,both arms amputated ; ( has. L. Babcock,
Messrs. S. Page Jc Co., of that city, was robdoarm; Wm. M. Bigelow, do leg; Willard L Biake,
bed of about a hundred dollars on Wednesday
do groin ; Isiael F. Dyer, do breast; Joshua R. Dow,
do shoulder; Samuel F. Farnham. do left leg and
night last. Several other stores and shops
right hip; Boswell Fisher,do arm; Wm. A. Furbush,
do right shoulder: Lv titan It. Pollard, do foiehead,
have been visited recently by thieves, and the
severely; Andrew J. i/uint, do shoulder; Hiram It.
proper authorities have the matter under inRainsdell.do left shoulder; Alouzo Smith do, shell
in face; Board man Williamson, do shoulder; John
vestigation.
do
shoulder
and
stomach; Isaac F.'Tibbetts,
Wheeler,
do left shoulder; Frank Fairbrother, Andrew Grav,
Sy-Geu. Sherman, instead of Gen Mcand John W. Lake, do slightly ; Lorenzo C. Houston
Clernand, is in command of the forces nowon
missing.
Company if— Geo. W. Smith, killed; Geo. W.Var- 1 board a fleet of steamers, and descending the
ney, reported killed, t ut in Washington street hos- I
Mississippi—to Vicksburg, it is conjectured.
Vital. Alexandria; ( has. II. Deinniisser and John II.
Maddocks, killed; coro’l Enoch A. Rogers, injuries
He commands five divisions underGens. Blair
unknown; f has. L. Favor, wound in right hand;
Isaac Dow. do not known: Wm.
do arm;
Morgan. Steele, I.anman, and A. J. Smith.
Fcrnley.
corp I Stephen Hinds, do body—dead; ’fhomas D
Gen. Grant is slowly advancing by laud.
Witherlv, do band, slightly; Charles R. Atkinson,
do. not known; Dudley D. Bean, do head; Daniel
Mr. Geo. I{. Parsons, son of Alonzo
Hobbs, unarm; Alvin Day, do leg; Luther Hurd,do
arm: Clarence L. Hodgdon. do leg: Otis J. Libby
Farsons,
Esq., of Gardiner, was mortallydo head and leg; Sam’l N. Reed, do not known; Mowounded
at Fredericksburg, and died 24 hours
ses J. Ku|>ert, do back of neck;
George Smith, do
body: Lvinan Smith, do leg. severely ; Johu 11. Evafterward. He wrote a brief letter to his faerett. do leg, slightly; E. M. Banks,' Fred. A. Curtis
and Robert Howler, missing.
ther alter he fell, and before being removed
Company f— Anorew J. (’otton.wounded head and | from the Held—wrote it in full
anticipation of
leg, severely—in Washington street hospital; Edward
the fatal nature of the wound he had received.
Hayes, do leg; Thomas Murphy, do leg and breast;
Wm. B. Staples, do leg; Geo. G. Leavens, do
right
arm. amputated: Roderick Powers, do foot; Nelson
jyThc Ellsworth American says that Gen.
II. Wade, do both legs; Daniel Small, do.
slightly;
Isaac A. Blake. Nath'l
who is giving the rebels in Arkansas a
Blunt,
Silas
C.
Gould.
Gilpatlick,
Orlando A. Jones, missing.
hard time, and who seems to be a ‘•wide(ompttuy A'—Henry Leach, killed; *erg’t J. O
Lord, wounded in hand; corp’l Ruel W. Higgins, do i awake" of the first water, was bom in Trenslightly; lleuj. W. Cole, do do; Johnson H. Lnfkin
and twenty-five years ago was
do left arm; Chas. Peters, do leg; Calvin Marks, do
| ton, Maine;
hand. Joseph Peacock, do slight; Dtniel Grindle,
working l or his board and attending school in
do leg; (has. Pearsons, do arm; John T. Lane, do
arm: Isaac G. Beeves, do head ;
Ellsworth.
Medbnry Jones, do
and missing; Cbas. Bab-on, do leg; James
Marks, !
The Brunswick Telegraph says “a
do thigh; Isaac Wilson, do and missing: James A.’
j
Veazie, ilarland P. I owers.Leattder Carter, missiug.
f|>ent hall struck the ear of Lt Col. Chamber-

a sea

disgust

REGIMENT.

('apt. Hutchins, Co. .**, killed.
Lieut. Herrick, Co. I>. killed.
Capt. Ayer, Co 11, wounded thigh—prisoner.
Lieut. Edwards, B, wounded lelt side.
Capt. Belcher, (j, wounded hip, slight.
Lieut. Austin, C, wounded side, slight.
Lieut, l’ennell, A. wounded thigh, slight.
Lieut. Brooke, E, wounded left arm and thigh,slight.
Lieut. Stevens, E, wounded groin, severely.
Eieut. Peters, K, woundep thigh.
Company A—Calvin Getcnell. killed ; Austin Poor,
do; Oweu B. Cunningham, do; Serg’t Howard W.
Wells, wounded in leg, amputated; Corp. Wm. L.
Plummer, do arm ; Corp. John C. Turner, do hand;
SumnerC. Adams, do hip; H. R. Clark, do arm; 8.
L. C. Corson,
und unknown; Elisha 1*. Gould do;
Joel B. Hurd, wounded m hip: Wm. H. Nelson, do
thigh; llcnry L. Pratt, do do: Wm. H. Reed, do
Sweat, do head; John F. Thompson, do
leg; Jacob
thigh; John Stafford, do leg and arm,missing; John
F. Beardeen, llirnm II. Brackett, Alden T. Htckett,
Geo. P. Moore, Hiram A. Merrill, Randall Moulton
and Ambrose Smith, missing.
Company B—Serg’t Fred. 11. Beecher, wound iu
leg; Serg’t Parsons, do body—since dead; Corp’l A.
M. C. Heath, do left side—died; Corp’l G. II. Berry,
arm amputated: Alonzo Tinkham, wounded
and
missing: James Brook, wounded thigh; ( has. Phillips, do lace; Warren Waterhouse, do head, severe;
Alonzo Atkins, do hand; Adrian B. Thayer, do left
McFarland, do leg; Augustus Moore,do,
leg; Albert
slight; E. M. Bran n.do left leg; Corp’! D. 31. Hume,
Lewis Murry and Hiram W. Campbell, mlssiug.
Company C—Melvin Adams, Harrison 31. Greaton
and Shepard B. Bean, killed; Serg’t Geo. 1>. Bisbee,
wounded wrist: Serg’t John C. Thom peon, do bead,
slight; Corp’l Warreu C. Powers, do leg, severely;
Corp’l Cyrus J.Foster,do arm, severely; Joel Loper,
do hip, severely; Rob’t Grendle, do both legs and
side, severe; John 8. Mates, do leg severely; Martin
V. B. Clark, do shoulder, severely; John W. Reed,
do bead, severely; Alonzo B. Adams, do ankle, severely; Augustus Luce, do leg; Sam’l H. Fitield, do
head and leg; Rice Brown, do leg; Calvin Beals, do
shoulder; Joel L>. Grover, do knee; Chas. Church,
do side; Jas. 31. Griudei, do back and leg; Tiios. 31.
Blanchard, do groin; Albion W. Straiten, do back
and leg; Geo. W. Evans, do shoulder; Alphonzo S.
Chandler, do back ; Granville Hackett, do nip; Francis A. Bryaut, do
ann;8ylvauus Curtis, Silas M.
Burrows,warren Tuck ana Job D. Sanborn, missing.
W. Bayley, Syhanus 31.
D—otUman
Company
Eastman, killed; Serg’t W. B. Elder, wounded in
head; corp’l E. l unar, wounded bn-a-t.
\<*rely;
corp’l J. F. Jewett,do leg and back ; corp’l C. C. Ab-

sower

Unless we have kind feelings toward those
of chaos head foremost. Think
whom we are obliged to oppose, our opposiof the brazen effrontery of men who cheered
tion will hurt ourselves, and perhaps more
on rebellion, and over and over
again advised j than it hurts them.
the South never to submit to “black RepubliTill* perhaps suggests another cautious,
can rule.” note claiming that they and their
conservative utterance, and with that we take
Dartv should be trusted with the rt»ins mirl al.
our leave of this
hut rather
lowed

list of killed and wounded

publication, bearing
date December 20, and, though many of the
names have already been given in our columns,
we publish the list entire, as it is more perfect
than any which has heretofore been published
of the same regiments.

made bread of his seed corn before scattering it broadcast over the land. Dr. Adams

a

down in

following

ever

clog upon the Government, and a blot
upon humanity.
If there is anything absolutely
sickening’
nauseating and disgusting, itis that selfsufficient and
insufferable spirit so often
exhibited in opposition papers, and by opposition speakers, which claims that Democrats alone can meet and settle our
troubles;
that the Republicans have no men of brains or
Intelligence, and that all the wisdom, and all
the patriotism of the country, as well as all
the saving political grace, are to be found
with tliOBe under whose auspices all our troubles were inaugurated, and who came within
a hair’s breadth of carrying the
ship of state
only

The

has been forwarded for

Buoadcast: By Nehemiah Adams, D. D
Boston: Tick nor* Fields, ltimo. pp. 210.
For sale iu this city by 11. L. Davis, 53 Exchange street.

pack

his trnnks and leave.

a

List of the Killed and Wounded Maine
Soldiers at the Battle of Fredericksburg.

TICKETS—M cents, to be had at Crommaa k
dec37 dtd

BLACKSTONE HOISE,
181 Hanover Street.Bostom.
Formerly Mansion House—eon darted or
_the Kuroix'an plan The subscriber ha*
Icsm-u the above House, and newly furnished it
throughout. The House is uow opento the pablie.
dec27
A. P MoKKlSON, Proprietor.

Cape Elizabeth Wharf and
Railway Company.

Marine

Stockholders of the above corporation are
hereby notified that their annual meeting will be
held at the counting room of D. T. Chase.Eau., Commercial street, head of Long Wharf, on Monday,
January 6th, 1863, at 7 o'clock r. m for the purpose
of choosiug the necessary officers for the ensuing
vear, aud to act on any other business that may legally come before the meeting.

THE

LEMUEL COBB. Clerk
Portland. December 27, 1862.
d8t
Custom IIoum* Wharf.

(

annual meeting of the
of Custom
House Wharf, for the choice of officers, and
transacting any other business that may come before
them, will be bolden on Monday, January 6th, A. D.
1863. at 3 o'clock r. *.. at the'office of Joeeph W.
Dver. Esq., on Commercial street.
dec27 7t
CHA.S. M HAWKK8. Clerk.

proprietor*

TUE

NOTICE.
Hoard of Aldermen will be in session on Monday eveniug, the 2foh inst.. at 7 o'clock, for the
purpose of leasing the Stalls in Milk Street Market.
W W. THOMAS, Mayor.
dec27

THE

AMBROTYPE PICTURES.
just
WE beautiful
have

received another freeb lot of

these

Glass Pictures.
Prices range from 26 cents to

HT“Call
or

and exsmiue.

86 00.

whether you wunt to buy

not.

They

are

just suited for

A CHRISTMAS GIFT!

Bailey

Ac

IVoyes,

90 4 98 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.
Mlb

—

MATTERS

ABOUT

By Among

TOW*

| evening,

Religious Notices.
t/ Divine service ami a sermon may be expected
Church,to-morrow evening at 7 o'clock
UP Rev Mr. Hayden delivers his fourth Discount
ou tire Book of licvelutions to-morrow morning, at
the New Jerusalem Temple.
Subject—Summary
View of the meaning of the entire Book.
Mrs. Laura Deforce Gordon will speak in Sons
of Temperance Hall to-morrow, at 2i and 7 o'clock
1' M.. which will close her
present engagement hero.
t St. Lake's

Free social

meeting at 10J

j

nald, J. S. Bedlow, J. L. Moses, J. T. Emery,
Stephen Berry, Miss S. Sawyer, and Miss
Eunice Hay were engaged, and each performed the part well, aud to the great amusement

j

of the crowded audience.

ing accomplished.

There

was

no

vivacity, which, considering that there
Municipal
had been but one rehearsal, was creditable in
Isaac F. Polley, a lad not quite 16 years of
the highest degree to the performers.
It
age, was complained of by Ills mother as be- j would be
hardly fair to particularize the inering a vagrant, misspending his time, and en- ! its of the
actors, but we cannot help speaking
tirely beyond her control. He has been in
of the extremely handsome manner in which
the Stale Reform School two years, and since
Mr. Moses performed the part of the clown.—
his release from that institution
has been
He kept the audience in a roar of laughter,
He
was
sentenced
to
the
Reungovernable.
and did not for a moment forget the part he
form School during his minority.
had assumed. The young ladies eugaged in
Dec. 26. Thomas McCami, a lad 10 or 11
the piece, understood well their purts, and
years of age, for assaulting another lad was
carried them out in a lively manner.
We
lined one dallar and cost*.
Committed.
L.
should like to see the same thing repeated.
D. M. Sweat for the defense.
Augustus Penney,

on

search and

process, pleaded nolo contendere.
lined $20 and costa, which he paid.

seizure

He

was

A House Thief

Arrested.—A young
man, calling his name John JL. Jordan, last
Saturday hired a horse and wagon at Clement’s

stable,

on

Congress

street, for the purout to Oak Hill to

pose, as be said, of going
see his father, who was very sick,
promising
to return on Monday. He said he had worked
for Holbrook & Gore in Freeport. Not re-

turning
time, enquiries
Oak Hill, and it was ascertained
at

that

were

made at

that no man
The matter was

named Jordan resided there.
then

placed in the hands of Deputy Marshal
Heald, who look with him George Rose, the
man in charge of the stable, and who letrJoraan tne team, ana they went to
Freeport Tuesday night. There they learned from Mr. Gore

day evening, was well attended and decidedly
successful. Notwithstanding the short time
devoted to preparation, the children acquitted
themselves admirably, and the performances
were received with very decided expressions
ol approbation by the audience.
Where all
did well it would seem almost invidious to particularize, yet we may mention the opening
address by Master Eugene Fletcher, the duett

by Misses Bonney

and Evans, the singing by
little Alice Carle,"On the slioresof Tennessee,”
by Master A. Winslow Hall, “The Ladder of

Life,” by Ella Bonney,
Chaudler, to be among

The distribution of Christinas

ial notice.

resided In

especially flue;

mouth.

better.

hired any team in Portland, and threatened
the officer with an action for false imprison-

He

ment.

was

brought into

the

city

and com-

mitted to jail.

Before he arrived in the city he owned up
Deputy Marshal and to Mr. Rose that

to the

he was the man, and that the team was at
Bath. Mr. Heald and Mr. Rose went to Bath

Wednesday night, found the team there, minus the buflalo robes, which Jordan had sold.
These also they recovered. Jordan had tried
to sell the team In Brunswick and Bath, but
purchasers were shy of him on account of his
suspicious actions. He has been engaged in
a

similar scrape once before, which was settled
This time he will will probably get net-

up.

tled.

nun

mining

me

Happiness,

uiuieaux

think we have never seen

we

saving the life of < apt.
admirably rendered. The Char-

Smith"’ was

ade which closed the exhibition
with

Roberts, and it appeared that, though they
had enlisted, they had not been mustered in,
nor had they received the bounties or any
pay.
Roberts had his examination last week, and
remanded to the custody of the Provost
Marshal, Daniel Elliott, Esq. After he had
been remanded, Jordan expressed the wish to
was

go with him back to Augusta, but this tlie
Provost Marshal would not allow, as his case
had been brought before Court on his own

motion, and he must wait for a decision. On
being brought Into Court yesterday, Judge
Ware asked Jordan what he wished to have
done. Jordan replied tliat he wanted to go
with the Provost Marshal.

The

Judge

then

asked him if he wished to proceed further
with his petition for discharge. Jordan renliorl that hn Hiri

ansi

not

.1 wAevn

remanded him to the care of Col.

Wnro

Elliott,

«knn

the

Provost Marshal.
8avkd

from a

Fire.—About two o'clock
officers Stinson and Gerts

Thursday morning,
discovered smoke

pouring

forth in volumes

from the chimney in the brick building on the
of Cross and Fore streets, owned by
John Leavitt, Esq., and occupied as a store on
the lower floor, aud for tenements up stairs.—
Upon approaching the building they discovercorner

ed a Are in oue of the rooms, and after some
trouble, succeeded iu obtaining entrance to it.

The Are

in a room

occupied by Michael
Flaherty. The Are board had caught from
soot falling down the chimney, and had set
Are to a pile of wood near it, and had also extended to the mantel piece. In a few moments

was

the room would have been In full blaze.

The occupants of the building

asleep

the time.

at

were

all souud

Officers Robinson and

Mitchell happened to come along just at that
moment, and with the other officers extinguished the Are without creating any alarm. Had
the

discovery

been

delayed

fifteen

there would have been a loss of life

of property.

minutes,
as

well

as

Look well to your wooden Are

was

What

Btnrf—This is the. questhe minds of parents just
now; and we advise those on whom the usual
holiday demands will be made, to step into the
shall we

tion which

agitates

bookstore of

Bailey

that the number

found there will

A

Noyes, fully believing
and variety of books to be
satisfy the most difficult.—

They have a fine assortment in the most
splendid bindings, as well as all the standard
publications in lees showy but more useful

the lateness of
The whole entertainment reflected

the hour.

much credit on those who

projected

If you want photographic Albums, it is the
Dlir# in hllV At RaH«*v At Vnvp«
For the Juveniles

and car-

ried it out, and was so well received by the
audience that we understand a request was
made that it

be

might

repeated, which we hope

will be dene.

Christmas Festival at the Alms
House.—Not the least among the festivals peculiar to this holiday, was that enjoyed by the
children at this institution on Thursday.
At

an

early

singiug

children, under the .direction of Rev.
by
Seth Martin, Chaplain of the house and Superintendent of the school. Many of these exercises were loudly applauded, and any of them
would have been no discredit to our city
schools; short addresses were made by Rev. I).
Chickering, Rev. Dr. Bosworth, Bev. H. Ilsley,
the

teachers of that Sabbath School must have
been amply repaid for their labor in providing

gifts
Chaplain and Teachers of the school are
deserving of ail praise in thus “remembering
the poor,” and providing for sheir amusement.
were

received.

The

New Years Day.— Our readers will be

happy to leant that our old friend Sam Sharpley, with a host of popular talent, will give us
a touch of Ethiopean minstrelsy at New
City
Hall Thursday afternoon and evening; also
Friday and Saturday. Sam need not fear; although there is a large number absent at the
present time, there are enough left who remember his mirth-provoking jokes and great
original wit. to fill the house. The Providence
Daily Post of the 10th iust., says:
Sara Sharpley, the inimitable, the comical,
the irresistible Sam, made his appearance last
evening in Howard Hall. Such drollery, such
burlesque, such humor, has never been surpassed in our city. Cool Burgess was cooler
and dryer than ever, and the entire troop acquitted themselves in an admirable manner.—
Ho! ye dyspeptic, here is a new tonic for digestion. Ho! ye hypochondriacs, here is an
infallible cure for your depressed spirits. One
dose of Sam's jokes will put a my raid of “blue
devils” to flight.

him almost furious.

There

clear from teams and

! brought up

was a man

was

Roast

bury's

^Vl.l

best

fy_._

style.

erpool

Steamship Norwegian will sail for Livafternoon, soon after the arrival 01

this

the traiu from Canada. Mails close ftt Hit
City Post Office at 1.30 P. M.

Oi.ii

happy party, and
expressed his satisfaction
in New England.

Liverpool,

Dee. lith.—Political news uuim-

The Imperial Bank of Russia has reduced
its rate of discount from 5 1-2 to 5 per cent.
The rumor that Russia has consented to
the candidature of King Ferdinand of Portugal to the Greek throne is unfounded.
It is rumored that St. Petersburg will shortly be declared a free port.
Threatened Negro Troubles.
St. Louts, Dec. 26.
The Halleck Guards left this morning for
Gray's Summit, in Franklin County,on special
duty. It is said they were ordered there to
from
the
prevent apprehended troubles
There is talk of a threatened innegroes.
surrection in that county, but inquiries have
failed to elicit any reliable foundation for such
a

report.

The next meeting of this Association for
Lectures axd Debates will be held FriJay evening. Dec. 261h, at it o’clock, in their
^
Library Hall.
The Public areixvitkd.

Question for

An assortment

be

as can

Our

Country

Libera],
Address

|

Destitution at Winchester.
Baltimore. Dec. 26.
Col.

Keyes

moved from

of Winchester
possession
when the rebel

Romney and took
Tuesday morn-

on

ing,
pickets took their departure.
The rebel Gen. Jones, with 2500 men,
had occupied the place the week previously,
but had left, going towards Stanton. Miller’s

forces

were

at

Middletown, intending

to move

towards Winchester. The Winchester railroad has been entirely destroyed by the rebeis,
and the iron carried off. Great destitution
exists among the people at Winchester; the
common necessaries of life are at famine
prices, and hardly procurable at that.
on

!

Skating Accident.

Boston, Dec. 26.
Luther Johnson, Cashier of Union Bank
Haverhill, was drowned yesterday while skat

lng.

Oats—a shade firmer; sales moderate at 08J <£ 71c.
Beef—steady: the Government contract for 4000
bids
atrictly extra mess, in iron chime hoops, was
j
I awarded at 13 93.
Pork—quiet aud unchanged.

Lard—unchanged.

Whiskey—without change.

Sugar—firm and quiet: sales 200 hhds; New Orleans 9J n H»i; Muscovado 9$.
Co flee—dull.
Molasses—NewOrleana in fair demand.
dull; cotton nominal;
Freights to
flour ls9d ;
7d & 7jd for wheat in ship's bags

Liverpool—very
grain
Wool—dull.

L

BOO OOO noAKDsAWEDMo*
6,000 Sugar Box SHOOKS.
SPRUCE

DIMENSION, all

»izea.

SASHES. BLINDS.
BOARDS—Fitted and Rough.
OUTSIDE SASHES on hand.

LATHS. CLAP-

-ALSO-

a view to reach the
people.
CYRIL PEARL,

200 Bhla. Choice Brand FLOUK, for family cm,
by
RUFUS BEERING,

Portland, Me,

SIX

Hobson'*
oc30 d3m

found in New

ASSEMBLIES

LANCASTER

AT

commencing

England.

invited to examine the

are

Wharf, foot of High Street.

NEW FALL GOODS
For Gentlemen's Wear.

HALL.

on

AT

Stock.
The fourth Assembly will be on CHRISTMAS
EVE, on which occasion there will be extra
dances.
The fifth will be on NE W YEAR'S E t E,
with extra dances, to dance the old vear out aud
the New Year iu. The course will close With

No. 53 Exchange St.

de?22 lwd

A rich and varied assortment of the best standard

literature, illustrated works, and the poets, in elegant
Turkey Morocco bindiug*.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS.
BOOKS!

collection is LARGE, and selected with care,
containing inauy well-known American and English
popular works, with all the LATEST PUBLICATIONS. Please remember,
BAILEY Jt NOYES,

Exchange

66 and 68

New

and

Clothe,

FOR SALE & TO LET.

Our

dec20 d2w

HAVE BEEN

A

Which they offer at

Prices to suit the Tiar.es !
U Call is before purchasing eiaewfcere, and
jor yourself !

dec25 dt

TO LET.

Splendid

ro I’LEASE THE GIRLS AND BOYS.

S. H. COLESWORTHY’S,

finished for a Store.
*
Orocer.

Laud,

Two Lots of
street.

Spruce
For

A

good

—also—
one on Spring

HEW YORK AHD VIRGIHIA

particulars please apply at

127
X. I.

Portland

OYSTERS,

stand for

and

one

Cooked in the best manner, at the

on
a

Meals at all hoars, cooked to order.

Middle Street,
MITCHELL.

-ALIO-

nov4eodtf

and

Gift Books and

ENGLISH ALE ON DRAUGHT.

ALBIUS,

TO REST.

large assortment of

a

MA

Fancy Articles,

Christmas & New Year’s Presents.

Steam and Gas

Fittings,

THE

Cooper's Shop
»ep4tf

Enquire

city—is to

be fouud

No. 85 Federal Street,
East of Elm Hou«e.
deel82wi*ed

or

OCEAN INSURANCE CO..
dtf

No. 27

Thu dav
tale at

public,

on

THOS. G. LORING,

For the present land uutil the completion of the rebuilding of his mills at 13 A 15 Union st.,) his placo

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

49 Union street,
(2 door* from Middle Street,) where orders
ited for all kinds of
Roast and Ground

personal attention to the applicatioa
TRUSSES to Adults and Child re u.
Derotes

solic-

are

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKconstantly oil hand,
IsoclS
fy The l*oof liberally considered.

INGS

Coffee,

TARTAR, SALERATI'S,
SWEET HERBS, ft’.,

Christmas and New Year’s

put up in every variety of packages desired by the
trade, aud warranted' as heretofore, (irateful for
past favors, he will eudeavor to merit the continued
confidence of the public
J. (..KANT, 49 Uniou Street,
dec 18 d& ulm
Portland, Me.

PRESENTS.
114

ANHolidays, consisting of

SUSSKRAUT,

and

Manufacturer,
aud is constantly manufacturing
IMPORTER

New patterns of Silver Fruit Knives and Silver Napkin Ring*- work-boxes, writing desks, port folios,reticule*, ladies and gents' dressing cases, ladies companions. brush and comb boxes, segar eases, gents*
small hand trunks, checkeraud backgammon boards,
chess men, dominoes, jack-straws, ladies' IIue travelling hags, portmonnaies, shell and i»earl card cases,
PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS, ladies and gents*
skates, parlor skates.boys' chests of tools, meershaam
pipes, do cigar holders, girls and boys sleds—together with a large assortment of Childbis’S Totb.
$y E VERGREESS by the yard, and in wreaths.

has on hand,
from the best

stock,

All the Latest Styles of
FUR

QOODS,

-CONSISTING OF-

CAPES, COLLARS, MUFFS, CLOAKS,
WRAPPERS, COATS, ROBES, Ac., Ac.,
all of which will be sold
tcM

on

the most

JIUIUUUIU^

POCKET DIARIES tor 1863-

reasonable terns.

114 Middle Street.

OlKWUeiO.

No. 120 Middle Street.

CHAS. DAY, Jr.

mih

decS

CLOTH & WIRE SCREENS,
Signs, Banners, Ornamental
Fancy Painting,
EXECUTED

TO

PATTERNS !

and

For Ladies, Oentlemen and

ORDER.

DA'S, of all dimensions, made, letter-

STOIM?

ed and

AT

dtjaulO*

not 20

Portland,

Me.

Meetine of the PORTLAND AND
room

City op Portland.
»
Treasurer'*i (fjHct, December 23, 1862. 1
!
will be received at this office until
at
3
18t>8,
o’clock
IV
M
3d,
Saturday, January
for the purchase of K<»nd* issued by the t’itv of Portland, for municipal purposes, to the amount of

FOR BALK AT

PROPOSAL?*

SHAW’S, 136 MIDDLE STREET.
Furs,

FOB SALE AT SHAW’S.
altered

and

Forty-Eight

repaired.

DOLLARS will be

for the

detection

given
and conviction of any person
FIVE
persona stealing
from the doors of
subscribers
or

papers

dee25

our

PUBLISHERS OF THE PRESS

I

I

Thousand Dollars,

tears’ time, at the rate of interest of
Five Per Cent, jwr annum. The Honda will be
dated January 1st. 1868. and issued in sutu* of RftOO
and $1000, with semi-annual coupons, both payable
iu Portland, aud purchasers will be required to par
the accrued interest till their payments for the same.
The right So reject proposals not deemed satisfactory
will be reserved
de**’J4 edtjan8
HENRY IV LORD,Treasurer
on twenty

nov27 4wedis

REWARD !

KAIL KOAD.

Annual
THE
FOREST A VF\CF, RAILROAD COMPANY
of M. G. Palmar,
will be held at the couuting

dec 12 eod8m

Fine American Sabir Furs!

exchanged,

eodtf

HOUSE

STONEHAM'Sj

Loan of the City of Port land.

Furs

Boys.

V. 43 Eicha«*e St.

put up at short notice,

No. 168 1.2 Middle Si.

FURS!!!

River Sable

iseodtjanl

WlmdeN,

Window

JOHN S. SNOW.

Fitch and

coming

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware,

NO. 120 MIDDLE STREET,

Saturday, the 10th day of Janu-

FURS!!

STREET.

extensive assortment of Goods for the

GEORGE A.

Street, Portland.

FURS!

MIDDLE

G. L. BAIL

dec25

•

CREAM

SPICES,

10 o'clock A.

Portland, Dec. 25, 18«2.

,

A 21D-

of business is at

For particulars enquire of Fesseuden & Butler, 59

Exctiauge

..i,_

A potlieoar y

usual.

BV AUCTION
at

Street.

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

QUANT

FRESII GROUND GOODS—as

Bakery,

on green

respectfully give notice to his friends

WOULD

THE

premises,

GALLON,
ATWOOD’S.

n._i4

aud the
that notwithstanding the recent
loss of his mills and their contents bv fire, he is again
to
famish
prepared

Again!**

4b

FRESH OYSTERS, for

9*5 (

COFFEE AND SPICE MILLS.
J.

lot of

a

At

CF“CaIl and examine this Stock before purchasing
declfi tjaul
elsewhere.

the
ary,

arrived,

CENTS V K K

SO

of

at

FREEMAN.

Oysters.

llVH^k !>'♦*<!

PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUMS—of every variety of
binding—a very large assortment, at the low-

on

JAMES

Exchange St.

To LeU

Exchange Street.

Washington

office

4b

Sch*. “J. Freeman” and Lookout” hare arrived
with OT STERS. For sale at the old price, at

The large House on the corner of Mid*
die and Willow Streets, recently ocruby Mrs. C. A. Richard* as a boardPossession given irnmediing hou-e.
JSSRutt-ly. For particulars enquire of
oc25 tf
JOHN C. PROCTOR

PACKARD’S,

“Homo

at

Sept. 15, 1868.

BOOKSj

GIFT

Oysters.

Hobson’s Wharf.

THE

Coming!
Assortment

on

To Lei.
commodious Chamber iu the northerly corner of the new brick block, corner of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly facing the market. Kent ow.

Will also attend to fitting the above for steam or
gw.
Orders received for Pattern making, and Steam
and other machinery, Boilers, Water Tanks, Ac.
Will devote his personal attentio
to arranging
and settiug Engines, Boilers, Shafting, on reasonable
terms.
IRA WINN. Aftal.
decl6 dtf

I.arge«t and Bent

to Lot.

*•

UNION STREET,
(until his shop is rebuilt,) ready to answer any orders
for steam, gas and water pipe*.
Steam ami <>a* F.ttiug* of all descriptions.

Holidays jire

Office

4b

Fresh Ol STERS lout received at 80 crata mp
T. S. HATCH’S,
git I leai. at
dec!5 2w
No. 115 Exchange Street.

Street, head of Hobaon’s tVbart.
ON Commercial
Inquire of J. H. HAMLEX,

the

3 7

No. 61

Oysters, Oysters!

tenement of the House on Spring
as the Kolfe House.
Enquire of
S. J. ANDERSON.

Oct.27.—dtt

See.

subscriber would inform his friends and
public, that he may be fouud at

II.

dec23 3m

Easterly
THE
Street, known

MACHINEHY,

Proprietor,

S. Hotel, No. 117 Federal Street, Portland.

Rear U.

LET]

TO

dec23 3w

The

G. D. MILLER,

modern built HOUSE, No. 90 Danforth
street, suitable for a genteel family—con(tilling fifteen rooms.
Enquire of J. K. KING, iu rear of 30 Danforth
Street.
deciott

-FOB-

RESTAURANT.

AL.BIOA

be exchanged for

Either would

good Dwelling House.

No. 92 Eirhance Street.

oc29 dtf

For Sale.
THE HOUSE on the corner of ProsP**ct »'»d Casco streets—the basement
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aee

MIDDLE STREEl.

95

SMALL HALL, or rooms suitable for a mechanic’s or manufacturer's work shop.
decl7 dis3w
Inquire at 330 Congress street.

A

TOYS!

PHOTOGRAPH

do tiling,

FURNISHING GOODS,

TO LET.
COUNTING-ROOM over No. 161 Commercial
street, bead of 1i«inn Wharf. Apnlv to
McGTLVKRY, RYAN k DAVIS.

street.

RECEIVING

New and Desirable Styles ot

_

We have the largest assortment in the State of Maine.

JUVENIJ.E

ROLLINS & BOND

Managers—J II. Barberick, W. II. Phillips, J.
B. Rack left, C. J. Harris.
Tickets for the Course*—$3.50; Single Tickets, 75
cents—for sale by the Managers.
Music by Chandler s Quadrille Band.
Danciug to commence at 8 o’clock.
uov24

FOK HOLIDAY PRESENTS

——

No. Ofl...Middle Street

A Grand Ball!

FINE HOWLS'.

TACTICSj

New York, Dec. 26.
Cotton—more active and firmer; sales 13u0 bales, at
661 a 67 for middling uplands.
Flour—sales970*) bbls; State and Western a shade
firmer; SuperttueState 6 65 (<£6 80; Extra do 605 @
Round lloop Ohio 6 66 @6 75; Superfine
6 25;
Western 5 70 <£ 5 85; common to good Extra WestSouthern steady; sales 850 bbls;
ern 6 10g.635;
Canada a shade firmer; sales 7^0 bbls; Extra 6 10
@ 8 00.
Wheat—quiet and very firm: sale*31,000 bushels;
Chicago spring 1 20 a 1 29; Milwaukee club 1 26 (a)
1 34; Amber Iowa 1 34 tv 1 87; Winter Red Western
1 31* a 1 4*2: Amber Michigan 1 43 a 1 45.
Corn— active, ami lc better; Mixed Western 78 (<£
79 for shipping and 65 a) 77 for unsound ; old White
Southern 89; Yellow Western 81.

Sh ^

fok sale.

The Friends of Temperance

counter,

Western ,„d Canada
*' •» Co“-

,Q.1SaaW1LLUM

Portland, Dee.

with

dec2b4wd
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Flour, Flour.

Fraternity—its Relations to
Government, and the Conflict—its

Mission.

uture

•*

TEtK,?^
SSJ. itLZLr

?nE Masonic
the C ountrv, the
a

Chiea«awr
Au*u«ta
Union

••

*•

and its Crisis.

THE

est FRICK*.

Per steamship Europa, at Halifax.
LI V KRPOt >L COTTON M AKKET—The sales for
the week were 66,000 bale*, iucludug 31,000 to speculators and 3000 to exporter*. The market closed
buoyant at an advance of ]d a ]d on the week. The
sale* on Friday were 8,QUO bait1*, including
to
anil exporter*. The market closed at
the following authorized quotation* :—New Orleans
fnir 27d: middling 23]d: Mobile fair&id; middling
22jd. Iplands fair 2&d; middling 22]. The stock in
port amouuts to 254,000 bale*, of which 24.UUO are
American.

Discuxisou.

undersigned, having returned from threo
years residence in Canada, to share tho fortunes
of his native laud, is prepared to
respond to the call
of Associations, or Lecture
Committees, and speak
upon either of the following topics:
1. Or* Country—its Mission, its Crisis, its Deliv.
erance and Safety.
2. The Nature. Foundation and Mission or
Civil Government, with reference to our
present
national conflict.
3. Maine—its Position, its Past, its Present, its Interest and Relations to the
Couutry and its Crisis.

HALL L. DAVIS,

quiet

ing.

DAW A 4t CO.

200,000 feet l'ine Shipping Hoard*.
26,000
Spruce 1'lauk.
(. neap l'ine Hoard*.
,60’000
120.000 l'ine Clapboard*— planed.
30,000 Spruce Clapboard*
100,000 Extra Cedar Shingle*.
BX
GEO. F FOSTER,
h,“4 °f U,“00
Cortland, Dec

Tuesday Evening, December Id.
ty Persons

In the

here to-night, and nothing lias
occurred for the last 24 hours worth telegraphAll is

60
06
60

Has tlie love and snceessful
pursuit of material prosperity been, aim is il, more powerful for the moral
elevation of mankind than
Christianity’
l’er order of Committee.
F. M. CABSLEY. Scc’v.

JUVENILES, cfco.

Headquarters Army ok Potomac, I
Dec. 26.1862.
f
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School Books & Stationery
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each member of it

great power,—one of

stores and

New

IF!_

just been turned out from the Portland
pany’s Works for a fire company in New

„i

—

street, where he was
Stephen's Church.

engine, small, but of
Johnson's Patent,—hns

to

hia

on

8(X)S^»^l™^ass,

at 8 o’-

commence

Single Tickets,2f»

warm engagement with the enemy at Joiner's Bridge, on the Black water, yesterday,
undersigned would inform his old friends
and the putdic, that after an absence of tweutyfourteen miles above Franklin. We drove the
speculators
tive years, he has returned to his uative place and
on
this
side
of the river, capenemy’s pickets
purchased of Mr. Thomas Richards his interest in
turing four of them, oue cavalryman aud |
! the
horse and three infantry soldiurs and their i
Street
Col. Steitzell’s advance, with their cararms.
LIVERPOOL BREAD8TUFFS MARKET—Richbineers under Lieut. John Hopes, first engagwhere will be manufactured the varieties of BREAD
artist hi, Spence & Co., and others, report:—Flour
in similar establishments; ami he hopes, by
ed them at very short range.
Finally discov- flat at 22 a 28*. Wheat steadv at Tuesday'* decline; found
to business, and an eudeavor to
close
ering the enemy in superior numbers above Red Western 8»9da a 9*4d; Red Southern II* ^ 12. please,application
to merit a share of patronage.
Corn
declined
3d
tki;
mixed
28s
28s
3d.
<4,
and below the river, with our very small force
II. BRADISH.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET—Beef inof four small squadrons in ]>eril of living
active. Pork declining. Bacon easier. Lard quiet
GOOD FAMIL Y FLOUR by the barrel, or in less
flanked, Steit/.vll very wisely concluded to rebut steady. Tallow declined to 42* <» 44*.
deed tf
quantities
treat, which he did in safety.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET—Ashe* acThe following items are from the Xewberu,
tive at 33s *U1 ia 3-is 9d
Resin quiet at 26* « 26s 6d.
Works!
X. C. Progress of Dec. 18th:
Spirits Turpentine inactive. Sugar quiet but steady.
Coflee— nt> sale*. Rice steadv.
Linseed declining,
The funeral of Col. Gray, of the 96th X. Y.
Linseed OU inactive. Cod Oil dull. Petroleum dull.
i
regiment, was attended on Wednesday afterNEW EDI DON OF
LONDON MARKET—Breadstuff*quiet but steady.
noon, the 8lh Mass, regiment and 3d X. Y. ArCoffee steady.
Tea
I Iron firm. Sugar declining.
Lii■
\^v*i. uiay was KmCASEY'S U. s\
y uumt; Covui
uuljt.
I quiet but steady. Rice inactive. Tallow dull. Spired at the battle of Kinston.
He hud been in j it* Turpentine firmer, ltcsiu dull at 27*. Linseed
dull
at
38*6d.
Oil
Oil
but
1
Sperm
quiet
the seven days battle before Richmond.
steady.
HAVRE COTTON MARK ET—The sale* of Cotton
The Free labor Association of Craven
fni- tlw,
.LIQ IkMI Kalnj
Tl.a
_4
HAUL U DAVIS.
is
E.
W.
County
rapidly gaining strength.
! active. The stock in port amounts to 51,000 bales.
of
is
President.
Newbern,
Carpenter,
93 Exchange Street
Latest via Queenstown.
The Free labor nomination for Congress has
dti
Beet. 27.1363.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET. 13th.-The
been tendered to Charles Henry Foster, who
sales of cotton to-day were 12,000 balos, including
declines, having already applied* to the au- 7000 to speculators and exporters. The market was
HOUBtS LOT FOR SALE!
thorities to raise a second regiment of North
buoyant and prices were advancing. Surats advanced jd.
At Ferry Village—Cape Elizabeth.
Carolina Union volunteers.
Breadstuff's dull but steady.
The schooner Alice D. Webb, released to
Provision! inactive.
subscriber offers for sale, at private sale, a deher owners by order of Gov. Stanley, has been
LONDON MONEY MARKET. Saturday P. M.—
sirable House Lot at Ferrv Village, ('ape Elizare-taken by special authority from the NavyConsols closed at *J2J 'a 92j for money.
beth, situated on School Street, being 47 feet on said
street, and extending back, keepiug the same width,
Department.
AMERICAN SECURITIES—Erie railroad 42$; Il90 feet, and being Lot No. 12, ou Win. Anson's plau
linois 1 eutral railroad 42 discount.
of Turner heirs estate at said village.
Federal Occupation or WinchesIf not disposed of previously, the subscriber will
proceed to sell said Lot
New York Market.
ter.

in the

and has returned to Gorham.

n_!.

portaut.

|

a

keep the horse
sidewalks, and finally

It was

/I

Latest via

cavalry,Col. Spear's dashing regiment,

to

_1

|

Lieut. Col. Stietzell, of the 11th Pennsylvaj
nia
had

England,”—A
party of about a dozen Englishmen dined on
Christmas day at the Kingsbury Hotel, corner
of Congress and Wilmot streets.
They had
beef which came from Englaud in the last
steamer, English hares, and other delicacies
of

TV..I..

Commercial.

remarkable.

Beef

|

Fortress Monroe, Dec. 25.

in front of St

was

Reconnotsance

Doors open at 7—Readiugs to

clock.

CiRASS SEED.

willqive a course or

said tlic English representative made similar
declarations to him, and that, under the circumstances, he deemed it wise to embark for
Spain. In conclusion he expressed an opinion
that the French expedition will not have the
desired result.

ITEMS PROM NORTH CAROLINA.

escaped uninjured, and the wagon
slightly damaged. The coolness of

but

.1.

O’Donnell and Collantes, recomtneudiug a
strict execution of the treaty of London. He

water.

The driver
the driver

a

m

_

be found

MERCHANDISE.

,.

ALL THE NEW PUBLICATIONS

From the Army of the Potomae.

The

Runaway.—People on Middle St., Thursday afternoon, were frightened to see a horse
attached to a wagon dashing furiously down
the street, one of the shafts broken, and striding against the feet of the horse, rendering
i wagon, and he managed

—_—l

hold the enemy in check, he reprovision
plied that it was if the troops had been moved
at the right time to the rigid points.
Gen. Porter presented, through his counsel,
a written protest against the reception of certain evidence on the part of the Government,
which he deemed inadmissable, and the Court
was cleared a few moments to deliberate thereon.
Upon the re-opening of the court the
Judge Advocate rendered a decision sustaining the course of the Government. The first
was Lt. Col. F. T. Locke, Ass’t Gen. aud chief
of Gen. Porter's statT.
He was cross examined with regard to the interview of Gen. McDowell with Gen. Porter in which the former
expressed disapprobation of the position selected by Geu. Porter to give battle to the enHe believed Gen. Porter to have obeyemy.
ed all orders and pushed forward from Warrenton to Bristow with all possible speed.—
Capt. Martin, of the 8d Mass. Battery, at that
time commanding a division of artillery of
Gen. Porter's corps, underwent a similar examination and verified the statements of preceding witnesses. Maj. Gen. Morrill was next
examined in relation to his movements while
under Gen. Porter, but did not in any wayblame his commander.
to

the cheerful coun-

they have replenished of the Christmas
their counters, and Young America cannot
The following cases were sent forward
fail to find something to please. Besides these,
on Thursday morning to our soldiers and the
|
no doubt a good variety of fancy goods
may
Sanitary Committee:—3 bbls. to J. W. Hathbe found to tempt the buyer. It is well worth
way, Washington; 3 boxes to J.W. Ilathway,
the time spent in examining this collection of
Washington; 3 boxes to Col. Ames, 20th Me.
holiday goods.
| regiment; 1 box to Col. Nickerson, 14th Me.
Once Moke.—Our advertising columns
regiment; 1 box to Capt. Bradford, 23d Me.
•how that Wfesley’s War Tableaux are to be
regiment; 1 box to Col. Kimball, 12th Me.
re-opened next Tuesday evening, at Deering j regiment; 1 box to U. S. Sanitary Com. for
Hall. The scenes, when previously here, won | Ladies' Committee.
praises from all. Never have our citizens
Accident.—Thursday foreuoon Jabez C.
witnessed a liner collection of paintings; so
! Woodman, Jr.^ Esq., was driving the horse
true to life apd so maguitlcent in execution;
and chaise of Dr. Durgin through Oxford
and, at the urgent request of many, the prostreet, when the breeching of the horse broke,
prietors are induced to re-open. Bartholomew
frighterfng the animal, who started upon the
and Preston are the artists, and the Portland
broke both arms of the chaise, and threw
public needs no better reference as to the mer- run,
Mr. Woodman out, bruising him severely.
its and
of
the
There
are
to
pictures.
fidelity
be seen fifty distinct tableaux, with musical
:y Capt. Jabez C. Rich, late of the U. S.
and dioramic
accompaniments, which, with
Marines, who was recently arrested iu New
the explanatory
lecture, and additional scenes, ! York while eudeavering to obtain a pass to
form an entertainment novel and
interesting | go South, has been unconditionally released,
We advise all to go.

l>:...

these uufortunatc

witli which these

tenances

Gen. Prim has made a lengthy explanation
in the Cortez of his conduct in Mexico. He
read confidential letters addressed to him by
Admiral Lagravicre, containing strange details relative to the Mexican expedition. According to these letters, Almonte declared he
was authorized by Naiioleon and the Arch
Duke Maximilian himself to put forward the
candidation of the latter, and the French
troops guarantee the throne of Mexico to the

sides Rickett’s division, another had been sent
up from New Baltimore, on the west side of
Bull Run Ridge, to attack the enemy’s hank
while they should be marching through
Thoroughfare Gap; whether he knew, or did
not, that Boyd's division, and two brigades
of cavalry uuder Gens. Bayard and Button!
had been sent to aid in the movement.
Being asked whether he thought the 11,000
or 12.000 men ol w hich the expedition under

Then came the delivery of presents to the
children, every one of whom received something ; none were forgotten. We think the

Brigade.T*nny$on

VERY EI.EOAET.

May

hot

arran!emeTt?'trith
™Tn_.i7h—

»^Ajss35?S?*

P'

PART II.
Merchant of Venice—Act. Ill, Scene 3, and
Act IV, Scene 1.
Shakspcar*.
The Frenchman and the Rats.
Anon.
8cene 3. (by request)...
Af!,1,
Shakspeart.
The Rival Editors of B’ue and Buff Politics (Pickwick Papers).Dickens.

Books

Prayer

,*-*.«*-

cnee

Dicksn»
leaver

(by

IN EVERY STYLE OF BINDING—some of them

SPAIN.

taking Longstreel at or uear Thoroughfare
Gap; whether he knew, or did not, that be-

and the chairman of the Board of Overseers.

Martay’s Ghost—A Christmas Carol
Handy Andy's Bottle of Soda Water
The Raven
request).
The Charge of the Light

ITALY.

The Parliament re-assembled on the 11th.—
Farin’! explained his policy, and promised administrative reforms based upon a system of
decentralization and developement of constitntional liberty. He eulogized the army for
having under painful trials re-established the
authority of the laws. He said: With unshaken confidence in the accomplishment of
Italian unity, we abstain from making promises
which might not lie followed by immediate
effects, and await the course of events without
illusions and without discouragement. We
shall be careful to maintain alliance whilst preserving the independence of our country. He
concluded by apiiealing for Italian concord,
which is personified in the King.
In a duel between Garibaldi’s eldest son and
Col. l’allavicini, who captured Garibaldi, the
young man is said to have received a mortal
wound in the side, and the Colonel was seriously hurt.

session the court decided that General
Sigel might make corrections of what he had
already said, but other explanations must Ire
deferred till the close of the cross-examination,
lie returned a negative answer to the following questions: Whether he did, or not, know
the strength of liickett's division which had
been assigned in the general order, which
Sigel admitted to have seen to Ire the duty of

ult inmates of the house, and friends of the
school, completely filling the Chapel. The

“Merry Christmas’’ for
children, as they witnessed

Paris has gone to Koine,
The
it is said, in the name of the Emperor, to explain to the Pope the Emperor’s views in order
to obtain the concessions necessary on the part
of the Pontilicial government.

secret

the number of 42, from the ages of 3 to 14
years, together with as many more of the ad-

a

Martinique.
Archbishop of

Bibles and

in

will,out capital, wl.he,
m,kl.
person having meam, lo ooerat..

«ome

PART I.

varieties.

suu:un*u*c

serve at

Sigel, in his cross-examination, desired
to give some explanations of his previous testimony. Gen. McDowell objected. After a

to

u.iv?>

FRANCE.

Gen.

hour in the afternoon, they were
large room used as a Chapel,

uurr

There are ngain rumors in l’aris of unfavorable news from Mexico, and urgent calls tor
reinforcements are made, which it is said will
be sent under the device of establishing a re-

setts.

assembled in tue

e_sL.

covers.

received

applause, notwithstanding

turned him into Pearl

boards.

were

“I’ocnhontas

exercises consisted of recitations and

Habeas Corpus Case.—In the United
States District Court yesterday, before Judge
Ware, Wm. Jordan of Cape Elizabeth, who
had enlisted in the 17th Maine regiment, was
brought up. Jordan was arrested with M. F.

gifts

by "Santa Claus,” in appropriate costume, was
amusing, and the recipients seemed over.

very

ing

and the songs by Miss
those deserving espec-

« iiiiiii

r,t

r-r""'"* **’«» ^

wasted!
baring had eoBaidmaWB expert.
TH». ;u,fcr‘ber'
in connection with
mamifactarinx

the LECTURE ROOM at Mechanics Halt

Programme*.

Photographic Albums,

iu.it

u

via lit*
G°°" r,

B°* “* for *wo ww‘k!' PortlaBd.
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lWonday r-v<>iiiiip, December $M>,

In

Single Gentleman
C“y

AHn5rZ,d“45

THE
On

Win.i.-,i hl

Family.

A

Fourth of the Series of Headings by PROF.
N. L. BRIGGS, wili be
given*

Illustrated

iiuimccu

Il.nir.

Humorous & Dramatic Entertainments.

Michigan Central,. 9l|
Harlem,. 22
Hudson. 7«
Eric preferred,. 94
Erie.. «2
Pacific Mail.135
American Gold,.131
Illinois Central bonds.112
United States demand notes.1264
United States 0's one year certificates. 95?
Treasury 7 3-lotlis.'.

STOCK,

thousand pounds had, in response to circulars,
been subscribed. A resolution was carried to
raise the new capital in shares of live hundred
pounds each for laying down the new cable.
The meeting was regarded as most encouraging and successful.
The Daily News, Star, and other journals,
warmly advocate the claims of the company.
The Times says that a notification is advertised that a new undertaking for laying a
cable has been found with continental support.

'VASTS.

Y. M. C. A.

Galena & Chicago. 821
Cleveland & Toledo. 72*
Illinois Central scrip,. 78|
Michigan Southern guaranteed,. 823

DAVIS,

_____

!

Board—Stock market closed dull.

HOLIDAY GIFTS.

Washington, Dec. 20.
The Secretary of the Treasury, in compliance with the request of the committee ou
Ways anil Means, has prepared and sent them
a bill einhrucing his views. The 1st section gives
authority to raise $300,000,000 for the service
of the current year, and $000,000,000 for the
next fiscal year; and to raise these sums in
any of the modes heretofore sanctioned by
this Congress, as public exigencies requires.—
These include the issue of 0 per cent, bonds, 7.30
bonds, 7 per cent, bonds, or bonds bearing less
rates of interest, and also issue of small notes
bearing 3-05 per cent, interest, and legal tender notes bearing no interest. The Secretary,
ill his letter to the eotniiiitlei* evnre««estrong desire to have the limits as to the modes
of provisions, and the amounts to be provided
iu each mode defined as precisely as possible
by Congress. The remaining sections authorize the formation of banking associations to
issue notes furnished by the U. S. alike in
form and secured alike by U. S. bonds, but
payable on demand primarily by the issuing
associations. The bill in its main features is
the same as that introduced by Representative
Hooper, of Mass., during the last session. In
his letter the Secretary expresses bis profound
sense of the importance of this measure to the
negotiation of loans, to the collection of internal revenue, and security of the people against
the evils of an enormous unredeemable paper
money circulation.
By a recent military order from the Chief of
the respective Bureaus, they will designate
the officers to be assigned as Adjutant General, Quartermaster, Commissary of Subsistence
and Inspector General of each army corps.—
The Aids de Camp authorized for corps commanders, are to be appointed by the President,
with the consent of the Senate, on the recommendation of the corps of commanders.
The 75th section of the Excise Law, which
provides that shooks, hoops and beddings shall
not be regarded as manufacture within the
meaning of the act. applies, according to the
decisiou of the Commissioner, to those articles
in the rough, or when prepared and sold as
staves, hoops or headings. Shooks considered
as hogsheads, barrels,or similar
baekages taken to pieces for greater convenience in packing, are subject to a duty of 3 per centum advalorem, as a manufacture not otherwise provided for.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue is
prepared to furnish revenue stamps of every
kind and denomination. Stamps which were
ordered on or before the 24th Inst., will Ire forwarded during the present week.
A-eting Assistant Paymaster E. K. Windship
has been ordered to the steamship Massachu-

CnnisTMAS Levee.—The Levee given by
the teachers and scholars of the Spiritualists’
Sabbath School at Lancaster Hall on Thurs-

that no such man had ever worked for his
firm, but that a family of that name formerly

Freeport, and had removed to FalAt Falmouth the Deputy Marshal
learned that the young fellow's name was
Frank E. Jordan. lie was arrested there as
he was coming in to the city. He denied liav-

p

Second

The newspaper comments on American afUnited States 5’s 1874 coupons,.
1
fairs are unimportant.
United States 6’s of 1881 coupons,....,
The Shipping Gazette says the war steamer | United States 6’s 1881 registered,.
Ariadne lias been ordered to leave Halifax,
and after visiting New York will join Admiral
Milne's squadron at Bermuda.
It thinks this movement like a concentration of the disposable forces of Admiral Milne's
HALL L.
squadron in localities in which the recently reported outrages on British shipping by FederNo. 53 Exchange St. ----- • Portland,
al cruisers have been perpetrated, with the
knowledge that there is a lorce at hand, capaHAS NOW READY
ble of protecting British vessels, and with instructions to do so.
HIS CHRISTMAS
The Gazette thinks that even Admiral
Wilkes will hardly venture upon further moTO WHICH
lestation or violation of neutral territory.
The recently formed Loudon Emancipation
Public Atlenliou U invited.
Society has issued a circular to ministers of all
denominations, urging them to give prominence to the subject of negro emancipation
Books.
from their pulpits,in view of the inauguration
of Mr. Lincoln’s emancipation proclamation
STANDARD POETS AND PROSE WRITERS,
IN ENDLESS VARIETY.
with the new year.
The Star says a most enthusiastic meeting
has been held at Lambeth, to express sympathy with the anti-slavery policy in America.
There were about 3000 persons present.
Of all sizes and varieties.
A return shows that during the present
AMBROTYPES AND PHOTOGRAPHS
year forty-six American ships had been regisof all prominent personages.
tered at Liverpool under British names.
A special general meeting ol the Atlantic
JUVENILES
Telegraph Company was held at Loudon on
the 12th inst. Hon. James Stuart Wortley
—FOBand
stall'd
the
terms
on
which
it
was
presided,
CHILDREN.
proposed to raise six hundred thousand pounds
A complete assortment—embracing hundreds of
new capital, a« already published.
He an-

Martials.

with

at Halifax!

GREAT BRITAIN.

The Porter and McDowell Court

diousness about the acting; everything went
on

Court—Dec. 25.

on

ENTERTAINMENTS.

New York. Dec. 20.

Chicago, Burlington & ljuiucy,. 871
Chicago & Rock Inland.'. 811

Halifax, Dec. 2*5.
Iioyal Mail Steamship Europa, C'apt.
Moodic, from Liverpool at 11 o'clock on the
forenoon of the loth ami Queenstown on the
evening of the 14th, arrived here at 10.30 last
night, aud sailed at daylight this morning for
Boston. The Europa lias 33 passengers for
Boston. She brings no specie.

Decision of the Oommissioner of Internal
Be /enne.

te-

EFROPE.

Europa

Market.

Stock

The

FltO.1l WASHINGTON.

Secretary of the Treasury's Views
Finance.

DAN’S

FROM

Arrival of the

Portland Daily Press.

The second part consisted of the “Lover's
Stratagem,” arranged and got up by Mr. J. L.
Moses. In this pantomime Messrs, S. C. Fer-

[
|

LATER

TO T1IE

Miss Alice Wttbam. Then followed a tableau
of “Christmas Gathering,” and a sketch of a
“Christmas Party,” both of which were beautiful. Miss H. Davis then closed this portion of
the juvenile exercises by reciting, in a bcautiful manner, “The.Orphan’s Dream.”

j

A. M.

(IP The fifth Lecture on Incidents In the Life o!
Moses, by It v. Wm. Stevens Perry, will take place
to-itiorrow evening in 8t. Stephen's Church.
Subject: "The Miracle Worker.'' Psalm cvi. 22.
WB“John A. Cole, of Boston, Agent of the Christian Commission, will speak at the Second Parish
Church, on Sunday evening next, at 71 o'clock, to bo
followed by W. H. Shailer, D. D., and others. Mr.
Cole has been on many of the battle fields, and w ill
relate many incidents of interest, and from several
months’service in behalf of the sick and wounded
soldiers, can testify to the great amount of good be-

nion,

1

SEVEN

BY TELEGRAPH.

was the Festival of the New Church
in the “Senate Chamber.” An
opening
address was spoken in good taste and
style by

nil

in -State street Church to-morrow.

preach
■

the amusements of Christmas
of the mast interesting anil

amusing

;

^D* Bev. Mr. Tomlinson, of Connecticut,

one

144 Middle Street, on Monday, the fifth day of Jan3 o'clock P. M.. for the choice of
uary. A. D i*®.
officers for the ensuing year, and tlie transaction of
huv other buineu which mav legally come before
M. G. PALMER. Secretary.
ih« iu■
dec 19 eodtJanA
1'ortland. Dec. 18. 1862.

Kail Kond Bonds.
of the second mortgage Bo.’da of the
Portland Railroad Co., with all
the interest coupe us thereon due on the 15th of October. 1862. are hereby requested to deposit the tame
in my hands, for which receipts will be given and

HOLDERS
Kennebec aud

J

j
!

hercalti r cxcliuuged for certificates of stock in tbe
PourLAND & hKNXkBKc Kailkoau, (a aew i*rgom•rnfion.) as soon as the books and certificates can be
prepared, in accordance with a vote of said Compa*
J. S. CASHING.
ny, Nov 8, 1862.
Treasurer Portland A Kennebec Railroad
deel« dW
Augusta. Dec K 1*W2

Stork 10
American

THE MARKETS.

POETRY.

|>c

«ml.

cut

Cotton
Flax

Tin*.

[For

•

the

Daily Press.]

Expressly corrected

BY MRS. O- A. 8. BEALE.

-•*/*

coll—“help for the brave 1"
The wounded, sick and dyiug—

And does not feel an angel near,
To prompt the heart’s replying?
8miJ? on ns, heavenly hosts! and touch

A pple*.
Greeu [.• bbl.SIJ'S) 1$
lb.6 dflc
Sliced
Cored V lb. 6 5*6

Uncored V* lb.2 Fa 3$

The fever parched, and thirsty lips.
in the*ir

The wounds

are

Bread.
30 *>c.
Pilot # 100 lb*.
@
.AA (<* 4j
Ship
3j
Cracker* per bbl..
Cracker*. |> 100 .86 <&40c
Butler.
I hity 4o l* lb.

pleading;

palsieel lingers point

And

DtUy.

to where

fresh and

bleeding:

mburnt'ul, weary eyes are raised—
With pain at love's delaying;—
O, brothers ! hoed with open hearts.
The language of their praying?
And

Leave not the burden

on

the

are

brave;

weary:

The soldier's heart 1s sad and lone,
No sweet home sound is near him;—
O, give—and with a bounteous hand,
Those gilts that best cau cheer him!
All

day upon

the

December 24.

S5j
5}
.ftjgj

undersigned respectfully Informs tlie
public that he has leased the above House,

THE

on Federal Street, Portland,
nd invites
the travelling community to call and see il
he knows “how to keep a hotel.” Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided t ible, attentive servants and moderate charges are the inducement* lie holds out to those whose business or pleasure call them to the “Forest City.”

Whi leash.0 iSI
Foreign Rig.94@ 9]
Sheet and Ripe.. lolctlof
Lehigh.9 ($
Lime.
Franklin. 9®
Caffee.
Duty 10 Rc ad ral.
Rockland, eask. 68 @75c
Duty. 5c p lb.
O, raise the wearied heart and arm—
I .umber—From yard.
Java tp lb .86 «36c
Gird up the failing brother;
St. Domingo.30 a'Sl Clear l’iue, No. 1.838’@
Look down upon the pallid face,
do.
No.2 34 @
Rio .32 'ey 33
do.
Mocha.None.
No.3 24 @
As looks the pitying mother;—
do.
No.4 14 @
Cordnur.
Take in your arms, the sinking one,
Duty Tarred2}c, Manil- Shipping Lumber.17 @18
la 24, all other 3j f lb. Snruce.10 @11
Bring comfort to the dying;
lb .13 tylty Hemlock.8 @10
American
So angel hosts shall sweetly smile
Russia Hemp.164(0.17 Box Sh'ks.(cash) 48 raty)c
Upon your ••heart’s replying.’’
Manilla.13 ,ol34 Clapb'ds, Sext..814 @16
R
Bolt rope, Russia. I64.0I7J do.
30 @32
Manilla.14 jt*lo Shingles, Ced. ext
do.
3
•*
do.
Ceuieut.
No.1.2 @ 24
do. ext. Riue 8j@ 8j
bbl.9\ 301*135
Laths, Snruce.... 1 00a 1 25
Drug* and Dye*.
Duty: p fb—Oil < i»an- do. Pine.1 25@1 80
An Incident of Battle.—Col. Hugh Mcnum *2. Oil Almonds and Red Oak Staves
30 @86
Otto of Hose SI 50, Oil Mol. IIhd. Shooks
Neil, of the famous “Bucktail" regiment, who
Bergamot, Cassia and & liea«4s.cit v. 2 7r»7t 9 S7
was killed at the battle of Antietam, was one
Cloves SI, Hydriodate Sugar do. city..276*2 87
of the most accomplished officers of the federPotash 76c ,Cantharide$, do. do. c'try.126*160
al service. A soldier relates an exploit of his
Mast ic. Ipecac, Ith uha rb, Country Kiff Mol.
Cardamons, Oil l*man, Hhd.Shooks... 16051 76
at South Mountain which is worth recording.
lt>- •Slash.160* 1 60
During the battle of Suuth Mountain the I Anise and Orange,
Hoot*.#30 *34
rebels held a very strong position. They were
Refined
do.
Hack un-tack TimCamphor30c,
40c, Tartaric Acid 20c, ber, p tun.10*16
posted iu the Mountain Pass, and had infantry
Citric
Vfoln «*e*.
('ream
Tartar,
on the heights on every side.
Our men were
Acid, Shellac. Copal, Da- /hity : 6c p gal.
compelled to carry the place by storm. The
mar and (inms used for ('ionfugue.385 40
position seemed impregnable: large craggy
like purposes 10c. Aloes, Trinidad.88 // 40
rocks protected the enemy on every side,while
33 a 36
Verdigris, Chlorate of Cuba clayed.
do. tart.. 28a30
Potash, Carb. Magnesia do.
our men were exposed to a galling fire.
0c. Rnrnric Arid, Yellow do. Muscovado 35 *36
A band of rebels occupied a ledge on the exPrussiate Potash and New Orleans.
treme right, as the colonel approached with a
Red do. 10c, Liguorice, Cortland Syrup,hhds..25
Oxalic Arid and Sugar
do.
few of his men. The unseen force poured upon
this 27
of Dad 4c. Asphaltum IVail*.
them a volley. McNeil, ou the instant, gave
and Bi-Chro. potash 3c. but)/: (hit 1c, Wrought2c,
the command:
Sago 1 Jc, Epsom Salts, Assorted 8c p lb.
“Put your fire upon those rocks!"
J.iguortce Root, Iti-( 'arb. t’ask. 460*476
Soda, Caustic Soda lc; \n ral Store*.
The Bucktails hesitated; It was not an or( tisfor Oil 50c V gal., Ihifu
Turpentine, Ilosin,
der that they had lieen accustomed to receive;
Morphine S2 p oz., Al- Pitch, 7Yir 20 pc ad ral.,
they had always picked their men.
um 6oc p art., Copperas
S. Turpentine \hc Pgal.
“Fire!" thundered the colonel, “I tell you
60c p cwt., Muriatic Ac- Iar (foreign)p bbl. #13* 16
id 10 pc atl rat., Spong- Citcu (Coal Tar).. #44*
to fire at those rocks!"
/sin- Rosin.18 (a20
es, Asst{fietida.
The men obeyed. For some time an irregglass. Ftor Sulphur,Sen- Turpentine pgal 280*2 85
ular tire was kept up; the Bucktails
na, Arrowroot, Ginseng
Oaknm.
sheltering
themselves as best they could behind trees and
20 pc. Bleaching Pow- buty: Free.
ders 30c p CWt. Sago American.8}* 91
rocks. On a sudden, McNeil caught signt ot
60c p cwt., Sal Soda and
Oil.
two rebels peering through an opening in the
Sods Ash jc p lb. Crude Duty: Sperm, Whale and
works to get an aim. The eyes of the men
Brimstone S3 and Roll other Fish (his of fordo. SO P ton, Alcohol 40c
followed their commander, and half a dozen
eign fisheries 20 pc ad
P ff«lral,, IAnseed, Hemp seed
rifles were levelled in that direction.
Alum p lb.4 @ 6c OJfd Hone setd 23c p gal.,
“Wait a minute." said the Colonel, “I will
Aloes.30 w 37
Ol ire 23c,
Salad 50c,
Arrow Hoot. 17 (a)40
try my hand. There is nothing like killing
Palm, Seal and Cocoaltorax.28 <p0
nut 10c p gal.
two b rds with one stone."
Briinstoue (roll).. 44,g 6 Cortland Kerosene
The two rebels were not in a line, but one
Bi-Carl). Soda.r£6j
Illuminat'g Oil 70 @76c j
stood a little back of the other, while just in
Sulphur..6 fg 6$ Machine .80 * 82 j
front of the foremost was a slanting rock.
Sal Soda.3Jg 4 Marine.
( amphor.140a 1 50
Col. McNeil seized a rifle, raised it, glanced
S|H*rm Winter. .206*210 I
i Cream Jartur.35 a56 Whale, ref. Wint 98 »» M0
a moment along the
barrel; a

By C. M. PLUMMK

]_i

polished

and

Home

after

;

|

I
I

!

I

,

Business Hours.—The road f

along which the man of business travels in
pursuit of competence or wealth, is not a macadamized one, nor docs it ordinarily lead thro’
sceues, and by well-springs of delight,
'n the contrary, it is a rough and
rugged path,
beset with “wait-a-bit” thorns, and lull of
pitwhich
can
be
avoided by the watchfalls,
only
ful care of circumspection. After
every day’s
journey over this worse than rough turnpike
road, the wayfarer needs something more than
rest; he requires solace; and he deserved it.
He is weary of the dull prose of life, and
athirst for the poetry. Happy is the business

8leasant

man who
at home.

can

Roiled.136a.l40
Alcohol.87 (g96 Lard Oil.1 06*1 10 1
Fluid.1 10 ^1 26 UliveOil.175a/180 j
Cam phene.290 (g
Cantor Oil.205*210 i
Saltpetre.11 (a23 Neats foot Oil_105a 1 12
Vitriol.12 (g
Oaisas
Dfcwood*.
P bbl.#3 37*3 50
Duty: Free.
P hush.1 80*1 33
Barwood .2i®
Paint*.
Brazil Wood.13 &
buty (hi White L* ad dry
Camwood.4J<g 4? or ground in oil and Fed
Fustic, Cuba.2 g 2> Lead #2 40 p 100 lbs,
Savanvllla.lja 2
Litharge 24c, Oxide of
Ilypernic.4}<g 6 Zinc 2]c plb, Prussian
Logwood,
IIInr, Vermilion, Chrome
Campeacbv.2 (£24
Yellotr, Venetian Fed 25.
8t. Domingo.l>:a 2
Spanish Protrn dry 20,
Extract Logwood. 124;gl4
in oil 80 Pc ail rat., YelNic
Wood. (g
loir and other Ochres 50c
1’each
.3lM 4} P 100 lbs, Paris White
Ked
.3i§ 3i dry 60c, in oil $160
.2 a
Sapan
Whiting 50c p 100 Ibn
Quercitron Bark
2i n 23 ftl'd Lead, in oil. #105ioi
Bed Sanders.3a6 Lewis Lead,
101*10j
Elusion Lead, **
l)ark.
.9j a
Fronch Zinc,
Duty; 30 pc ad ra/.
.10*10}
**
\tner. Zinc,
.8 a 81
Havens.46c'5)
lochelle Yellow. 3 * 81
Portland, No. 3. 90 @
No. 10. .66 g)
ini. Yen. Red_3 * 3]
Navy, S’r, No. 8. 89
Litharge.105.
No. 10 66
led Ix*ad.10*
Tent Duck,
Piaster.
U.8. 10 oz.66 <&
r>uty: Free.
12 oz.66 (ffl
•erton Soft.175*178
Fratherm
Jard.160*162
i round.6 00*550
Duty 30 pc ad ra/.
Live Geese P lb. .60 (g/66
Prsrislsas.
a

Iaird, /lacon and Hamt
Duty For 100 lb* foreign 2c, Mutter and L’Aecsr 4c
caught
Herring 8 1. 4> lb.
Mackerel 82, Salmon 83;1 h‘go Mes.«»ecf.»12 @14
and all other pickled in \ ’ortland do.
Iiial3
bbl». 81 60 p obi., other- i "tl'il ext. do.
.14 a 141
wise bite p cwt. From ■ork, extra clear.
16} a1*
Province* free.
■ork, clear. 151 a 16
Cod lar*e P qut.. 84@ 41 ! *ork, mpi*. 14MT15
Mnall.3a 3j I ‘ork, extra do
131o44l
Pollock.2im 2$ I •ork. Prime. 11 Sill
Haddock,
.lja 1 j lx Prime.18}.* 13
Hake*,.1 55 a. 1 To tound Huge.5} fttfll
Herriiic.Shorepbl.4 g 4$ l»m*.lOallc
do. Labrador., none. < 'Ity Smok'd Ham*.none.
do. Scale*dpbx Sia40c
Pradace.
do. No. 1 .26g30 I teef *> qu'r
lb 6 @ 74
Mackerel p bbl.,
I ■Hire, p dor-20 a 22
Bay No. 1.8101511 I ‘otatoee. t>bbl..«l 50o,l 75
Bay No. 2.’la 8 < hickens, Spring. 8 oin
Bay Mo. 3.5jg 6 1 *amb.5 (a> 8
Shore No. 1 ...lOVa 11 1 urkics. 9 a 12
2.
7; <i 7} « >«•«.a [a 10
do. (medium).. .4f» 44 1
.none.
do. (#mall).3:g 3:. I 'ickles,
bbl... .#7J® 84
Frail.
Rice*
Duty Lemon*, Orange*, >uty: ('leaned lie. Padftanatui* amt Plantain*
dy Jc 4> lb.
20 pc ad raJ., Almond* 1
P n>.7i
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p Ram.
lb. Xut* anil Date* 2c I ortland distil Jed. 68 ®55c
P lb, Currants, Fig*, Salem In*.
Plum*, Prune* analtai-lt alcratu#
lb.6J@ 7c
sins 6c p lb. Citroti 30
Salt*
pc ad rat.
; hity
In bulk 18c. and in
Almonds—Jordan p ft>.
bag* 24c fMiiO lb*,
Soft Shell.20 (g&bc | urk’u la.,
$> hhd.
Shed led.26 a«#>
<8 bus.).¥2 890 3 26
Currant#.15 :g 16 I •iverpool.2 50(a3 00
Citron.42 g.46 <
.none
—

find that solace and that poetry

Warm greetings from loving hearts,

fond glances from bright eyes, the welcome
shouts of children, the many thousand little
arrangement* that silently tell of thoughtful
and expectant love, the gentle ministrations
that disencumlier us into an old ami
easy seat
before we are aware of it; these, and like tokens of affection and
sympathy constitute the
poetry which reconciles us to the prose of
life. Think of this, ye wives and
daughters of
business men! Think of the toils, the anxieties, the mortifications anti wear that fathers
undergo, to secure for you comfortable homes;
and compensate them for their trials
by making them happy by their own fireside.—Ex-

Bath, June 23.1862.

|

A Surprised Officer. An
amusing little
incident occurred during the battle of Xewtonia, Mo. The fight being rather hotlv contested, an officer became very thirsty aiid repaired to a Spring near by to get a draft of cool
water.
Kneeling down lie drank from tiie
spring without the aid of a cup,—As lie arose
from iiis refreshing toil, he sal himself lair and
square upon hi* own heels which were armed
with a pair of tremendous Mexican
spurs.
The instant he felt the prick of the
sharp rowels, he thought the enemy were upon him ami
a bayonet entering his flesh.
When some of
his men arrived, he was bawling:
“Oh, I surrender! I surrender!" at the top
of his voice. The Articles of War do not admit of stating his true name.

THE City of Bath is one of the healthiest
localities on the coast of Maine—delightfully situated on tho Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
retreats from the dust and turmoil of our

Pea

Nut#.&2fg2j

Fi^«,

common-none.

New

>
<

►ron.#10%
ll*g

guurding

They

boys, they
“Michigan,

by fighting

coming

Well,

have,” they
Zouaves,
they
physical
Correspondence

Extra.6}#?
Extra'Superior...

Michigan

(§

Billy

CENTRAL, HOUSE,

“What do you

Artificial Teeth inserted
canite base.
3mdA woe

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

Latest from

Headquarters

!

Patent

GREAT EXCITEMENT

nary.3]£

Duty

l’alned at less

than\

No. 12

a

21c,

aten-e So. 12

00j

grauted October,

ID. K.

1862.

!

F'roh.ock,

'GOODS,

IILITAk
Of every

ERIE

description,

Via

This rosd is
New and

testimonials:
EOR SALE AT

BURLEIGH'S.

Summer
AT

BURLEIGH'S.
—

MILITARY
w

UNIFORMS,

For officers, made to order, from the
with dispatch, and at low prices.

best material,

largest and

-Ever offered in

can

be obtained at-

|

isfaction

to

so as

to warrant

entire sat-

the purchaser.

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

rise

on

as

it

was

our

stock before purthe great

bought before

WALTER
dwellings

d6in

COAL
CHEAP

be

found Elsewhere In the State.

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

Spiral
Upholder?

FOR CASH,

Spring Beds,
Work Attended

to

by

no

nonnl.

B.-8lin' FURNITURE made to order.
October 1st. 1862.
tf
N.

f

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rates at
26 Market Squarr

Coal*

strictly of the
warranted to give satisfaction.
rHESE
are

operations, patting to blush the old systems
of treatment, w hich have quite as often done harm
as good.
Below we give the certificate of Rev. P. 8.
Henson. Pastor of the Broad Street Baptist Church,

Philadelphia.

If any

one

lias doubts

value

out

remedy, they may learn

by addressing

a

note of

more

as

inquiry

practical

to Hr. 11.

day in a shop window a bottle of POOR RICHARD’S El E WATER. 1 had uever heard ot it before. blit determined to try it. and did, with the most
delightful results. In a very few days the painful
irritation was removed: I could bear the strongest
one

to

ma

f

4*

promptly

>

end of it. 1 would not be without it for any amount of money. I take occasion to
say, Airther. that my wife used to suffer severely at
times from protracted pain in and over her eye-, and

i

JAMES P. SLEEPER,

Fl'KNISIIING

COAL
be9t

Pastor of

iSo. Ill
Residence

of 411 Congress 81reef,
keeps
on hand all the various kinds of

rear

stantly

quality, and

UNDERTAKER,
Eichanfcr Street, Portland,

COFFINS

AND

THE

CASKETS,

anything

The public are requested to call, as we are deter*
lined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

iffice, Commercial St., head of Maine
SAWYER A WHITNEY.
Jul31tf

else.
Ang. 6,1882.

one

Poplar

JAMES P. SLEEPER.

AND

Old Frames
RENEWED by

St.,

Philadelphia.
a

similar

%}iaracter

|
;

rhey are offered to subscribers in shares of $20 each.
Raps, with foil information, can be bad by calling oa
EDWARD SHAW. Agrut,
102 Middle 8tweet. Pobtlaed.

Sovereign Remedy for Iuflamed and Diseased Eyes, Dim Vision and Weak Eyes, Deafness,
Noise In the Head, Catarrh, Rheumatism and Neuralgia. with all kindred diseases. It is passed into
the ear bv a small glass tube, which, together w ith
the Water, may be obtained at the
principal Drug
Stores in this city. Price 26 c ents per Bottle.
truly

a

Re-Uilt,
MORRISON & CO.

1

Tube* 6 Cents.

Agents.

F. PHILLIPS, Wholesale I

MRS. M.C. HROIVN, Proprietor,
nov!3 ddm
No. 410 Arch St.. Philadelphia.

dtf

one

Gray Beards, Attend!

Poor Riclinrd’* Eye mid Enr Water
Is

H. H. 1IAY and W
*

myself.

con-

And will make o order
of this kind that
may la' ordered, at short notice, fVom the eheapeat to
the vkry ltKRT. H, giving -nv atrict and undiv ided
attention to tile manufacturing, lining and
trimming
of the above, I can ftirniah tnein cheaper than
any

■lar<l and Soft Wood.

Residence 1430

CP“Numerous cert.ficates of
might be furnished.

$20.

MISSOURI

LAND COMPANY have purchased from the Hannibal k St. Joseph Railroad
Lompany a large tract of land ia Northern Missouri,
idjoiuiug the flourishing town of Uamiltou, Caldwell
L'ounty. for forming and manufocturing purposes,
iud have divided their property into lots and (arms,

a sov-

IV S. HENSON.
Broad Street Baptist Church.

HOMESTEADS FOR

j

prep-

LUBBER Y,

directly

enclosing

an

Eye Water

trill he re funded.
WAKK OF OUTA TIBJTS
Untie p-mi
ine aud warranted, auless purchased
of Dr.
M. at his Kemedia! Institute for Special Diseases,
No. 98 I'nion street. Providence. R. I.
EF^This Specialty embraces all diseases of a private nature, both of MEN and WOMEN, by a regularly educated physician of twenty years' practice,
giving them his whole attention.
letter or other wis are strictEW^ConHultation*
ly confidential.mid medicines will be sent by express.
MCirr■> from olm.-rratutn. to all parts of tiie I lilted
States. Also accommodations for ladies from abroad
wishing for a secure aud oulet retreat, with good
care, until restored to healtn.
('ACTION.—It has been estimated that over two
hundred thousand dollars are paid to swindling
quack-* annual!) in New England alone, without any
hrnefit to those w ho pay it. All this comes from
trusting, without inquiry, to meu who are alike destitute of honor, character and skJI. and whose only
recommendation is their own false and extravagant
of themselves. If, therefore,
assertions, in
you would avoid being humbugged, take no man's
word, so matter what his pretensions are, but
M AK E lAl^l'IKY :—it will cost you uofhing, and
may save you many regrets: for. as advertising physicians. in nine case** on. of ten, are bogus, there la
no safetv In trusting any qf them, unless you kuow
who and what thev are.
one
BT Dr. M will send krie. hr
above, a pamphlet on DISEASES OF WOstamp as
MEN. and on Private Diseases generally, giving toll
in format ion, with the most undoubted rejtrmces and
testimonials, without which no advertisingphysician
or medicine of this kind is
deserving of ANY' CONFIDES ( E H HA TE VEH.
attended to. Write
IT^^Orders by mail
four address plainly, aud direct to DR. MATTISON,
is above.
deed ly

praise

and 1 eutertained the purpose, as a last
resort, of baring the ball taken out of its socket, in
the hope of thus finding relief.
In the meantime, most providentially. I noticed
success,

At dll lli4rut44•<!

ex-

irhich all other remedies

by

to the value

of its

cases,

tr*t

is most wonder-

aration to all who have been sufferers like

ilso, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia andjither

<

discovery, which

she has found Pooh Richard’*

Now In line.

ITVilk Route for Sale.
inquiry at this office, or No. 92 Exchange St.,

rare

case, giving her almost instant
(irateful to Cod for the benefit that I have
personally received, I cannot but commend the

FOR SMITHS' USE.

Oil Hand.

and

relief.

Pure itnd Free Burning.

CUMBERLAND

a new

obstinate

of the kind hare failed to rare; also that it is warranted as represented in every respect, or the price

ereign specific in her

THE GENUINE

St. Peter Street,QUEBEC.
ty Samples on hand, and orders taken bv
J. T. FATTEN k CO.,
Oct. 11—Cm
Front Street, Bath.

Is

dose, ami that is

JOHN'S,

LE MESURIER & CHAMPION,

mt EM EM HER- This medicine is designed

pressly for

Poor Kii lmrd's Eye und Ear Water

mv PVP 4001114

&c.

LEHIGH,
HAZ ELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,

CORDAGE, &C.,

after all other remedies of the kind
have been tried in vain.
OVER 9000 BOTTLES have now
been sold without a single failure,
when taken as directed, and without
Hie least injury to health ia any rase.
ST“ll is put up In bottles ol three
different strengths, with toll directions for using, and sent by express,
closely sea/etl, to all parts of file country.
PRICKS—Full strength. 910; half strength, 96;
quarter strength, 98 per bottle.

light, and went forth to the enjoyment of a new life.
I now keep a bottle of it always iu the house, and if

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.

WOOD,

thing

upon

Than

SPRING MOUNTAIN

ALSO OK HAND

BY

WORK,

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortment of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Rich and
Medium Priced' Drawing Room, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds. Common
Furniture, Chairs, Lookiug Glasses, Ac.

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

ALL FROM A O Nos. 1 TO 6.

one can hear of a chanee to buy a "MILK
ROUTE,” in winch there is not a customer who has
railed to pay his monthly bills. A favorable chance
is thus offered to any one who may wish to
engage in
the business, or to culargc his present “route.”
uovl2eodtf

&

dependent

Philadelphia, Oct. 17.1*62.
From injuries received in my right eye, when a
boy, a chronic inflammation had been produced, iu
cousequeuce of which 1 suffered constant martyrdom.
Every moment of my w aking life was embittered, and I was frequently unable to sleep at night.
A variety of remedies had been resorted to with-

can

celebrated Female Medicine,
unknown of anykind, and proving
effectual after all others have toiled.
i« designed for both married and tinqU ladies, and ie the very beat thing
known for the purpose, as it will
bring on the monthly sickness in cases
ol obstructions. from any cause, and
This

virtues
poesearing
else of the

ful in its

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured tnat goods
bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfactory in price and quality.

Exchange. Bangor.

body

is

of this

jullTdk w6m

Of various descriptions.

A

POWER,

CUSTOM-MADE

DR. MATTISON S INDIAN EMMEN AGOGIE.

impor-

(Ur made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)

(A substitute for Cotton.)

----

manufacturing,

With good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
he can furnish the largest assortment of

I

of the

yet every part
them for life and health.

Excbaagr Street,

BY STEAM

are more

Remedy

FOR FEMALES.

tant to health and comfort than the Eye nnd
Ear, and yet none are less understood or more neglected
They seem to pass even common observation,

stand,

With increased facilities for

Abbott’s School Farmington
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

U ^BLEACHED CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE.

[Copyright secured.]

The Great Indian

WATER!

VO Organs of the human system

and

52 nnd 54

fully

EYE Sr EAR

Middle,corner efEieha.ge Street.

septlfltf

Syrup

POOR RICHARD'S

AND NOW,
At the old

Ctwhtioc House, Augusta.

BLEACHED FLAX DICK, WITH BL1E STRIPES,

TODD’S HAIR-DRESSING BOOMS,
So.74

Is the first and only remedy ever offered to the
pubHe for the efiV-ctual renioval of the Ascaridc*. or nuWorms. from the human system. The high reputation it has established in the last two years, and the
fact that it is fast sup-rseding all other worm remedies, is the best test of its great merit.
VST It atfordt IIF. I. IEF in ttrmty-ftmr Hours, and
an entire cure is tear ran ted, wheu taken
according
i to directions, which accompauy each bottle.
This Syrup is also a most valuable fimiily cathartic.
I to be always used when phvsic is required, enpecim/ly
for children. It corrects the secretions, give* tone
to the stomach and bowels,
assisting nature in her
efforts to restore health. It is fmrdy of Vegetable
Extracts, timt always safe and reliable.
Sold iu New York by Hall k KrrHKL.218(Greenwich street; in Bostou by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co.,
12 Marshall street, and other Wholesale Druggists.
At retail by H. II. HAY. Portland
dec# 3ra

STEAMERS

Not of Maine only, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture' suited to their various wants.

China House. China.
Franklin House. Augusta.

SAIL CLOTH.

dye*

SHIPS,

AND

House, Bangor.
Skowhegan House, Skowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthrop House, Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.
Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vassalboro.
Hallowell House, Hallowell.

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

For sale

lowly,

of the

MERCHANT

louses-

Penobsot
Franklin

ROPE

COREY.

PUBLIC HOUSES,

THE

Testimonials similar to the above have been re! ! vived from the proprietor* oi the following public

163 ]\Xiddle Street,

BOLT

known

j

goods.

Portland, July 22. 1S«2.

has the well

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and the

[ can cheerfully recommend it to a.*! w ho are iu need
>f such an article; and 1 believe it to be
*u|*erior to
invthing of the kind now in u*e.
Kev. E. HAWES.
Watcrville, April 12.1862.

unlimited in quantity, qnality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.
Are

will do well to look at

twenty-five years

FURNITURE HOUSE

Having terted the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,"

AND TRIMMING GOODS

Buyers
chasing elsewhere,

excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.

as an

fully

_„

YEARS.

than

DYE!

timple—accompany

|
more

dyspepsia,

sanity

Pin-Wonn

For

Electricity

THE

DK. E. «. GOULD’S

The Bed Bottom I bought of you
merits my
?xpectations, and is
up to your high recommendations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepiugat ailments
AI STAPLES,
A N. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16, 1862.

—

locally,

with

can

DISEASES OF THE EYE AND EAR.

Dp. Boynton’s operations and cares on these deli
cate organs have been most snccvsstul, ami
many of
them of a remarkable character. Dr H hsvtitg letted the advantage* of
for the past fifteen
year*, upon thousands of patient* in l'hiladelphia
and other citie* of the United Hfate*. Is
prepared to
trea all disease* of w hatever nature with unrirnlUd
tneertt.
The following are among the disease# which
Dr. B. ha* been eminently successful In
treating:
Catarrh, consumption, chronic catarrh, disease* of
the throat, ulceration, asthma, bronchitis, disease* of
the lungs in all their form*, gravel in all it* forms,
diseases of urinary organs, diabetes, incontinence of
the urine, dropsy, blindness, amaurosis, cataract,
scrofulous-ophthalmia, ulcers of long standing, mercurial sore*, tumors, scrotal* in sll if* forms, cancer,
diseases of the skin, canker, piles, hemorrhoids, liver complaint,
diseases of the
kidneys, stone, kr., all spinal diseases, curvature*,
hip disease*, sciatica, neuralgia, rheumatism in ail It*
forms, deafties*. muscular, contraction, white swellings. all uterine weaknesses, leneorrhcea, iaor albas,
whites, tits. To the above might be added a long list
of diseases which Dr. B has treated with eoual success.
All FF MALE COMPLAINTS treated with
sucee**. care aud strict attention
D. B. has many testimonials of important recoveries under his treatment, which can he seen
by calling
on him at his rooms.

HAIR

duwtf

3 5

I have had the unspeakable pleasure of
sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, and must sav it far surpasses
anything * had anticipated. My wifi*, who is feeble, has
liad no good rest for six months till
occupyiug one of
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account
Kkv. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington. Feb.*28, 1862.

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold

can save

He.

ple

LITTLE, Agent,
Oflce 81 Erehanqe Street.
money by securing tickets at tbis

Jane 28.

Farmington.

Furnishing Goods,

Maine,

VT~ Yon

-Mr. D. K. Fro)lock In* furnished the beds in
my
house with the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
I take pleasure in recofnmending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable
thing
ol the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. II. ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue.

-AND-

Gentlemen's

provided

OF

best selected stock of

a

W. D.

office.

Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerftillv recommend them to the public,
watervillc. May. 1861.
Dr. N. R. RfltTTKI.T.

READY-MADE CLOTHING,

]

recommend it

Augusta, Aug. 5.1862.

WORK,

to fit.

The

and is
Cars.

ouaoe

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
1 am using the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
I am very much pleased with it.
JOSIAH II. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23,1862.
[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I

i
|
1

by

We have introduced several of the Justly celebrated "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our
sleeping
apartments. \\ e give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any aud all otbere we have ever
used. Our gueeto speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend Their use to all hotel keepers who deiire the comfort of their guests.
w. d. McLaughlin a son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

Is selling, regardless of Cost,

broad

Splendid Sleeping

C

Portland,

Where he will treat all classes of Diseases
bv application of Electricity and the moat
approved remedies.

of a certain claw. During his practice he
has treated thousauds of cases, and in no instance
lias he met with a failure. The remedies are
mild,
and there is uo interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office. 5 Tem5T“I>r. Boynton, having tall instruction from Dr.
street. Charges moderate, and a cure
Colton for gmrmting and adminittrriny the \iguaranteed
in all cases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
trout Oxide, or Exkiterating fiat, is now ready to
seen hut the Dr. himself.
Ilis remedies cure disease
administer this (ias to those who
may wish to inhale
when all other remedies fail: cures without
It for the care of Neuralgia, Diseased Lungs, ke.
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
nov29
patient; cures withdie w Mm7
out the disgusting and sickening effect* of most other
remedies; cures new eases in a lew hours; cures with- i
TODD’S LUX SOLIS
out the dread till consequent effects of
mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
can lx* caused by using them.
market h»» bees flooded for year* with differYuUNG MEN. who are troubled with seminal
ent article* called Hair Dye*, which bare never
weakness, generally caused by bad habits in youth,
•atistied the expectation* of pnrcbaeera. The an
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
plr* ultra ha* been reached at liat in TODD’S
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
HAIR DYE. nndthe article ha* given entire safiaweak eyes, etc., terminating in
factioa to every person who ha* naed it. It contain*
consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
no injnrion* ingredient*, and
give* the hair * beanticured.
fhl rich brown or black color. Directions *>r
Being
All correspondence strictly confidential and will e
—which are
each bottle.
very
returned If desired. Address
One superiority of Todd’* Lnx Soli* Hair
over
Dye
DR. J. B. HUGHES.
ail other* i*. yoa do aot have to clean** the hair or
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
wa*h It before or after a*iag the
and there in bat
dye,
Portland.
one kind to be need, and that can be
pat on the same
tw Send stamp for Circular.
Jull—dfcwtfB
a* oil and wafer, without any trouble, anhkeal) other
that have two or three different kind* to be
applied every time a*ed. Thl* dve h peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladiea’ hair, because yon do aot
have to waah oat the dye after patting It on. Unlike
ail other dyee. it will color long hair, which or her
dve* cannot do. tilve thi* new article a trial, a* wo
know yoa will a*e no other after once
using tkic.
17* Eor sale only at

tyTickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rate

Commercial House Portland. June 16. 1862.
Having introduced the "Andersou Spring lied Bottom” into
my house, after trial, I pronounce it to be
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
of spnng bed bottoms, but Consider the Audersou
fully equal if not better than the best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

Clothing

delicacy.

Niagara Falls:

and

No. 369 C'oifrefts Street,

erysipelas,

Infirmary'.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughes has
for
PRIVATE
number of years.couriued his attention to
disease*

RAILWAY.

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

of their
attend-

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both seres, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

BY THE

adapted

|

one
constant

in

DR. Ift'GHEV

wmm THROUGH TICKETS

valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Sprint/ Bud department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencie*. and yrt
happily overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,’ and vet so recuperative as to bring itself iuto ptace with great facilito the invalid, the aged and old.
ty. It is
and all who linger in suffering and weakness.
They
are made of good material w arranted
strong and durable, aud not liable to get out of order.

Middle, Portland.

julldawtf3

Eclectic medical

To Chicago. Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Cr<»nrk. St. Loni,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

more

163 Middle Street.

of

Aladyofexperier.ee

own*ex.
ee.

C. J. BRTDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 1862.
a6dtf

THIS

f>R. HUGHES.

corner

N. B.—LADIES desiring may commit

summer.

Under I'niled Stale* Hotel, Portland.
desirable mechanical arrangement has now
been in use a sufficient length of time to shrw
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the

BIRLEIGH S,

by addressing
No. 5 Temple .Street,

November 1st, 1862. to May 1st, 1863, the
rates of freight on ail descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed bet ween October 1st,
1862, and May 1st, 1863.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are altout to be made, the Company will not be able
to take lire wood from certain place* on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that they w ill do so at their own
risk, ami that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

GENERAL AGENT.

AT

junettdtf

FROM

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

-O-

especial

chants.

RF.ST FOR THE YVEAUY.

RESIDENCE AND OrVICB

their
accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicine** are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIE.s will rind It invaluable in all case* of obstruction* after all other remedies have been tried iu
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, aud uiay be taken
with perfect safety at all time*.
Sent to any part of the couulrr with ftill directions,

Notice to Wood and Lumber Mer-

d«<mands against said estate. And alt person* are
hereby notified that the meetings of the CommisHioners for the above purposes will be held at tlie
office of Frederick Fox, 61 Middle street, Portland,
on the last Saturday of each of the follow ing months,
via: November. December, 18*2, January. February,
March and April, 1863—ft om 2 to 6 o’clock P. M., ou
each of those da vs.
GEORGE E. Ii. JACKSON, \ rntnwnUmirme%„
<-°mmisaic*era.
IRVING W. PARKER,
)
Portland. Nov. 8, 1862.
nov8

^

dec 10 eod k wfioSft

Electropathic Physician and Surgeon.

Infirmary.

DR.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Estate of Patrick Callan. late of Portland,
having been represented insolvent.the
•lodge of Probate nas appointed the undersigned
Commissioners to receive and examine all claims and

above.

ELECTROPATHIC INSTITUTE.

TO THE LADIES.

.or New Vineyard. New
Portland and Kingfield. ou Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on Mondays and Fridays.
Stages leave Farmington daily, for Strong, A von
and Phillips.
Passengers lor this route will take the cars at the
Portland, Saco A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
8. W. EATON. Sup’t.

THE
deceased,

|

HUGHES particularly invite* all Ladie* who
need a medical adviser. to call at hi* room*, No.
5 Temple Street, which they will find
arranged Tor

returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington

Farmington May 6,1862.

teas

DR. II. J. BOYNTON,

Eclectic .Medical

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursand Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield: returning opposite davs.
Stag«* leaves North Jay for East Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays;

Gold, Silver and Vul-

o«i

Street, lev-Tirfc.

^Numerous Certificates!

Debility,
recover'by

days

Clapp's Block, Counts* Strett,

No. 198 Greeavick

\

EARNESTLY cgution all young men suffering
from Nervous
Ac., against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the
advertising
quacks. You can rally
the methods used
by the Advertiser, and ty hundreds of others, ASD
tx *o OTUEU WAV.
Keail a letter which I will send
you if you will send m,- a iMtstpaid envelope hearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD H TRAVER,
ocl6d&w3m
Lock Box, Boston. Mass.

1

after Mohdat, 3Iav 5, 1862,
leave Portland for Lewiston
and Farmington via Brunswick, at 1 I*. 31.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. 31.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

orr. OLD CITY HALL,-PORTLAND, ME,

UNION FOREVER!

4j
2J-C

mean by a cat and
20c V> lb 6c, over 20c 6c
andnotalmre 15 8c.above
dog life?"
husband to his angry
So. 15 and not above. 20
P lb and 30 l>c ad ral.
wife; “look at
Carlo and Kitty asleep on the rug
Blasting.84 Vet; 6 84c. above So. 20 and retogether._
Rifle
and
Sporting.7j fined 4c 4> lb.
I wish men lived half as
peaceably with their i Hay,
1 ortland A.9
"
wives■
PreAM'd $> net T.814 ®17
do.
A A.9 j'cr
“Stop,” said the lady, “tic them together and 1 Doo«e.16 0.17
do.
Yellow.
.9
Hide* and Skins.
F xtra Yellow.noneT
then you II see how
peaceably they agree.”
Duty: 10 4*c ad vat.
y [tiscovado.. 10I@11
Slaughter Hide*
6V'®74c
do.
in bond 8} » 9
Calfskins.11 a. 13 I avana Brown... In? n 12
An Irishman, ladng a little fuddled was
Calcutta
Cowdo.
White
asked his religious belief. "Is it me
12? «131
bclafe
Slaughtered .180ei200 > ew < trleans.11 (£134
ye’d be asking about?” said he. "It's the Greeu Salt.1 flfta 1 761 rushed.13?<ct
14
same as the widdy Brady.
I owe her twelve
Dry. 12<V§] 90 < ranulated.13? £14
Pelt«,
8141
Sheep
for
owdered.13?
and
Gr’n.9&4
she belaves I’ll niver
shillings
£14
whiskey,
Sheep Pelta, Dry .76<§1
Tallow.
pay her; and faith that’s my bclafe, tool”
hity Tallow 1 \*o, Soap

said

So, 8

Bold by Druggists throughout the World
PRINCIPAL 8ALE8 OFFICE,

Dm* and

a

Quackery!

RAILROAD.

On and
^nran
■■^trains will

H. OMiOOB,

LARD OIL,

usually kept in

vr Stxte Agent for DAVIS ft KIDD’S MAGNETO-ELBCTKIC MACHINES.
eodftwtoctl

BUMMER ARRAXOEMEXT.

^Bdentist,

I

Dressed..90 435
Sugar.
/ Hity: Melado2c .notfahore
(omponilrr.

ANDROSCOGGIN

Notice.

:§80
§86

each side.

Ossipee, New field, Parsonstield, EtTingham,I- reedom,
31a. lison, Eaton, Limingtou. Cornish. Porter, Ac.
»ov 13
ALEX R BAILEY, Jr., Sup’t.

SURGE OX f MECHAX1CAL

Of every description, made to order and warranted

I

KEROSENE OIL,
And all other articles
pilftliliiilinii-iif

At Buxton Centre, for West Buxton,Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington, Limingtou, Ac., Ac.
At Saco River, tri-weekly, for Hollis, Limerick,

dtf

DR.

THE subscriber would very respectfully announce to bis numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
,coim>ulsory suspension of his business he
has furnished this well-known house anew, and is
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon his customers, and hopes by strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which ho has
hither!o received.
E. <». MAYO.
dA wtf
P&ssadumkeag, June 23,1862.

7}

ready
purpose.
thick;

23.1802.

E. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
PASSADUKKEAO, MAINE.

tar.Rig r,j

Muffins.—The following receipt
light,
quickly

nearly

June

O.

Michiganders responded

“Yes,

dtf

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,
AND DYE-STUFFS,

Brownfield.

Limingtou,

mnm

8iv WM CUTTER, N Y City: ■'My hair Is changed
to it. natural color, and growing on bald spot."
••
Rgr. J. H CORNELL, N T.
I procured It
Oily
for a relative. The falling of the hair stopped, and
restored It from being grey to its natural and beautiful color."
Rgr. J. WEST, Brooklyn, LI:
1 will lertlfy to
their value In the m at liberal mom. They Sava
restored my hair where It was bald, and, when
grey, to its original color."
Rgv A WEBSTER, Boston, Mam : “I have Med
them with great effect
1 am now neither bald
nor grey.
My hair wm dry and brittle; It Is now
•oft as in youth."
Rgv. H V. DEOEN, Boston, Mam
That they promote the growth of the hair where baldness is, I
have the evidence
own
eyes."
,of my

APOTHECARIES• GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

BTAOB COXNECTIOXa.

22
3 i

Billy

aulres

Bath, June 23,1862.

liiratn,

Rgv C. A BUCKBEE.
Affiant Trias mrer A marloan Bibts Union, If. 7. Citf,
write.:
I very cheerfully add my testimony to
that of numerous friends to the front vain, of an
a A Allen • World's Hair Restorer and Zylobalaa-

AND FANCY GOODS.

Dn and after 3Iondav, November 10,
will leave as follows, until further

Ac., Ac,

J. L. FARMER.
EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.

No. 10

ENGLISH, FRENCH ANI AMERICAN PERFUERT,

Fryeburg, Conway, Denmark, Lovell, Hridgton,

tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. *186.
Apply to Edmonstone, Allan k Co., Montreal,or to

within thaee minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Custom House, Ac., being dicentre of the City.
Terms Moderate by the Week or Day,

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Baldwin,

Cio^Wvxvg

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,

^^g-WrfTFT"1

ZYLOBAL8AMUM ?

-DEALER IK-

York A Cumberland Knilrond.

Falls,

Railway.
Prepaid and retnrn

Landing, Post Office,
rectly in the business

JUNCTION OF FUSE AND MIDDLE STS.,

orders:
Saco River for Portland at 6.35 and 9.15 A. 3t. and
3.30 P. 31.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8.00 A. M., and
2.00 and 6 15 P. M.
The 2.00 P. 31. train out, and tbs 9.15 A. 3f. train
into Portland, will be freight trains with passenger
cars attached.
Stage* connect at Saccarappa daily for South Windham, Windham Centre and Great Palls.
At Gorham, for West Gorham, Standisli,
Steep

Trunk

The Saqadaiiock is one of the finest, most spacious. and best appointed Hotels in the State, located

CUSTOM

acks Salt.none.
r’d Ilutter Salt 22 (®
Eleme.18e@
8ta rcli*
Lemon*, p box. .82$ «
*uty 20 4>c atl ral.
< trances—Havana.
2 60,1 •rl.6i@ 74
Kaisin*.
1 '«t*to.4
@ 44
Blue pcask.164616
Shol-^lOOtbs ¥9JilO
Black.88* a 10 1|
Bunch p box. .400(64 16 l luck.
'1 Laver. .4 12«425 Soap.
Wilson's Zouaves have now been added
Dates...'.7
<& 9c i bity 35 $>c ad ral.
to the force
New Orleans, lint it rePrune#.Sj'ftlOl'l •eathe & tiore’s. Trowdouble their own number to guard
Flaar—Portland iusp. bridge & Smith's Exlem.
amuse themselves
tra No. 1 |> lb...,9Jg! 91 ;
Superfine.86(a. 6j
a
J..
..1
deal.
Fancy.6j;g 6m
7 I? •».i..
For instance,
up to the
(n 7411 agio No. 1.6?v» 63
Family.7
saiti :
.7$a 81 >
\Ve**tern i*vtran.
fit a The a*tilc.12W18
would you like to have a setfamily... ,74"t 8]f( rane’g.9 (a9J
84
superior.
Spice**
To which the
:
Ohio extra.7 @
i >uty: dinger Pont 6e,
if you have got any conceit of your84
family.8
around dinger 8c, PepCanada
selves."
super Xo.l. none.
per and Pimento 12c,
Stl.ouisFuv
9
Brands.8
(a1
('fores
we
15c, Cassia li»o,
said: “we’re
Southern III. do do.74:484
( assia Puds 20c, CinnaWilson's
from New York."
Petamco Family. .Kka,|Oj
mon 25c, Mare and NutSo
had a set-to, which resulted in conKye Flour.4K4 4* megs 80c 4> lb.
Coro Meal.4|a
slderable
( a.*sia 4> lb.45 (®47c
damage to Imth sides.—IN.
Burkw't FPr ft lb.2c«/
loves.33 «35
O.
N. Y. World.
Grain.
( inger. (Kace)_30 (a8\
Duty Com and Oats 10c, < inger, (Africa). 30 £31
Pwe and Parley 16c. and y tace.80 £90
afWheat 2ftc |> bn. From y utmogg.90 £92
fords a dish of
spongy, most
Hr. Provinces free.
| I'jier. 25 £26
made mtdlins:
To two pounds of dour add
Rye.96« l oo i imento.22 £24
one teaspoonlul ol soda, ditto cream of
Seed*.
« Oats.62 « 66
tartar,
Sooth Yel. Corn. .84
/ http Linseed 16c |> hu.,
and half a teaspoonlul of
sugar; mix thoCorn. Mixed.82
i
Canary £1 4>5«., Mus10 taste, and make into a
Bariev.H6 (a im tard 3c
lb.
st'ff batter with some milk ; beat well lor
Short's
tou.. 822 «23 I ierdst.ras*.£2?
a
(22J
few minutes. Have
a Wit earthen
; Fine Feed.26 C«27 \ iVstern Clover^..I0c(o 11
pan,
GrindMtonrn,
I ed Top.£3 a, 3i
also rings for the
Pour in the batter
It*
hi
ah—-free.
I
Dnty
inseed.3 w
half an inch
bake a nice brown
Rough, ft ton... .8177*20 ( a
4
on

good

inviting

eheerfully

|

r

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class. *36. Tirst Class, *77 to *92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets ou Grand

large cities.

AND
1

and Thomaston.
Leave Augusta for Belfast, at 4.00 P. 31., or on arrival of of traiu from Portland.
B. H. CUSHMAN.
Manager and Superintendent.
uovl8
Augusta, Nov. 16. 1882.

Liverpool,

Passengers

>

;

Stages leave Bath daily at 8.00 P. 31., for Wiscasset. Damariscotta, Waldobofo’, Warren, Rockland

ONE of the following first-class, power'4c- M ful Steamers: HIBERNIAN. NORTH
\lzjTi. rrr> a m erica n nor w eg i a n j u r a
SEzfi9BEEC!&«bohemian, anglo saxon. nova SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for
via Londonderry.
leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 16 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday

BATH, MAINE.

HAIR RE8TORER

BTAOK COMNECTIOKB.

m

SACADAHOCK HOUSE,
AlfVed. Carr,
Proprietor.

M^rar$
J^WORLO'*V'^v

k Kennebec Roads.
For Bangor and Stations on the Penobscot A Kennebec Railroad, passengers will purchase tickets to
Kendall’s Mills.

Steamships

Mail Line.

Weekly

dtf

*•

change.

1

1

Fi-h.

fast

connefA

—

Ku**ia.26

and

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

with house.

report j Logwood ex.12jal4
do.
Crude.90 *98
Magnesia.28 g38 (irnnd Hank and
Inditro, M'la, tine.Slja 2
Chaleur.
#26 (529
Hay
Madder.17cglS Shore.24 *20
g9i
Linseed.#1
Opium.89
32*135 j
Rhubarb.200a2 2o

both rebels disap|>eared, At
that moment a loud cheer a little distance beyond rent the air.
“All is right now,” cried the Colonel; “charge
the rascals."
The tnen sprang up among the rocks in an
instant. The allrightcd rebels turned to run,
but encountered another body of the Bucktails, and were obliged to surrender. Not a
m»n of t lie in escaped.
Everyone saw the object of the Colonel’s order to fire at random
tbe
rocks.
He
had sent the party
amoug
round to their rear, and meant this to attract
their attentfon. It was a jierfect success.
Tbe two rebels by the opening in the ledge,
were found lying there stiff and cold.
Col.
McNeil’s bullet bad struck the slanting rock iu
front of them, glanced, and passed through
Doui uieir iieaus.
l Here it lay beside them,
flattened. The Colonel picked it up and
put
it in his pocket.—]N\ V. Post.

##*Term8 81 per day. Stable

splendid

MONTREAL

886, Wabhimgton St., Bath.

MISCELLANY.

1

dtl

BATH HOTEL,

Now

followed,

BLISS, Proprietor.

JONATHAN

0]

night with no soft sleeping:—
gently bear the wounded heuce,
With tenderness and weeping!
All

HOUSE.”

Portland, Aug. 19, 1862.

gIS
ayfiSSS fit

r

ldllows:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY. and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M
and leave Pier
9 North River. New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
These vessels are titled
up with tine accommodations
for passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Passage $5,00, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Kastport and St.
John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
s'earners as early as 3 P. M., on the day that thep
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMhiRY k FOX. Brown’s "Wharf, Portland.
11. B. CROMWELL & CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Dec. 6,18)2.
dtf

HOTELS.

do. heavy.30 @31
do. slaughter. 32 @34
Amer. Calfskins. .76 @86
Sl’ter Wax Leath.19 au 20
tuminous SI 10, all othl*ea«l*
ton.
er kinds 60c
Duty Pig 14c R lb.
Am. Rig R 1001b.9»4<®
Cumberl’d $Mou.Sl0@

Where wounds and bruises gather ;
With no sweet moment, when to say—
“My Guardian, and my Fatukk !"
All day with pulses horning deep—

The

ruu as

Country.. .10j.e*ll
Coni—(Retail.)
Duty From Br. Provinees free, other foreign Bi-

THERE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

“CHESAPEAKE,” ("apt. Wii.lett,
and
“PARKERSBURG,” Captain
Hoffman, will, uutil further notice,

Hard, retail.97® 7J

“ELM

~

aTy,"

II

■mufj•, ten On and after Wednesday, Nov. 19th,
1882. passenger trains will leave as follow*:
for
Hath. Portland and Boston, at 10.45 A.
Augusta
12 years, 1200 tons, 600 horse power—
31., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
T. 8. Ewen. Commander, will leave
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Fails, Wilton and
l’ortiuiiu on or about theSDtli lust. Has tirst rate I Farmington.
accommodations for
Leave Portland for Bath and fi ugisfa at 1.00 P. 31.,
passengers, tirst, second and
third class. For freight or passage npplv to
connectiug with the Androscoguju trains at Brunswick for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and FarFREER, BOYD k CO.,
No. 3 Galt's Block, Commercial Street.
mington: and at Augusta with the Somerset k Kendcc9
nebec Railroad for Yassalboro’, Watervilh*. Kendall’s Mills and Skowhegan: and at Kendall's Mills
with the Penobscot & Kennebec Railroad for BurnPortland and S«w York Steamers.
ham, Pittsfield, Newport and Bangor.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
SEMIWEKKLY LINE.
Kennebec St Portland, Anditacoggiu, and Somerset

slabs.6j/©

8*

ii.

splendid, new and powerful
Steamship "Mavrocordatop,” A 1,

2cjpft,

Refined
l@ 4|
Swede.« @

ii.

The

1}!

Railroad 912 60, Boiler
and Plate 925 l) ton.
Sheet 2@2Jc R lb and
83@5 R ton.

Steamships.

MEDICAL.

_MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

STEAM TO LONDON DIRECT.

Damar.3](eg

..

smoking field,

01‘

6
fund 25. alt other kinds
4
35 t>c oA t’oL
Wool.
5’s& 10‘s best br’ds.70 @76c; Duty: Conting 18c p ft
do.
medium. .65 @68
and undvr 6 l^c. orer 18c
to 24c |> ft 3e. orer 24c
do.
common. 60 @62
hftl fibs best br'ds 78 @80 ! 9c fc> ft.
do. med.good.66 @70 Fleece.46 @55c
do. common.. .<30 @62 i Lambs.46 (<£63
Natural Leaf. lbs.£l a)
Zinc*
Fancy, in Foil.lj@ 2 Duty: In block* or ply*
Tin.
l£c, in *hvet*
Duty: Pi ft 15c, Platen 25 manufacture* qf 30 4>c
ad
ad
ral.
ral.
t>c
Ranca. cash.43c@ 44 Pigs and
54
Straits, cash.40 @42 Sheet Xosslinann. 1 iK%w
Plates-Char. I .C. £12i@13 Sheathing.90 (ig
do.
I.X. 15 @16
Exchange.
Coke.11 *@12 London—GO a. 1 47 ^ 150
\Vo«Hl.
Paris.f8 82i <i3 90

less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
rounds less than 4 inch
or more than 4 incites in
diameter, and squares
less than 4 inch or more
than 4 inches
square 820,

Common.3£@

“WHITE STAR LINE"

Duty: Lcarmunmnnufar-' 'oach.8i@

Family & lb.21 @23c Norway.64@ 7
Store.14 cc* 16 Cast Steel.22 a24
(ierinan Steel_14 @16
Beau a.
Marrow V bu*h$2 60?£2 75 EnglishJBlis.Steel.10 @17
Pea.2 76,0:3 00 spring.9 @ 10
Blue Pod.2 37<*2 62 Sheet Iron, Engl 6j@ 0>
Sheet Iron,Russia.17 @18
Candle*.
Duty Sperm and War He, do Hus im't. .13 @14
Lard.
Steartne 5c, Tallow 2|c
Barrel, R lb.lhJ@10J
t> lb
Mould
lb.13ie@14 Kegs, R lb.l()j@llc
Leather*
Sperm.32 (£*85
Cheeae.
Dufy 30 Re ad ral.
lb.
New York, light. 28 @30c
7>i</y 4c
.11 (®12
do. u;d. wta.. .30 @31
Vermont V lb

The nation's work is dreary;
The march is long—the night i* dark—
The soldier’s limbs

Pbebb

RAILROADS.

_STEAMBOATS.

ad val.

Sail.83 @86e
“.40 (eg
...

Ilopw.

Pot.7jv0j 8}

Our cold lips with your smiling!
That sweet responses thence may spring,
Unnumbered pangs beguiling.

ns.

lor the

aury

.4J@6

Hyson.75c@!?l i ** Balriug.46 ct50
.42 e*. 60
Young Hyson....75 @ ] i Hemp
Oolong.67 @80 India. 20^g 26
Souchong.50 @55 j Varnish*
Furniture.
Totmrco.
.92 (® 8

I 10 |.-»c is levied on all mer- Duty 5c R lb.
cha inline not imported di- First Sort, 1802. .14 @16
rect from the place qj'proI ron.
duction or growth.
Duty : JHg and Stamp 86,
A "lie**.
Bar not exceeding 860 R
ton value 817 R ton, exDuty 10 $*c ad val.
Pearl ^ lb.7f<g 8*
ceeding 860 R tun 818,

Who bears the

Arrest

auauionai

to

20c p lb.

Duty

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

The New Call.

*•

Son,

.8i@ 9c. Twine*
Rough.6}<gJ 6 Duty: 88 |>c
it lined

Twenty Years’ experience, and years
AFTER
experiment,'! have at last found the

Best

Dye !

coloring Hair in the world.
mean it
And *av lorther, that
Dye. and after trying, does not
he mouey on returning me the
Kor

1 say it boldly, snd
if any one buys my
like it. I will refond
bottle with one ball

ts contents.
I do not wish to sell it to any rebel,
>at hirer.
Agents can be supplied at wholesale

Iressing

of

or

rebel tym-

prices by

ad*

JOUN M. TODD. Portland, Me.
Oct H.d&wtf.

